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Universal state conversion in discrete and slowly varying non-Hermitian cyclic systems:
An analytic proof and exactly solvable examples
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In this paper, we formally prove how, by cyclically varying the parameters of a generalized two-level discrete
and non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, the respective state vector converts to the instantaneous eigenstate of the system
in the adiabatic limit, irrespective of how the state was initially prepared or of the form of the cyclic trajectory
followed within the parameter space (R) or of whether a singularity/exceptional point is encircled or not. Our
proof also applies to continuous configurations in the limit of infinitesimally small discrete time steps. The
observed mode switching behavior, which is a clear signature of the irreversible nature of non-Hermitian ar-
rangements, can be either of symmetric (clockwise [CW] and counterclockwise [CCW] encirclements in R space
lead to state conversion to the same instantaneous eigenstate) or asymmetric (CW and CCW encirclements in R
space lead to state conversion to different instantaneous eigenstates). As a specific example, we investigate the
case of rhombic parametric trajectories for a discrete parity-time (PT )-symmetric-like setting. Exact analytical
solutions are retrieved in terms of Weber/parabolic cylinder (large rhombic loops) and Airy functions (small
rhombic loops), with their asymptotic behavior dictated by the Stokes phenomenon. Both analytical derivations
and numerical computations indicate that the observed mode conversion is primarily an artifact of the adiabatic
character of the state vector evolution, while the encirclement or not of a singularity/exceptional point affects
only the magnitude of the required adiabaticity rate for mode switching to take place. Overall, our results provide
a deeper theoretical insight on slowly varying discrete non-Hermitian Hamiltonian systems, and pave the way
towards exploring the dynamics underpinning the traversal of higher-dimensional cyclic parametric trajectories
in the vicinity (or not) of higher-order spectral singularities for both continuous and discrete settings under linear
or nonlinear conditions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.5.033053

I. INTRODUCTION

The adiabatic theorem, as originally developed by Born
and Fock [1–3], constitutes one of the fundamental prin-
ciples of Hermitian quantum systems. It guarantees that a
physical setting will remain in its instantaneous eigenstate, if
the system parameters vary slowly enough—adiabatically—
with time (a finite energy gap must also exist—for all points
along the evolution—between the associated eigenvalue and
the rest of the Hamiltonian spectrum). In the same time, the
derivation of the aforementioned theorem gave rise to two im-
portant phase term contributions, when a cyclic and adiabatic
quantum state evolution is considered: the dynamical phase
(integral of eigenenergies with respect to time, typically linear
with respect to the period of evolution T ), and the gauge-
invariant geometric/Berry phase (defined as the integral of
the Berry connection/potential within the parameter space and
thus independent of T ) [4–6]. The essence of Berry’s phase
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has been identified in various fields of physics, including
quantum mechanics (Aharonov-Bohm effect, topologically
quenched tunnel splitting [7–10]), solid-state physics (Jahn-
Teller effect, quantum Hall and spin Hall effects, topological
insulators [11–16]), and topological photonics [17–25], to
mention a few.

The extension of such concepts in the non-Hermitian
domain has attracted a lot of attention in the last few
years [26–28]. In stark contrast to closed/conservative quan-
tum systems, non-Hermitian structures exhibit a number of
gain/lossy modes, each of which is characterized by a dif-
ferent rate of growth. In this case, it is expected to see
drastic changes in the mode occupancy levels, along with
eigenstate “flips”, which in turn lead to the breakdown of
the conventional adiabatic theorem [29,30]. Such a mode
switching behavior has been closely associated with the en-
circlement of spectral singularity points in parameter space
(the so-called exceptional points or in short EPs [31–45]) and
has been observed in appropriately modulated microwave and
optomechanical structures, semiconductor optical platforms,
and single-spin quantum setups [46–50]. Along these lines,
the notion of Berry phase (and curvature) has been properly
redefined for nonconservative physical settings, and subse-
quently utilized in order to explain a rich variety of unique
transport effects and topological phenomena occurring in such
systems [51–57].
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While the topic of adiabatic and cyclic state evolution has
been intensively studied in continuous time configurations,
its implications have not yet been recognized in their full
extent within discrete physical arrangements. Especially in the
context of open quantum systems, there is a lack of analytical
and experimental frameworks to describe the properties of
discrete and cyclic non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. In the Her-
mitian regime, analytic proofs of the adiabatic theorem for
discrete time evolution have been provided in the works of
Dranov et al. [58] and Tanaka [59], with applications in the
fields of quantum maps and chaos [60], quantum informa-
tion theory/computation [61,62], and quantum circuits/logic
gates [63,64]. To the best of our knowledge, an analogous
proof does not exist in the case of open and discrete quantum
settings.

On the other hand, the recent emergence of active fiber
photonic platforms (discrete networks of fiber loops) endowed
with PT -symmetric characteristics have opened up the pos-
sibility of observing novel phenomena, otherwise unattained
in conventional continuous optical arrangements [65–67]. A
precise tailoring of the temporal phase and gain/loss expe-
rienced by a propagating mode can be achieved in such
photonic structures, which in turn offers the unique advantage
of experimentally studying the discrete evolution of light in
the adiabatic limit. The lack of rigorous analytical treatments
along with the recent experimental demonstration by Nasari
et al. [67] of omnipolarizer action in active fiber loop systems,
deems as necessary the development of an appropriate the-
oretical framework to analyze the underlying non-Hermitian
adiabatic light transport dynamics in the discrete domain.

In this paper, we methodically investigate the implications
of slow non-Hermitian cycling within discrete quantum (and
photonic) settings. More specifically, by appropriately factor-
izing the time evolution operator/propagator at each time step,
it is proven—in the most general manner—that when a dis-
crete and non-Hermitian system evolves around an arbitrary
closed trajectory within the parameter space, then the state
vector is transformed to an instantaneous eigenvector at the
end of the cycle assuming that no spectrum singularities are
crossed. This is shown to be true independently of whether an
exceptional point is encircled or not, as long as the cyclic pro-
cess is performed adiabatically enough. Moreover, such mode
switching effect might have a symmetric or an asymmetric
character, depending on whether the clockwise (CW) and
counterclockwise (CCW) encircling directions lead to a state
conversion to the same or different instantaneous eigenstates
(by instantaneous, we will always refer to the attributes of the
time-dependent Hamiltonian at a specific instant, which in this
case is at the end of the parameter cycle). In this vein, special
emphasis is given to the behavior of the eigenspectra as time
progresses, while the notation of P,N modes is also intro-
duced in order to track the identity of the dominant and weaker
modes. (This will become especially useful, when a mode
might stop being dominant at some point during the cyclic
parameter variation.) As a specific example, exact analytical
solutions (Weber and Airy functions) are retrieved, when a
PT -symmetric-like system traverses a rhombic loop within a
two-dimensional (2D) parameter space (gain gn and detuning
σn are the time-dependent factors and T is period of revolu-
tion). The dynamics of the individual state vector components

an and bn (along with their ratio rn = bn/an) are examined,
while a formal mathematical analogy is also drawn with
the model of the discrete harmonic oscillator characterized
by a complex and time-dependent damping profile [68–73].
Finally, by exploiting the asymptotics of the respective ana-
lytical solutions, we theoretically show in the case of small
square loops that the ensued state conversion indeed takes
place in the adiabatic limit as a direct consequence of the
Stokes phenomenon [74,75]. Of course, in the last section this
statement is generalized in an analytical manner to arbitrarily
shaped parameter-space loops.

II. DISCRETE NON-HERMITIAN MODEL DEFINITION
AND UNDERLYING DYNAMICS

A. Generalized two-level Hamiltonian system

The discrete evolution dynamics of the state vector |un〉 are
dictated by[

an+1

bn+1

]
=
[

1+�m11
n �m12

n

�m21
n 1+�m22

n

][
an

bn

]
, (1)

where n ∈ N, an, bn are the individual components of |un〉,
m jk

n are the elements of matrix Mn ( j, k = 1, 2), � repre-
sents the discrete time step (typically considered small), and
qn = q(t = tn = n�) stands for a discrete and time-dependent
quantity (q = a, b). The above equation is nothing but the
discrete equivalent of Schrödinger’s equation for a two-level
time-dependent Hamiltonian Hn = [h jk

n ], with h jk
n = im jk

n and
i = √−1 representing the imaginary unit (see Appendix A).
In this respect, we define �n = [ξ jk

n ] as the propagator (or evo-
lution) matrix, which in turn describes the evolution of state
vector |un〉 according to Eq. (1) (i.e., |un+1〉 = �n|un〉, �n =
I +�Mn and I is the 2×2 identity matrix). In Appendix B 1,
additional details are provided regarding the conditions for
(non-)Hermitian evolution, along with an in-depth discussion
on the effect of different physical symmetries and conserva-
tion laws on the dynamical properties of discrete quantum
Hamiltonian systems [in Sec. IV of Supplemental Material
(SM) [76], an analogous analysis is performed in terms of
Jones calculus for classical photonic polarization systems
obeying equations similar to Eq. (1)].

The instantaneous eigenvalues of matrix Mn can be found
to be

λ±n = μs
n ±

√
m12

n m21
n cosθn, (2)

where sinθn=−iμd
n/
√

m12
n m21

n , μs
n = (m22

n + m11
n )/2, μd

n =
(m22

n − m11
n )/2, and cosθn =

√
1− sin2θn (see calculations

in Appendix B 2). The respective instantaneous eigenvectors
|v±n 〉 = [v±n,x v±n,y]T (T represents the matrix transposition op-
erator) will satisfy the ratio relation

v±n,y

v±n,x

= ±
√

m21
n

m12
n

e±iθn . (3)

Since the evolution (�n) and Hamiltonian (Hn) matrices
are linearly related to Mn, it should be true that λ±�n

= 1−
i�λ±Hn

= 1+�λ±n and |v±�n
〉 = |v±Hn

〉 = |v±n 〉 [in the notation
used in the present paper, λQn and |vQn〉 will stand for the
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eigenvalues and eigenvectors, accordingly, of matrix Qn (in
this regard, λHn will represent the eigenenergies of the Hamil-
tonian system)]. Exceptional point degeneracies occur when
both eigenvalues and eigenvectors coalesce. This can happen
for some n = nEP iff θnEP = ±π/2, which in turn implies that
λ±nEP

= λnEP = μs
nEP

and |v±nEP
〉 = |vnEP 〉 with vnEP,y/vnEP,x =

±i
√

m21
nEP

/m12
nEP

.

The difference equations that an, bn satisfy can be directly
retrieved based on Eq. (1) as (see Appendix A)

an+2 + pa
n,1an+1 + pa

n,0an = 0, (4)

with pa
n,1 = −(ξ 12

n ξ 11
n+1 + ξ 12

n+1ξ
22
n )/ξ 12

n and pa
n,0 = (ξ 11

n ξ 22
n −

ξ 12
n ξ 21

n )ξ 12
n+1/ξ

12
n . In an analogous manner, it can be found that

the dynamics of component bn will be described by

bn+2 + pb
n,1bn+1 + pb

n,0bn = 0, (5)

with pb
n,1 = −(ξ 21

n ξ 22
n+1 + ξ 21

n+1ξ
11
n )/ξ 21

n and pb
n,0 = (ξ 11

n ξ 22
n −

ξ 12
n ξ 21

n )ξ 21
n+1/ξ

21
n . Equations (4) and (5) will each accept

two linearly independent solutions an,1, an,2 and bn,1, bn,2

with nonzero respective Casoratians C(an,1, an,2) �= 0 and
C(bn,1, bn,2) �= 0 (see Appendix A and [77,78] for further
details on the properties of Casoratians). The initial conditions
a0, b0 along with Eqs. (4) and (5) can now fully determine the
evolution of an, bn.

In the present study, we are particularly interested in ex-
amining the adiabatic behavior of the ratio of the state vector
components (rn = bn/an). In this respect, the evolution of
rn has been found to be dictated by the following recursive
relation (see Appendix A):

rn+1 = G�n (rn) = ξ 21
n + ξ 22

n rn

ξ 11
n + ξ 12

n rn
. (6)

In the above formula, G�n is a function that maps rn to rn+1,
based on the elements of the evolution matrix �n (see Ap-
pendix C for the general definition of the G transform, along
with a discussion regarding its associated properties). If coef-
ficients ξ

jk
n are all constant and independent from parameter

n (time-independent Hamiltonian), then Eq. (6) would simply
represent a Möbius transformation. In the general case of a
time-dependent Hamiltonian model, Eq. (6) corresponds to a
nonlinear difference equation of the general Riccati type [78].

Overall, Eqs. (1)–(6) provide a full description of the
evolution dynamics for a generalized two-level discrete
Hamiltonian system. In Appendix A, we analytically show
the direct correspondence between the discrete evolution
equations developed in this section and their continuous coun-
terparts as the discrete time step goes to zero (�→ 0). This
leads to the generalization of our derivation in Sec. III re-
garding the state conversion property of cyclic and discrete
non-Hermitian systems, to the case of continuous time set-
tings.

B. Traceless and symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonian model

Here, we shall assume a traceless and symmetric Hamil-
tonian with matrix components of the form h11

n = −h22
n =

i fn = ign + σn and h12
n = h21

n = −κ (m11
n = −m22

n = fn =
gn − iσn, m12

n = m21
n = iκ), where gn, σn, κ are real-valued

parameters [in a discrete optical setup, gn and σn will represent

the time-dependent gain/loss and detuning factors, respec-
tively, while κ will stand for the constant and (without loss of
generality) positive coupling strength between the state vector
components an, bn]. The resulting matrix equation describing
the underlying dynamics will be given by[

an+1

bn+1

]
=
[

1+� fn i�κ

i�κ 1−� fn

][
an

bn

]
, (7)

which in essence corresponds to an almost parity-time-
symmetric arrangement {for an extensive discussion on the
topics of parity, time, and parity-time reversal symmetries,
along with their implications in discrete Hamiltonian systems,
refer to both Appendix B 1 (quantum mechanical setups) and
Sec. IV within SM [76] (optical setups)} . The instanta-
neous eigenvalues of matrix Mn can be expressed as (μs

n = 0,

μd
n = − fn, sinθn = fn/κ)

λ±n = ±iκ cosθn = ±i
√

κ2 − f 2
n , (8)

while the respective eigenvectors will satisfy the ratio relation

v±n,y

v±n,x

= ±e±iθn = ±
√

1− f 2
n

κ2
+ i

fn

κ
. (9)

Exceptional point degeneracies will occur iff fn/κ = 1 or
–1 (or equivalently when gn = κ or −κ and σn = 0) for some
n = nEP, with the resulting coalescent eigenvectors taking
the form |vnEP 〉 = [1 i]T (λnEP = 0, fnEP/κ = 1) or |vnEP 〉 =
[1 − i]T (λnEP = 0, fnEP/κ = −1).

The discrete dynamics of the state vector components and
their ratio will now be dictated by the following difference
equations:

an+2 + (−2+� fn −� fn+1)an+1

+(1+�2κ2 −�2 f 2
n

)
an = 0, (10a)

bn+2 + (−2−� fn +� fn+1) bn+1

+(1+�2κ2 −�2 f 2
n

)
bn = 0, (10b)

rn+1 = i�κ + (1−� fn)rn

1+� fn + i�κrn
. (10c)

An experimental implementation of such a PT -
symmetric-like Hamiltonian model is shown in [67], in
the context of a fiber-based omnipolarizer. In such a discrete
optical setting, an, bn describe the electric field components
along the x and y directions, while parameter n stands for
the successive round trips along an appropriately designed
fiber loop. Precise tailoring of the gain/loss and detuning
(or birefringence) factors is achieved via electro-optic
amplitude and phase modulators, while an electrically driven
polarization controller produces the constant coupling factor
between the two polarization components. Omnipolarizer
action is demonstrated by monitoring the polarization state of
light |un〉 in terms of the evolution of the respective Stokes
parameters on the Poincaré sphere under both Hermitian
and non-Hermitian conditions. In Sec. IV within SM [76],
additional details are provided as to why the dynamics of
such a discrete fiber network can be equivalently described
by Eq. (7) or Eqs. (10).
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FIG. 1. Schematic of rhombic trajectory CR
Rh (first column),

along with the respective parametric temporal dependencies of the
gain (gn) and detuning (σn) coefficients (second column) for CW
[(a), (b)] and CCW [(c), (d)] encircling directions. In both cases, the
starting point S of evolution was considered to be at the leftmost
point of the rhombic loop (in Sec. I within SM [76] analogous plots
are provided when S is located at the topmost point of the loop). The
magnified image in (a) shows the discrete nature of evolution.

C. Rhombic parametric paths: Exact solutions
and adiabatic dynamics

Having derived the discrete evolution equations governing
the dynamics of time-dependent non-Hermitian arrangements,
here we shall emphasize on the special (and analytically solv-
able) case of a traceless and symmetric Hamiltonian system
moving along rhombic trajectories (see Fig. 1) within the
parameter space R = (gn, σn). Such a family of closed paths
will be assigned as CR

Rh = ∪4
j=1


R
j (
Rj denotes each of the

linear segments comprising the overall rhombic loop and ac-
cording to our convention they will always be traversed in the
order 
R1 → 
R2 → 
R3 → 
R4 ), and can be defined uniquely
by the following parameters: (gC , σC) represents the location
of the center of the loop ( fC = gC − iσC , with gC, σC ∈ R),
εg and εσ denote the modulation ranges of the gain and detun-
ing coefficients, respectively (εg, εσ ∈ R+), while T = N�

corresponds to the cycling period with N ∈ N [this implies
for the evolution matrix that �(t = T ) = �(t = 0) or equiv-
alently �n=N = �n=0]. The magnitudes of εg and εσ will
eventually determine the family of solutions describing the
associated dynamics. The distinct roles of variables N and �

should also be highlighted at this point: the former dictates
the degree of adiabaticity (the greater the number of points
along CR

Rh , the more adiabatic the evolution), while the latter
indicates how close we are to the continuous time limit. (See
also our detailed discussion in Sec. I within SM [76] with
respect to rhombic and generalized parametric trajectories.)

In Fig. 1, we graphically show the geometry of path CR
Rh

along with the respective time dependencies of both gain
and detuning factors, when the starting point of evolution
is located at (gC − εg, σC). In this case, the CW and CCW

evolution equations will become equivalent after substituting
εσ →−εσ . Analogous graphs and relations are also provided
in Sec. I within SM [76], when the starting point lies at the top-
most point of CR

Rh . In all scenarios (irrespective of encircling

direction or starting conditions), subpaths 
Rj are defined in
a way such that they are traversed in the order 
R1 → 
R2 →

R3 → 
R4 (see Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 within SM [76]). Moreover,
as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d), model parameters gn, σn ex-
hibit a linear discrete time dependence, which in turn implies
that the complex factor fn (= gn − iσn) will display an anal-
ogous behavior: fn = η f ,1tn + η f ,0. Complex coefficients η f ,1

and η f ,0 will depend solely on 
Rj , i.e., η f ,1 → η
( j)
f ,1, η f ,0 →

η
( j)
f ,0 (in Sec. I within SM [76], such terms have been evaluated

for all segments 
Rj ). Here, we can omit superscripts ( j) and
emphasize on the dynamics along a specific linear subpath.
Based on Eq. (10a), the discrete time evolution of component
an will be described by

an+2−(2+�2η f ,1)an+1 +
(
1+�2κ2 −�2η2

f ,0

−�2η2
f ,1t2

n − 2�2η f ,1η f ,0tn
)
an = 0. (11)

The general solution to the aforementioned differ-
ence equation can be expressed as an = ca

1an,1 + ca
2an,2,

where an,1, an,2 denote two linearly independent solutions
[C(an,1, an,2) �= 0] and ca

1, ca
2 represent constants to be de-

termined from the initial conditions ano , bno [n, no ∈ N with
n � no and no = ( j − 1)N/4, i.e., no signifies the starting
point of linear section 
Rj ]. Substituting the Newton series
expansions of an+1 and an+2 [see Eq. (D12) in Appendix D]
in Eq. (11) will yield for small values of � that

δ2an

δt2
n

+ (−η2
f ,1t2

n − 2η f ,1η f ,0tn − η2
f ,0 + κ2 − η f ,1

)
an = 0

(12)
with δ standing for the forward difference operator (δan =
an+1 − an, δtn = tn+1 − tn = �). After applying an appropri-
ate complex coordinate transformation, the above dynamical
equation can be classified to be of the Weber/parabolic type
(see Sec. II within SM [76]). As such, the respective solutions
take the form of discrete Weber/parabolic cylinder functions
and can be expressed as an,1 = Ds+ (ψ+

n ), an,2 = Ds− (ψ−
n ),

where orders s+, s− and arguments ψ+
n , ψ−

n of the associated
functions depend on the model parameters in a manner indi-
cated in Sec. II within SM [76]. The linear independence of
Ds+ (ψ+

n ) and Ds− (ψ−
n ) is guaranteed by the nonzero value of

the corresponding Casoratian (see SM [76]).
An alternative family of solutions arises when the mod-

ulating parameters εg, εσ attain considerably small values,
such that a first-order analysis can be performed. [Using
dimensionless variables qεg = εg/κ, qεσ = εσ /κ , this implies
that qεg � qε 2

g , qεσ � qε 2
σ or practically qεg � 0.1, qεσ � 0.1, i.e.,

qεg, qεσ have the same or smaller order of magnitude than
0.1; see also Sec. II within SM [76] for the scaled ver-
sions of Eqs. (11) and (12).] In this case, terms of the order
ε2

g , ε2
σ , εgεσ , and higher, can be neglected in the respective

evolution equations. For times tn comparable to the cycling
period T , it will be true that η2

f ,1t2
n = (η f ,1T )2 ∝ ε2

g − ε2
σ ±

2εgεσ (η f ,1 = 4(±εg ± iεσ )/T according to Sec. I within
SM [76]). Such a second-order term can be now omitted from
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FIG. 2. State vector dynamics (here, the first component of the normalized state vector |qun〉 = [qan
qbn]T = |un〉/

√〈un||un〉 is depicted,
along with the ratio factor rn = qbn/qan = bn/an) for different rhombic trajectories CR

Rh and for both CW (main figures) and CCW (inset figures)

directions of encirclement (qtn = tn/T = n/N and qqn = qn/κ, qεq = εq/κ , where q represents the gain or detuning parameter). The dynamical
behaviors are indicated when qεg ∼ 1 or qεσ ∼ 1 (i.e., either of the modulating parameters becomes comparable to unity) and as a result Weber
solutions apply (qgC = 1, 1, 0.5, 2, qσC = 0, 0, 0, 0.5, qεg = 1, 1, 0.4, 0.8, qεσ = 0.5, 0.5, 0.8, 0.8, for each of the four rows in the above figure,
accordingly, while N = 1000, �κ = 0.1 in all cases). As starting point S of evolution (signified with a filled black circle) we considered the
leftmost point of curve CR

Rh , except in row two where S was located at the topmost point of CR
Rh (the exceptional point degeneracy is also

indicated with a green asterisk). For each closed parametric path, the real (solid curves) and imaginary (faded curves) parts of qan are plotted
with time, along with the respective behavior of rn, for random initial excitation conditions [see orange curves in second (qan) and third (rn)
columns]. In the rightmost column, the temporal dynamics of rn is illustrated when either of the instantaneous eigenmodes of the Hamiltonian
is excited at time instant zero (magenta and light blue curves). In all scenarios, symmetric (rows two and four) or asymmetric (rows one and
three) state conversion was observed [the exact value of rN is indicated by the grey coordinates (w, q): rN = w + iq]. Insets typically have the
same axis margins with the corresponding main figures, unless otherwise noted. The interested reader can also refer to Fig. S4 within SM [76],
where the state vector evolution is demonstrated when qεg ∼ 0.1 and qεσ ∼ 0.1 (Airy dynamics).

Eqs. (11) and (12) (remaining factors need to be considered
since they contain first-order terms with respect to εg, εσ ) and
consequently the resulting dynamics will follow a discrete
Airy-like evolution pattern. The solutions can be expressed
in terms of the Airy functions of the first and second kind
as an,1 = Ai(χn) and an,2 = Bi(χn), where the formula for
χn and the respective Casoratian computation have been both
provided in Sec. II within SM [76].

In Fig. 2, the state vector dynamics is illustrated for both
CW (main set of figures) and CCW (inset figures) encir-
clements and for different rhombic paths in R space. Only
numerical results are presented [in this case, an, bn were
determined recursively based on Eq. (7), given the values of
fn, κ and the excitation conditions a0, b0 (rn then becomes
equal to bn/an)], as they are in complete accordance with

the corresponding analytical calculations. [See our previous
discussion pertaining to Eqs. (11) and (12) along with Ap-
pendix E, where it is shown how an analytical expression for
an, bn can be attained along the entire trajectory CR

Rh given
the form of an,1, an,2 and the initial values a0, b0.] More-
over, we emphasize only on the simulation scenario qεg ∼ 1
or qεσ ∼ 1 (Weber dynamics), while the case qεg ∼ 0.1 and
qεσ ∼ 0.1 (Airy dynamics) has been also covered in Fig. S4
within SM [76] (relation w ∼ q implies that quantities w, q
have a magnitude of the same order).

For all parameter sets (i.e., each distinct row) of Fig. 2, it is
clearly shown that given the encircling direction in parameter
space [either clockwise (see main panels) or counterclockwise
(see insets)], the value of the ratio factor rN (n = N, tN = T
for a full adiabatic cycle) is the same independent of the
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the transformed state vector compo-
nent ãn (real and imaginary parts are depicted with solid and
faded orange lines, respectively) with time (qtn = tn/T = n/N) for
different open trajectories in parameter space (�κ = 0.1, N =
150) and for random initial excitation conditions: (a) qgn = qσn =
0.5, (b) qgn= 0.8 sin(πqtn/2), qσn = 0.8 cos(πqtn/2), (c) qgn = qσn = qtn,
(d) qgn = qσn = tan(0.34πqtn), (e) qgn = 0.7qtn + 0.3, qσn = 0.3/qgn, and
(f) qgn = tan(0.18πqtn + 0.16π ), qσn = 1/qgn. Insets show the actual
paths followed in R space (top right inset), along with the explicit
time dependencies (center right and bottom right insets) of the gain
(qgn = gn/κ) and detuning parameters (qσn = σn/κ). Such parametric
trajectories lead to exactly solvable models, whose dynamics are
described by a class of discrete generalized hypergeometric functions
(see Sec. III within SM [76]).

excitation conditions. [Here, we have considered: (i) random
initial conditions (orange curves in second and third columns
of Fig. 2), (ii) excitation of either of the instantaneous eigen-
states at time instant t0 = 0 (magenta and light blue curves
in last column of Fig. 2).] What is of even greater interest
is that in all cases such value happens to also describe one of
the instantaneous eigenmodes |v±n 〉 at time instant tN = T , i.e.,
rN = v±N,y/v

±
N,x. [The exact value of v±N,y/v

±
N,x is provided by

Eq. (9) for the traceless and symmetric Hamiltonian arrange-
ment under study.] This in turn is a signature of conversion (or
switching) to either eigenstate (+) or (−) (|uN 〉 = [aN bN ]T

and |v±N 〉 = [v±N,x v±N,y]T will of course correspond to the
same state here, since rN = bN/aN = v±N,y/v

±
N,x) and is a sig-

nifying characteristic of non-Hermitian and time-dependent
Hamiltonians under the assumption of adiabatic and cyclic
evolution.

Given now that state conversion to eigenvectors |v±N 〉 in-
deed takes place, then such an effect can be characterized as
either symmetric or asymmetric if at the end of the CW and
CCW parametric encirclements switching to the same (see
second and fourth rows) or different (see first and third rows)
eigenmodes has been observed, accordingly. For instance, in
the first row of Fig. 2, it is shown that rN = 1.02+ i0.02
and −1.02+ i0.02 for clockwise (main panels) and coun-
terclockwise (insets) evolutions, respectively [see Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)]—this is referred to as asymmetric state conversion.

On the other hand, in the second row of Fig. 2, it is shown that
rN = −0.3+ i0.38 under both CW and CCW conditions [see
Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)]—this is called symmetric state conversion.
As evident from Fig. 2, the type (symmetric/asymmetric) of
the observed mode switching behavior will highly depend not
only on the location of the cyclic path within the parameter
space, but also on the initial values of the gain (g0) and de-
tuning (σ0) coefficients. In Sec. V within SM [76], an analytic
proof of such an effect is illustrated for the special case of
traceless and symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonian struc-
tures evolving adiabatically along square trajectories (εg= εσ )
of small dimensions (in Sec. III C, this is extended to arbitrary
closed paths in R space and for generalized non-Hermitian
configurations). Elements of such derivation are also provided
in Appendix E, where our goal is to shed light on the mode
switching mechanism but through a more brief and intuitive
mathematical description.

While in the present section emphasis is given on non-
Hermitian Hamiltonians of a specific form following closed
trajectories of a specific geometric shape in parameter space,
in Sec. III we will expand our analytical treatments to the
general class of two-level open quantum structures. In this
vein, the basic premises of the adiabatic theorem, as origi-
nally developed for Hermitian arrangements [1–6], shall be
revisited and the notions of Berry and dynamical phase factors
will be appropriately extended (see Secs. III A and III B). A
generalized approach based on the eigendecomposition of the
propagator matrices �n will be employed (Sec. III C), in order
to analytically show that the ensued (symmetric/asymmetric)
mode switching behavior takes place for cyclic parametric
paths CR of arbitrary form (under the assumption that no
spectral degeneracy points are crossed). By tracking (and
studying the topological features of) the trajectories that
the eigenvalues of matrices Mn follow within the complex
domain [Re(λn), Im(λn)], we will show how the resulting
state vector |un〉 can be uniquely determined irrespective of
the initial excitation conditions |u0〉 [Re(.) and Im(.) repre-
sent the real and imaginary parts of the associated complex
arguments].

D. Emulating discrete harmonic oscillator systems
with complex and time-dependent damping profiles

Before proceeding to the analysis of generalized non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian systems, here we will attempt to
provide an alternative but mathematically equivalent de-
scription of the discrete PT -symmetric-like configuration
introduced in Sec. II B. For that purpose, a transformation of
the following form

an =
n−1∏
j=0

ξ 11
j ãn, bn =

n−1∏
j=0

ξ 22
j b̃n, (13)

shall be applied to Eq. (1) (the choice of the lower bound in the
above product implies that a0 = ã0 and b0 = b̃0, but we can
choose any lower bound that facilitates our analysis). After
employing the forward difference operator δ, Eq. (1) can be
reexpressed with respect to ãn and b̃n as[

δ̃an

δb̃n

]
=
[

0 �12
n

�21
n 0

][̃
an

b̃n

]
, (14)
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FIG. 4. Eigenspectra evolution in complex domain [Re(qλn), Im(qλn)] corresponding to (±) [(a),(d)], (
∼±) [(b),(e)], and P,N [(c),(f)] mode

representations (qλn = λn/κ, qgn = gn/κ, qσn = σn/κ , and λn represent the eigenvalues of matrix Mn defined in Sec. II A). Notation (
∼±) refers

to an appropriate reordering of modes (±) (λ±n = ±i
√

κ2 − f 2
n , as found in Sec. II B for the traceless and symmetric Hamiltonian model),

so as to achieve a smooth spectra evolution [as shown in (b),(e), (
∼+) is assigned to the mode branch, which at least originally becomes

dominant] and avoid any discontinuities {such abrupt “jumps” appear in (a) and (d) owing to the evaluation of the principal square root in
the formula for λ±n —see definition of principal roots in Sec. II within SM [76]—and are generally denoted in our graphs with dotted lines} .
This becomes necessary when studying the behavior of the arrangement in the continuous time limit (�→ 0), so as to ensure the continuity
of the involved time-dependent functions and consequently the well definedness of the respective time derivatives and integrals. On the other
hand, P,N mode notation emphasizes on the classification of modes (±) into dominant (P) and nondominant (N ) ones, at each time instant

[i.e., Re(�λP
n ) � Re(�λN

n )
�>0⇒ Re(λP

n ) � Re(λN
n ) for all values of n, with the equality not holding simultaneously for all operation points

in R space so as the distinction into P and N modes holds ground; see also respective analysis in Sec. III C]. The numerical study was based
on the PT -symmetric-like model of Sec. II B [in this case, it can be shown that Re(λP

n ) � 0 and Re(λN
n ) � 0 as also indicated in (c) and

(f)] evolving in a clockwise manner along rhombic parametric loops CR
Rh (see inset schematics). The following parameter scenarios were

considered: (i) qgC = 1, qσC = 0,qεg = 1, qεσ = 0.5 (top row results) and (ii) qgC = 2, qσC = 0.5, qεg = 0.8, qεσ = 0.8 (bottom row results). In all

cases, the starting point S of evolution along path CR
Rh is illustrated with a filled black circle in the inset schematics (S±, S

∼±, SP,N denote the
respective points in the eigenspectra complex domain), while the exceptional point degeneracy is signified with a green asterisk. Finally, the
interested reader can also resort to Sec. VI within SM [76], where the distinctions among the various mode formalisms are described in even
more detail with respect to the top row graphs in the above figure.

where �12
n = ξ 12

n (
∏n

j=0 ξ 11
j )−1∏n−1

j=0 ξ 22
j and �21

n =
ξ 21

n (
∏n

j=0 ξ 22
j )−1∏n−1

j=0 ξ 11
j . The new and equivalent set

of evolution equations is now described by a hollow
matrix, which in turn allows to more clearly identify the
cross-modulation effect between the transformed state
vector components (δ̃an = �12

n b̃n, δb̃n = �21
n ãn). As shown

in Appendix A, the following difference relations can be
attained from Eq. (14),

δ2ãn + pδ̃a
n,1δ̃an + pδ̃a

n,0̃an = 0, (15a)

ãn+2 +
(−2+ pδ̃a

n,1

)̃
an+1 +

(
1− pδ̃a

n,1 + pδ̃a
n,0

)̃
an = 0, (15b)

where pδ̃a
n,1 = (ξ 12

n ξ 11
n+1 − ξ 12

n+1ξ
22
n )/(ξ 12

n ξ 11
n+1) and pδ̃a

n,0 =
−ξ 12

n+1ξ
21
n /(ξ 11

n ξ 11
n+1). The respective evolution equations that

b̃n satisfies can be retrieved by a simple exchange of
superscripts 1 ↔ 2 in the expressions for pδ̃a

n,1 and pδ̃a
n,0.

For the special case of the PT -symmetric-like arrange-
ment of Sec. II B, Eqs. (15) will assume the subsequent form

(δtn = �, δt2
n = �2)

δ2̃an

δt2
n

+ fn+1 + fn

1+� fn+1

δ̃an

δtn
+ κ2

(1+� fn+1)(1+� fn)
ãn = 0,

(16a)

ãn+2 + −2+�( fn − fn+1)

1+� fn+1
ãn+1

+ 1+�2
(
κ2 − f 2

n

)
(1+� fn+1)(1+� fn)

ãn = 0. (16b)

.
In the continuous time limit (�→ 0), the difference op-

erator δ can be replaced by the differential operator d and
consequently Eq. (16a) will read as [tn → t, fn+1 & fn →
f (t ), ãn → ã(t ); see also Appendix A]

d 2̃a(t )

dt2
+ 2 f (t )

d ã(t )

dt
+ κ2ã(t ) = 0. (17)

Such an equation clearly corresponds to a harmonic os-
cillator exhibiting a complex and time-dependent damping
coefficient [2 f (t )] with a positive or negative real profile,
depending on the sign of g(t )[=Re( f (t )] or gn[= Re( fn)].
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FIG. 5. (a) Evolution of state vector |un〉 in N discrete steps along
closed path CR residing within a 2D parameter space R = (gn, σn)
and defined by points Qn (n ∈ N ∧ n ∈ [0, N], n̂o is an arbitrary
value that n might take). Terms γn+1,n = −i ln〈vL

n+1||vR
n 〉 and τn =

−i lnλ�n = −i ln(1+�λn) designate the discrete contributions to
the complex Berry (γ =∑N−1

n=0 γn+1,n ) and dynamical phases (τ =∑N−1
n=0 τn). In the previous formulas, 〈vL

n | and |vR
n 〉 denote the instan-

taneous left and right eigenvectors related to eigenvalue level λn (or
equivalently λ�n ). (b) Continuum limit, in which gain and detun-
ing parameters become continuous functions of time [g= g(t ), σ =
σ (t )] with t ∈ R+0 ∧ t ∈ [0, T ] (̂to is an arbitrary value that t might
assume). The continuous time complex Berry and dynamical phases
after a full cycle will be given by γ = ∫ T

0 〈vL (t )||i dvR(t )/dt〉dt =∮
CR 〈vL (R)||i∇RvR(R)〉dR and τ = ∫ T

0 λ(t )dt = −i
∫ T

0 λH (t )dt ,
where 〈vL (t )| and |vR(t )〉 are the instantaneous left and right
eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalue level λ(t ) = −iλH (t )
(see Appendix F).

After setting f (t ) →− f (t ) in Eq. (17), we can directly obtain
the differential equation that coefficient b̃(t ) satisfies [in this
case, if one of the quantities ã(t ), b̃(t ) experiences gain, the
other will experience loss]. In other words, the components
of the transformed state vector [̃an b̃n]T can faithfully de-
scribe the dynamics underpinning the generalized damped
harmonic oscillator in its discrete manifestation (see Eqs. (16)
and [68–73]). From an experimental perspective, the com-
plex and discrete factor fn = gn − iσn can be precisely tuned
within an active fiber loop network after exploiting appropri-
ate electro-optic and phase modulators (see [65–67], along
with discussions in Sec. II B and Sec. IV within SM [76]).
In this regard, an arbitrary complex damping profile can be
synthesized and as a result, access to the rich dynamics of
Eqs. (16) and (17) can be guaranteed. Specific examples,
which lead to analytically solvable models, are depicted in
Fig. 3 (the exact forms of the associated solutions are illus-
trated in Sec. III within SM [76]). The case of a constant
damping profile, which corresponds to a Caldirola-Kanai
Hamiltonian system [79–81], is also shown Fig. 3(a) for com-
parison purposes.

In general, the essence of the broad class of time-dependent
parametric oscillators (characterized by a time-dependent
damping factor and natural frequency of oscillation) is
twofold: (i) they can describe a diverse variety of physical
settings, and (ii) they can lead to exactly solvable models (e.g.,
oscillator systems satisfying equations of the Mathieu-Hill,
Laguerre, Meijer G function, or generalized hypergeometric
type, to mention a few; see also Sec. III within SM [76]).
For instance, it has been shown that the equations of mo-
tion for charged particles moving nonrelativistically within

a time-varying magnetic field of the form B = h(t )Bo [vec-
tor Bo is constant and the scalar potential is assumed to be
zero; bold quantities refer here to vectors] can be reduced
to those of a classical time-dependent parametric oscillator
with complex phase space parameters [82–85]. More exotic
examples exist within the quantum field theory of exter-
nal fields, i.e., in the particle production in an expanding
cosmological background or in a strong time-dependent elec-
tric field—Schwinger effect [86]. Similar canonical oscillator
schemes appear frequently in the fields of physiology and
behavioral/perception analysis. Two prominent examples are
the attempts to describe (a) the excellent tuning properties
along with the extreme auditory sensitivity exhibited within
the mammalian cochlea [87,88], and (b) the erratic behavior
(cycles of alternating hypomanic and depressive episodes)
displayed by patients exhibiting acute bipolar type-II disor-
der [89]. Overall, it becomes evident how essential the role
of parametric oscillator models is in investigating a variety
of phenomena arising from the field of modern physics. As
such, the alternative Hamiltonian framework introduced in
the present section to describe the PT -symmetric-like dimer
model of Sec. II B, opens up the unique possibility of emu-
lating the aforementioned (or dynamically equivalent) effects
within discrete photonic platforms and in that manner derive
useful qualitative and quantitative conclusions based on ordi-
nary optical benchtop experiments.

III. ADIABATIC DYNAMICS OF GENERALIZED
AND DISCRETE NON-HERMITIAN SYSTEMS

A. Discrete time complex dynamical and Berry
phase factors

In Sec. II C, it was numerically illustrated that a traceless
and symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonian system evolving
along rhombic parametric trajectories CR

Rh will exhibit either
a symmetric or an asymmetric mode switching behavior for
sufficiently large cycling periods (a heuristic analytical deriva-
tion was also provided in Appendix E). Of course, this is not
solely a property of paths CR

Rh and naturally should generalize
to trajectories of arbitrary geometric forms. Our emphasis in
Sec. III will be to develop the necessary machinery to accu-
rately describe the adiabatic dynamics of discrete Hamiltonian
arrangements moving along arbitrary closed paths CR in
parameter space R. In this regard, alternative mode represen-

tations [generically assigned as (
∧±)] were used throughout our

subsequent theoretical and numerical calculations in order to
(i) highlight different dynamical aspects of generalized non-
Hermitian settings, and (ii) allow for the presence of abrupt
transitions (or discontinuities) in the eigenspectra evolution

(see Fig. 4 for a description of the (±), (
∼±), and P,N mode

designations, along with the detailed investigation provided in
Sec. VI within SM [76]).

As a first step in the analysis, the key concepts of both
dynamical and geometric Berry phase factors will be revis-
ited and appropriately redefined for discrete non-Hermitian
environments. In this vein, the requirement for smooth eigen-
spectra evolution (see for instance studies [1–6,51–55]) shall

be relaxed and notation (
∧±) will be employed (this will prove
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FIG. 6. Discrete evolution dynamics of modes (
∼±) associated with standard quantum adiabatic theory (see Sec. III B). For comparison

purposes, model parameters are kept to the same values as in the four rows of Fig. 2 (first/second/third/fourth column in the above
figure corresponds to the first/second/third/fourth row in Fig. 2), except from doubling the number of points along curve CR

Rh in order to
examine the effect of variable N on the observed mode switching behavior. The first and third rows depict the eigenspectra evolution [red and

blue branches correspond to the (
∼+) and (

∼−) modes, respectively] for CW and CCW encircling directions in parameter space, accordingly
(insets refer to the paths followed in R space, filled black circles indicate the starting points within both parameter space and eigenspectrum
domain, green asterisk shows the exceptional point). The second (CW) and last (CCW) rows depict the dynamics associated with mode

(
∼−) (qC

∼−
n = C

∼−
n /

√
|C

∼+
n |2 + |C

∼−
n |2, C

∼±
n = 〈v

∼±,L
n ||un〉) for random excitation conditions (see main figures) and for excitation of eigenmodes (

∼±) (see
magenta and light blue curves at insets; axis margins were kept the same to the main figures). Additional insets are provided to show the

behavior of |qC
∼−
n |2 in various time intervals of interest. The failure of adiabatic theory becomes evident from (f), (g), (n), (o), as mode (

∼−)
(originally identified as the nondominant eigenstate) attains a more prominent role at the end of the cyclic evolution [this comes in stark

contrast to (e), (h), (m), (p), where qC
∼−
N � 0]. The interested reader can also refer to Fig. S5 within SM [76] regarding the discrete evolution

results corresponding to mode (
∼+).

especially useful in Sec. III C, when deriving the asymp-
totic state conversion property of cyclic and slowly varying
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian structures). Following such a
consideration, we can return to Eq. (1), which describes
the dynamics of state vector |un〉 under the most general
conditions (|un+1〉 = �n|un〉). By expressing |un〉 as a linear

superposition of the instantaneous right eigenvectors |v
∧±,R
n 〉 of

the propagator matrix �n, we can pursue solutions to Eq. (1)

of the form [77,78]

|un〉 = c
∧+
n

n−1∏
j=0

λ
∧+
� j

∣∣v ∧+,R
n

〉+ c
∧−
n

n−1∏
j=0

λ
∧−
� j

∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉

= c
∧+
n

n−1∏
j=0

(
1+�λ

∧+
j

)∣∣v ∧+,R
n

〉+ c
∧−
n

n−1∏
j=0

(
1+�λ

∧−
j

)∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉
,

(18)
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FIG. 7. Discrete evolution dynamics of the instantaneous (non)dominant (P,N ) eigenstates (see Sec. III C). Model parameters for each
of the four columns in the above figure are kept the same to the values used in the corresponding four columns of Fig. 6. Overall, the structure
of the present figure is analogous to that of Fig. 6, with the difference being that here we refer to the P,N modes of the traceless and
symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonian arrangement of Sec. II B (the red and blue branches appearing in the eigenspectra evolution graphs of
rows one and three are associated now with the P and N modes, respectively). Moreover, in all cases conversion to the P mode is noticed as
expected from the analysis of Sec. III C, irrespective of the encircling direction in R space (qCN

N � 0 as shown in (e)–(h) and (m)–(p), with
qCN

n = CN
n /
√|CP

n |2 + |CN
n |2 and CP

n = 〈vP,L
n ||un〉, CN

n = 〈vN ,L
n ||un〉; the dynamics of the P mode is complementary to that of the N mode

and has been included in Fig. S6 within SM [76]). Both symmetric (columns two and four) and asymmetric (columns one and three) mode
switching can occur depending on whether the ending points of the P mode branch coincide [compare (b) with (j), and (d) with (l)] or not
[compare (a) with (i), and (c) with (k)] at the end of the CW and CCW parametric evolutions. The discontinuities, appearing as dotted/dashed
lines in columns two and three, can be attributed to the relation Re(�λP

n ) � Re(�λN
n ) that the P,N modes need to satisfy (see also Fig. 4 or

Sec. III C). This in turn implies that the results demonstrated in the aforementioned columns will be different as compared to the corresponding

graphs in Fig. 6 [relation Re(�λ
∼+
n ) � Re(�λ

∼−
n ) will not be satisfied in these numerical scenarios]. On the other hand, the schematics appearing

in the first and last columns of Fig. 7 are in accordance with the respective diagrams shown in Fig. 6 [relation Re(�λ
∼+
n ) � Re(�λ

∼−
n ) is now

satisfied and thus mode (
∼+) remains dominant along the entire parametric loop],

where λ
∧±
j (λ

∧±
� j
= 1+�λ

∧±
j ) describe the eigenvalues of ma-

trix Mn (�n = I +�Mn) as defined in Sec. II A and c
∧±
n denote

the complex amplitudes (phasors) associated with modes (
∧+)

and (
∧−). It should be highlighted that in the analytical study

of Sec. III, we shall mostly focus on the behavior of the
eigenvalues λn of matrix Mn (as opposed to the more con-
ventional Hamiltonian formalism, where emphasis is given
on the eigenenergies λHn of the Hamiltonian Hn), along with

their effect on the dynamics of state vector |un〉. If we now
consider the continuous time limit of Eq. (18), coefficients∏n−1

j=0(1+�λ
∧±
j ) can become clearly related to the dynamical

phase factor. Indeed, after replacing mode notation (
∧±) with

(
∼±) to signify the absence of any ill-defined derivatives or

integrals arising from spectral discontinuities [see Figs. 4(b)
and 4(e) and compare with Figs. 4(a), 4(d), and 4(c), 4(f)], it
will be true as � → 0 based also on the standard definition of
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FIG. 8. Riemann surfaces related to the PT -symmetric-like
Hamiltonian model of Sec. II B (the red and blue sheets indicate the
P and N modes, respectively, while the left and right columns rep-
resent the real and imaginary parts of eigenvalues qλP,N

n = λP,N
n /κ ,

correspondingly). The trajectories that the instantaneous dominant
eigenvalue qλP

n follows for each of the four parametric paths as-
sociated with the four columns of Fig. 7, are illustrated in rows
two through five [(b)–(e) and (g)–(j) depict the real and imaginary
spectra for the numerical case scenarios shown in columns one
through four of Fig. 7, accordingly; main and inset figures depict
simulation results for CW and CCW evolution in parameter space
R, respectively]. Black and yellow spheres denote the starting and
ending points of evolution in the eigenspectra domain (see rows two
through five—if the ending and starting points coincide, then the
yellow spheres are omitted), while the position of the exceptional
point at (qgnEP , qσnEP , qλnEP) = (1, 0, 0) is denoted with a green sphere
(see top row). Abrupt transitions in the evolution of qλP

n appear in
the imaginary spectra shown in rows three and four (light red dotted
lines), as also expected from Figs. 7(b), 7(c), 7(j), and 7(k). In all
cases, insets have the same axis margins with the main graphs, except
in the extra insets provided in row four depicting a magnification of
the underlying geometry near the EP.

Riemann sums that
∏n−1

j=0(1+�λ
∼±
j )�e�

∑n
j=0 λ

∼±
j �e

∫ t
0 λ

∼±(t ′ )dt ′ =
e−i

∫ t
0 λ

∼±
H (t ′ )dt ′ [λ(t ) = −iλH (t ) according to Sec. II A]. It

should be noted that while for continuous time systems mode

designation (
∼±) is more appropriate in order to ensure the

continuity of the involved time-dependent functions, discrete
time arrangements do not show analogous limitations and as a
result the alternative mode representations presented in Fig. 4
can become also applicable (for a more in-depth discussion
on the topic of [eigen]state continuity, the reader can refer to
Sec. VI within SM [76]).

In all the analysis so far, we have assumed right eigen-
vectors of the respective matrices/operators. At this point,

we need to to also introduce the left eigenvectors 〈v
∧±,L
n |

of matrices �n, which form a complete biorthogonal basis

with |v
∧±,R
n 〉 [90]. This in turn implies that 〈v

∧±,L
n ||v

∧∓,R
n 〉 = 0,

while we also demand the convention 〈v
∧±,L
n ||v

∧±,R
n 〉 = 1 (this

can be easily satisfied after appropriately normalizing the
left and right eigenvectors as demonstrated in Appendix F).
Such biorthonormality conditions preclude that the Hamilto-
nian system cannot operate at an exceptional point during its
evolution in parameter space, since at such a point it must

apply that 〈vL
nEP
||vR

nEP
〉 = 0 as shown in Appendix F (〈v

∧±,L
nEP
| =

〈vL
nEP
|, |v

∧±,R
nEP
〉 = |vR

nEP
〉). After substituting the expression of

Eq. (18) to Eq. (1), we can obtain the difference equations that

c
∧±
n satisfy

c
∧+
n+1

n∏
j=0

(
1+�λ

∧+
j

)∣∣v ∧+,R
n+1

〉+ c
∧−
n+1

n∏
j=0

(
1+�λ

∧−
j

)∣∣v ∧−,R
n+1

〉
= c

∧+
n

n∏
j=0

(
1+�λ

∧+
j

)∣∣v ∧+,R
n

〉+ c
∧−
n

n∏
j=0

(
1+�λ

∧−
j

)∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉
,

(19)

where we have used that �n|v
∧±,R
n 〉 = (1+�λ

∧±
n )|v

∧±,R
n 〉. Sub-

sequently, Eq. (19) can be further simplified after multi-
plying both its left- and right-hand sides with

∏n
j=0(1+

�λ
∧±
j )−1〈v

∧±,L
n+1|. By taking advantage of the biorthonormality

conditions between the left and right eigenvectors, the popu-

lation dynamics of eigenmodes (
∧±) can now be described by

c
∧±
n+1 = c

∧±
n

〈
v

∧±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧±,R
n

〉+ c
∧∓
n

n∏
j=0

1+�λ
∧∓
j

1+�λ
∧±
j

〈
v

∧±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧∓,R
n

〉
. (20)

In the above formula, the first and second terms in the
right-hand side are referred to as the adiabatic (or “self-
modulation”) and nonadiabatic (or “cross-modulation”)
factors, respectively. Equation (20) can be also reexpressed

as follows after subtracting element c
∧±
n = c

∧±
n 〈v

∧±,L
n+1||v

∧±,R
n+1〉

(δc
∧±
n = c

∧±
n+1 − c

∧±
n , δtn = �),

i
δc

∧±
n

δtn
= −c

∧±
n

〈
v

∧±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣i δv
∧±,R
n

δtn

〉

− c
∧∓
n

n∏
j=0

1+�λ
∧∓
j

1+�λ
∧±
j

〈
v

∧±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣i δv
∧∓,R
n

δtn

〉
. (21)
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FIG. 9. Discrete evolution dynamics of the instantaneous P,N eigenstates associated with the traceless and symmetric non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian system (see Sec. II B) moving along elliptical trajectories CR (see first column) described parametrically by equations qgn =
qgC + qRg cosφn cosθ − qRσ sinφn sinθ, qσn = qσC + qRg cosφn sinθ + qRσ sinφn cosθ , where φn = φo ∓ 2πqtn = φo ∓ 2πn/N (− and+ signs refer to
CW and CCW encirclements along CR, accordingly) and θ defines the rotation angle of the ellipse (symbol ∨ denotes here normalization
with respect to κ , except when used for time where qtn = tn/T = n/N ; see also captions of Figs. 2 and 4). Each row corresponds to a different
simulation scenario (main graphs and insets correspond to CW and CCW evolution in parameter space, respectively): (a)–(h) qgC = 1.6, qσC =
0, qRg = 1, qRσ = 1.3, θ = 0 and φo = π, N = 30000 [(a)–(d)] or φo = 0, N = 2000 [(e)–(h)], [(i)–(l)] qgC = 2, qσC = −0.3, qRg = 0.7, qRσ =
0.5, θ = 0, φo = π, N = 6000, [(m)–(p)] qgC = 0.8, qσC = 0.5, qRg = 0.2, qRσ = 1.2, θ = −π/6, φo = 8π/9, N = 11000. A smaller value
for the coupling strength was used here (�κ = 0.01) as compared to all previously simulated examples (�κ = 0.1—see captions of Figs. 2, 6,
and 7), which in turn resulted in an overall increased period of encirclement T (or equivalently a larger value for N as � was kept fixed in
all cases) for state conversion to take place. The dynamical behavior of the instantaneous eigenvalues λP,N

n is depicted in the second column
(red and blue branches are associated with the P and N modes, accordingly), while in the last two columns the population dynamics of the
N mode ( qCN

n = CN
n /
√|CP

n |2 + |CN
n |2, CP

n = 〈vP,L
n ||un〉, CN

n = 〈vN ,L
n ||un〉) is demonstrated for random initial excitation conditions (orange

curves in third column) and for excitation of either of the instantaneous eigenmodes of the traceless non-Hermitian system (magenta and light
blue curves in last column). In all scenarios, state conversion to the P mode is noticed (qCN

N � 0 after a full adiabatic cycle) irrespective of
the number of abrupt “jumps” (discontinuities) during the evolution of λP,N

n [see dotted lines in (e)–(h) (single “jump”) and (m)–(p) (double
“jump”)]. Both symmetric (rows two through four) and asymmetric (first row) mode switching is observed and this can be directly deduced
from the eigenspectra schematics in the second column [in all cases, the P mode branch will end at the same point after a full cycle irrespective
of the encircling direction (CW or CCW) in R space, except for the first row]. In the first two columns, filled black circles denote the starting
points of evolution, while the green asterisk shows the position of the EP (qgnEP , qσnEP , qλnEP) = (1, 0, 0). All insets have the same axis margins
with the corresponding main panels.

A clear resemblance between the aforementioned expression
and its continuous time counterpart, as retrieved in Ap-
pendix F, can be noticed. In that manner, the first term in
Eq. (21) can be directly associated with the Berry phase factor.

Based now on Eqs. (18), (20), and (21), we can define the

overall complex Berry (γ
∧±) and dynamical (τ

∧±) phase factors
along a discretely defined cyclic trajectory CR [comprised of
N discrete points Qn, with T = N�, QN ≡ Q0, n , N ∈N and
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0 � n � N - see Fig. 5(a)] as follows:

eiγ
∧± =

N−1∏
n=0

eiγ
∧±

n+1,n =
N−1∏
n=0

〈
v

∧±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣ v ∧±,R
n

〉
, (22a)

eiτ
∧± =

N−1∏
n=0

eiτ
∧±
n =

N−1∏
n=0

λ
∧±
�n
=

N−1∏
n=0

(
1+�λ

∧±
n

)
, (22b)

where γ
∧±

n+1,n (eiγ
∧±

n+1,n = 〈v
∧±,L
n+1|| v

∧±,R
n 〉) and τ

∧±
n (eiτ

∧±
n =

λ
∧±
�n
= 1+�λ

∧±
n ) are the discrete contributions to

γ
∧±(=∑N−1

n=0 γ
∧±

n+1,n) and τ
∧±(=∑N−1

n=0 τ
∧±

n ), correspondingly.
An important feature of the discrete complex Berry phase
can be now distinguished based on Eq. (22a), i.e., its modulo
2π invariance with respect to gauge transformations of

the form |v′ ∧±,R
n 〉 = |v

∧±,R
n 〉eiφn and 〈v′

∧±,L
n | = 〈v

∧±,L
n |e−iφn

with φn denoting a single-valued discrete function modulo
2π (φn+N = φn mod 2π ). The geometric nature of Berry’s
phase is also illustrated in Appendix F, along with the
continuous time limit behavior of Eqs. (20), (21), and (22).
(This is found to be consistent with the respective formulas
in continuous quantum systems under Hermitian [1–6] or
non-Hermitian [51–55] conditions.)

In the following section, we shall focus on the behavior
of Eqs. (20) and (21) in the adiabatic limit. In this regard,
the state vector dynamics will be described in terms of the
discrete complex Berry and dynamical phase factors, while
the shortcomings of conventional quantum adiabatic theory
pertaining to non-Hermitian settings will be also discussed.
To overcome such limitations, an alternative approach will be
presented in the last section based on the decomposition of
the Hamiltonian system into its instantaneous dominant and
nondominant modes (P,N mode notation). Along these lines,
emphasis will be given on the eigenspectra evolution in this
new mode representation.

B. Adiabatic approximation in discrete
Hamiltonian environments

It is interesting to note that Eq. (20) or equivalently Eq. (21)
can become greatly simplified, if we assume that the quantum
response is largely dominated by the adiabatic term. Under
such an adiabatic approximation, a closed-form analytical
expression can be found for state vector |un〉. In the present

section, we shall use notation (
∼±) and in that manner imply

a smooth evolution of the complex modal amplitudes cn. In

this respect, Eq. (20) yields that c
∼+
n = c

∼+
0

∏n−1
j=0〈v

∼+,L
j+1|| v

∼+,R
j 〉,

assuming also that only eigenmode (
∼+) becomes initially

excited (c
∼−
0 = 0). The final state—after a complete evolution

around cyclic path CR—will attain the following form [after
also employing Eqs. (18) and (22)]

|uN 〉 = c
∼+
0

{
N−1∏
n=0

〈
v

∼+,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣ v ∼+,R
n

〉(
1+�λ

∼+
n

)}∣∣v ∼+,R
N

〉
= c

∼+
0 eiγ

∼+
eiτ

∼+ ∣∣v ∼+,R
N

〉
. (23)

Analogous conclusions will apply, if mode (
∼−) gets ini-

tially excited (c
∼+
0 = 0) and only the associated adiabatic term

is considered. Consequently, the system is expected to re-

main in its instantaneous eigenstate [either (
∼+) or (

∼−)], while
also acquiring a dynamical and a Berry phase factor. In Ap-
pendix G, an extensive analysis is provided as to the criteria
under which Eq. (23) becomes applicable, by studying the
behavior of the nonadiabatic/cross-modulation term appearing
in Eq. (20). In this vein, it was found that the condition
for adiabatic evolution can be summarized as follows for a
generalized quantum Hamiltonian system (Hermitian or non-
Hermitian):

∣∣λ∼∓
n − λ

∼±
n

∣∣�
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈
v

∼±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∼∓,R
n

〉
δtn

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣〈v

∼±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣i δv
∼∓,R
n

δtn

〉∣∣∣∣∣∣
�

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈
v

∼±,L
n+1

∣∣i δMn
δtn

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n+1

〉
λ

∼∓
n − λ

∼±
n

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣. (24)

The above expression essentially suggests that the system
parameters must vary very slowly in time with respect to the

magnitude of the separation of the eigenvalues λ
∼±
n . Overall,

Eqs. (23) and (24) lie at the heart of the quantum adiabatic
theorem (in its discrete manifestation), and indicate that a
quantum arrangement is expected to remain in its instan-
taneous eigenstate [Eq. (23)] under the slow driving limit
[Eq. (24)]. Of course, as becomes apparent from Eq. (24),

the adiabatic condition/approximation cannot apply if λ
∼+
n =

λ
∼−
n , i.e., when eigenspectrum degeneracy points (known

as diabolical/exceptional points for Hermitian/non-Hermitian
configurations) are crossed. Practically, for operation suffi-
ciently close to such degeneracies, the Hamiltonian system
can never behave adiabatically [51–55,91,92].

On the other hand, within non-Hermitian settings the adi-
abatic approximation holds true for the dominant/prevalent
mode (see discussion in Appendix G), but will fail for the
remaining nondominant eigenstates as nonadiabatic terms will
be developed with magnitude comparable to the adiabatic
ones. It is naturally expected then that the resulting dynamics
will be described by the dominant mode, even if the other
eigenstates become initially excited (see first and last columns
in Fig. 6). Even this statement though utterly breaks down, if a
different mode becomes prevalent somewhere along the loop
(see second and third columns in Fig. 6). Such a behavior has
already been reported in continuous nonconservative systems,
in the presence (or not) of higher-order exceptional points or
of resonances in the vicinity of EPs [29,30,33–37,43]. Yet,
here our interest lies particularly in the discrete non-Hermitian
case and whether it is possible then to systematically predict
the mode population dynamics for arbitrary initial excitation
conditions and temporal dependencies of the Hamiltonian
model parameters (by answering to such a question, essen-
tially we also address the continuous time version of the same
problem when � → 0 is considered). Along these lines, an
alternative mode representation has been employed in the last
section, which emphasizes on the instantaneous dominant (P)
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and nondominant (N ) eigenstates of a generalized and slowly
varying non-Hermitian arrangement. The topological features
of the trajectories that the eigenvalues λP

n , λN
n follow within

the complex domain will be analyzed, along with their effect
on the evolution of state vector |un〉.

C. Universal state conversion under the action of cyclic and
slowly varying non-Hermitian Hamiltonians

In order to study the dynamics of |un〉 for arbitrary closed
paths CR, as a first step, the evolution matrix (�n = I +
�Mn) becomes factorized in terms of its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors (in our analysis here, �n describes a general-
ized non-Hermitian setting). In this regard, we obtain that
�n = V R

n D�n (V L
n )† (symbol † refers to the conjugate trans-

pose/adjoint of a matrix), with matrices V R
n , D�n ,V L

n defined
as

V R
n =

[
vP,R

n,x vN ,R
n,x

vP,R
n,y vN ,R

n,y

]
, D�n =

[
λP

�n
0

0 λN
�n

]
,

V L
n =

[
vP,L

n,x vN ,L
n,x

vP,L
n,y vN ,L

n,y

]
(25)

and λP,N
�n

= 1+�λP,N
n � e�λP,N

n for small time steps
(such a matrix decomposition applies only in the ab-
sence of any eigenspectrum degeneracy points, as then
the Jordan canonical form must be employed). Indices
P and N refer to the instantaneous dominant and
nondominant eigenmodes of the non-Hermitian structure

and satisfy the property that Re(�λP
n ) � Re(�λN

n )
�>0⇒

Re(λP
n ) � Re(λN

n ) for every point along CR [typically
Re(λP

n ) > Re(λN
n ), except maybe at a limited number of

points where the equality might apply; see also Fig. 4
for more details regarding the adopted mode terminol-
ogy]. Left (〈vP,L

n | = [vP,L
n,x vP,L

n,y ]
∗
, 〈vN ,L

n | = [vN ,L
n,x vN ,L

n,y ]
∗
)

and right (|vP,R
n 〉 = [vP,R

n,x vN ,R
n,y ]T , |vN ,R

n 〉 = [vN ,R
n,x vN ,R

n,y ]T )
eigenvectors will form a biorthonormal basis: 〈vP,L

n |vP,R
n 〉 =

〈vN ,L
n |vN ,R

n 〉 = 1, 〈vP,L
n |vN ,R

n 〉 = 〈vN ,L
n |vP,R

n 〉 = 0 (symbol ∗
represents the complex conjugate of the respective quantity).
This equivalently implies that (V L

n )†V R
n = (V R

n )†V L
n = I (I:

2×2 identity matrix). It should be noted that for regular

Hermitian systems [Re(λP
n ) = Re(λN

n ) = 0], P,N , and (
∼±)

mode formalisms become identical and standard quantum adi-
abatic theory will apply for all modes assuming Eq. (24) is
satisfied (see also analysis of Sec. III B). An analogous situ-
ation arises in the special case when Re(λP

n ) = Re(λN
n ) �= 0

along the entire loop CR [this becomes equivalent to a Hamil-
tonian H ′

n with shifted energy levels such that Re(λP ′
n ) =

Re(λN ′
n ) = 0], then again there is no discrimination between

dominant and nondominant eigenmodes and thus the quan-
tum adiabatic theorem would still apply for all modes given
Eq. (24). In the present analysis, we are particularly concerned
with non-Hermitian systems exhibiting an imbalance between
Re(λP

n ) and Re(λN
n ) along the parametric trajectory CR.

The total transfer matrix (for a single loop encirclement)
will now be given by Z = �N−1�N−2 · · ·�0 =

∏N−1
n=0 �n =∏N−1

n=0 V R
n D�n (V L

n )† (an ordered matrix product is used here),

which can be alternatively expressed as

Z = V R
N−1

[
D�N−1

N−2∏
n=0

(
V L

n+1

)†
V R

n D�n

] (
V L

0

)†
= V R

N−1 F
(
V L

0

)†
. (26)

In the above formula, N indicates the total number of
points along the discrete trajectory CR [ |uN 〉 = Z|u0〉, see
also Fig. 5(a)] and F = [F jk] = D�N−1

∏N−2
n=0 (V L

n+1)
†
V R

n D�n

( j, k = 1, 2). Of interest is to study the behavior of matrices
F and Z for the different geometric forms of CR as N grows
large (adiabatic limit). Even though not immediately apparent,
Eqs. (25) and (26) are simply a reformulation of Eqs. (18)–
(21), on which the analysis of Secs. III A and III B was based
on (see Appendix H). Yet, the former set of equations shall
be employed in the forthcoming asymptotic study, as it will
allow us to access the dynamics underpinning the evolution
of slowly varying non-Hermitian systems in a mathematically
more neat and elegant manner. In order to validate our theo-
retical conclusions, specific numerical results will be provided
in terms of the time-dependent PT -symmetric-like model
described in Eq. (7), assuming evolution along rhombic (see
Figs. 7 and 8) and elliptical trajectories (see Fig. 9) in parame-
ter space R. Moreover, direct comparisons will be performed
between Figs. 6 (Sec. III B) and 7–9 (Sec. III C) to illustrate

the differences between the (
∼±) (Fig. 6) and P,N (Figs. 7–9)

mode representations, which in turn will enable us to also
reveal the limitations of the standard adiabatic theory results
summarized in Sec. III B.

1. Absence of abrupt transitions/discontinuities during
the evolution of λP

n and λN
n in the complex domain

Characteristic parametric trajectories of this form are
shown in the insets of Figs. 7(a) [or 7(i)] and 7(d) [or 7(l)]
(first and last columns of Fig. 7). The respective main fig-
ure panels clearly show the absence of any discontinuities in
the evolution of eigenvalues λP

n and λN
n within the complex

space. Based now on Figs. 6(a), 6(d), 6(i), and 6(l), it can be

seen that mode (
∼+) remains dominant along the entire para-

metric loop [Re(�λ
∼+
n ) � Re(�λ

∼−
n )] and as such it coincides

with the instantaneous dominant eigenmode P [(
∼+) ≡ P and

(
∼−) ≡ N ]. In other words, mode designations (

∼±) (used in
the conventional adiabatic theory treatments of Sec. III B)
and P,N (used in the present section) become equivalent

[λP
n ≡ λ

∼+
n and λN

n ≡ λ
∼−
n ], which reflects in the fact that the

numerical results of the first and last columns of Fig. 6 are
identical with the respective results of Fig. 7 (see also Sec. VII
within SM [76] for a more detailed discussion).

For small discrete time steps �, it becomes now true that
(V L

n+1)†V R
n � (V L

n )†V R
n = I and consequently matrix F takes

the form

F =D�N−1

N−2∏
n=0

(
V L

n+1

)†
V R

n D�n �
N−1∏
n=0

D�n =
[

cP 0
0 cN

]
(27)

with cP =
∏N−1

n=0 λP
�n
� e�

∑N−1
n=0 λP

n , cN =∏N−1
n=0 λN

�n
�

e�
∑N−1

n=0 λN
n [cP,N are essentially the discrete dynamical
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phase factors as defined in Eq. (22b) for the P,N modes].
Since inequality Re(λP

n ) > Re(λN
n ) largely applies along

CR (� > 0), it becomes directly evident that |cN /cP | << 1
under adiabatic (N →∞) and non-Hermitian conditions
[Re(λP

n )Re(λN
n ) �= 0 in general along trajectory CR]. Hence,

we can omit cN and take into account primarily factor cP in
Eq. (27). Two different cases must be considered here:

(1) Symmetric state conversion for closed paths not con-
taining any EPs. A representative example is shown in the
last column of Fig. 7. The evolution of the eigespectra is
exhibited in Figs. 7(d) and 7(l). Since no exceptional points
are enclosed within CR, it will be true for the initial and final
states that λP

N = λP
0 , λN

0 = λN
0 , and accordingly |vP,R

N−1〉 �
|vP,R

N 〉 = |vP,R
0 〉, |vN ,R

N−1〉 � |vN ,R
N 〉 = |vN ,R

0 〉 with analogous
relations applying for the left eigenvectors. (This is analyt-
ically shown in [26], in terms of a Taylor series expansion
around a nondegenerate spectrum point.) After employing
Eqs. (25)–(27) and the biorthonormality conditions, the total
transfer matrix Z will assume the form

Z � cP

⎡⎣vP,R
0,x

(
vP,L

0,x

)∗
vP,R

0,x

(
vP,L

0,y

)∗
vP,R

0,y

(
vP,L

0,x

)∗
vP,R

0,y

(
vP,L

0,y

)∗
⎤⎦. (28)

It can be deduced now that ζ 21/ζ 11 � ζ 22/ζ 12 �
vP,R

0,y /vP,R
0,x = vP,R

N,y /vP,R
N,x , where ζ jk are the elements

of matrix Z . This relation becomes directly reflected
to the components of the resulting state vector, i.e.,
|uN 〉 = Z|u0〉 ⇒ bN/aN � vP,R

N,y /vP,R
N,x with |uN 〉 = [aN bN ]T .

In other words, the state vector will asymptotically convert to
the instantaneous dominant (P) mode at the end of the cyclic
process irrespective of the initial conditions [see Figs. 7(h)
and 7(p), along with the description in the caption of Fig. 7].
After tracking the P mode (red) branch in the corresponding
eigenspectra evolution diagrams [see Figs. 7(d) and 7(l)], it
becomes evident that its ending point is the same irrespective
of the encircling direction (CW or CCW) in parameter space
[of course, the starting and ending points also coalesce under
both CW and CCW conditions (the same applies for the N
mode branch), as no eigenvalue/eigenvector swap happens
after a full parameter cycle]. This is indicative of a symmetric
mode switching behavior and is closely associated with the
trivial spectrum topology in the vicinity of nondegenerate
points [see Riemann sheet structure along with the trajectory
followed by eigenvalue λP

n in Figs. 8(e) and 8(j)].
(2) Asymmetric state conversion for paths encircling EPs.

This case scenario corresponds to the first column of Fig. 7.
A unique feature of such trajectories, is the exchange of
eigenvalues and eigenmodes after a complete EP encirclement
(this is analytically shown in [26], in terms of a Puiseux
series expansion around an EP), i.e., λP

N = λN
0 , λN

N = λP
0

[see also Figs. 7(a), 7(i), 8(b), and 8(g)], |vP,R
N−1〉 � |vP,R

N 〉 =
−|vN ,R

0 〉, |vN ,R
N−1〉 � |vN ,R

N 〉 = |vP,R
0 〉 (analogous relations ap-

ply for the left eigenvectors). This implies for the total transfer
matrix Z that

Z � −cP

⎡⎣vN ,R
0,x

(
vP,L

0,x

)∗
vN ,R

0,x

(
vP,L

0,y

)∗
vN ,R

0,y

(
vP,L

0,x

)∗
vN ,R

0,y

(
vP,L

0,y

)∗
⎤⎦. (29)

Consequently, it will be true that ζ 21/ζ 11 � ζ 22/ζ 12 �
vN ,R

0,y /vN ,R
0,x = vP,R

N,y /vP,R
N,x , i.e., the state vector will adiabati-

cally convert to the instantaneous P mode after a complete
cyclic evolution. This mode switching property is indepen-
dently verified by the numerical results of Figs. 7(e) and 7(m)
(see also caption description). Following the rationale in (ii),
we can now track the P mode in the eigenspectrum domain
[see Figs. 7(a) and 7(i)], which in turn reveals that the ending
point of the respective (red) branch depends on the encircling
direction in R space. This clearly implies an asymmetric
state conversion process, which can be also attributed to the
peculiar topology of the eigenspectrum in the vicinity of EPs
[see Figs. 8(b) and 8(g)].

Both scenarios (i) and (ii) indicate that the P mode will
dictate the state vector dynamics in slowly varying and cyclic
non-Hermitian environments, when no discontinuities are
present in the evolution of eigenvalues λP

n , λN
n . This is in

agreement with (a) the analytical predictions of Sec. III B
(related to standard adiabatic theory), according to which a
Hamiltonian system is expected to convert to its dominant
eigenstate in the adiabatic limit, as long as such eigenstate
remains dominant along the entire loop CR (see respective
numerical results in first and last columns of Fig. 6), (b) the
analytical and numerical calculations in Sec. II C (see first
and fourth rows of Fig. 2), where the values for the ratio of
the state vector components at the end of the cycling period
T (rN = bN/aN ) indicate conversion to the instantaneous P
mode (see also detailed description in the captions of Figs. 2
and 7). Of course, our findings here are general and not path
dependent [see for instance Fig. 9 in the case of elliptical
trajectories CR: symmetric (third row of Fig. 9) or asymmetric
(first row of Fig. 9) mode switching occurs depending on
whether a nondegenerate or a degenerate point is encircled
in R space].

2. Presence of abrupt transitions/discontinuities during
the evolution of λP

n and λN
n in the complex domain

A completely different scenario arises for the trajectories
shown in the insets of Figs. 7(b) [or 7(j)] and 7(c) [or 7(k)]
(second and third columns of Fig. 7). Now, abrupt “jumps”
take place as eigenvalues λP

n and λN
n evolve within the com-

plex space [see main panels of Figs. 7(b), 7(c), 7(j), and 7(k)].

Moreover, the (
∼±) and P,N dynamical descriptions will dif-

fer (see corresponding simulation results—second and third
columns—of Figs. 6 and 7 along with the more detailed exam-
ination of Sec. VII within SM [76]) and this can be attributed

to the fact that modes (
∼+) and (

∼−) become interchange-
ably dominant as time progresses [see Figs. 6(b), 6(c), 6(j),
and 6(k)]. As a result, the conclusions of Sec. III B can no
longer apply in the present case. In this vein, we shall em-
phasize in the following analysis solely on the behavior of the
P,N modes of the non-Hermitian structure (this is the prefer-
able mode representation when non-Hermitian conditions are
considered), while also exhibiting the deficiencies of standard
quantum adiabatic theory.

Without loss of generality, we will assume that there
is a single time instant (tno = no�, no ∈ N ∧ 0 � no < N),
where a sharp discontinuity is noticed in the evolution of
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eigenvalues λP
n and λN

n [for instance no = 3N/4, N/2,

N/4, N/2 in Figs. 7(b), 7(c), 7(j), and 7(k), accordingly]. We
shall now consider separately the dynamics of the system
for n � no (parametric path CR

α ) and n > no (parametric path
CR

β ). In that manner, the total transfer matrix around the
closed trajectory CR = CR

β ∪ CR
α (evolution takes place in the

direction CR
α → CR

β ) can be expressed as

Z = V R
N−1F (β )

[(
V L

no+1

)†
V R

no

]
F (α)

(
V L

0

)†
= V R

N−1F
(
V L

0

)†
, (30)

with F = F (β )[(V L
no+1)

†
V R

no
]F (α) and quantities F (α) =

D�no

∏no−1
n=0 (V L

n+1)
†
V R

n D�n , F (β ) = D�N−1

∏N−2
n=no+1 (V L

n+1)
†

V R
n D�n being related to subpaths CR

α , CR
β , respectively.

Matrix products (V L
n+1)

†
V R

n will assume the following form
(see Appendix H):

(
V L

n+1

)†
V R

n =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
p11

n �p12
n

�p21
n p22

n

]
, n �= no,[

�p21
no

p22
no

p11
no

�p12
no

]
, n = no,

(31)

where pjk
n = pjk

n (�) with j, k = 1, 2 and p11
n (� = 0) =

p22
n (� = 0) = p11

no
(� = 0) = p22

no
(� = 0) = 1. As � → 0,

(V L
n+1)

†
V R

n becomes approximately equal to either the unity
matrix for n �= no, or to a hollow matrix with off-diagonal

elements equal to unity for n = no. This in turn signifies the
presence of the spectrum discontinuity at n = no. The matrix
expressions for F (α), F (β ) can be subsequently retrieved as
(see Appendix H)

F (l ) =
⎡⎣c(l )

P f1
(l ) +�λP

�
n(l )

e

r (l )
11 �λP

�
n(l )

e

r (l )
12

�λN
�

n(l )
e

r (l )
21 c(l )

N f2
(l ) +�λN

�
n(l )

e

r (l )
22

⎤⎦,

(32)

with index (l ) referring to CR
α or CR

β [(l ) = (α) or (β )].
The different variables appearing in the above equa-
tion have been defined in Appendix H. Here, we shall
emphasize only on the most important ones, which will
later on help us identify the presence of the discrete
dynamical and Berry phase factors in the expression

for matrix F : c(l )
P =∏n(l )

e

n=n(l )
o

λP
�n

, c(l )
N =∏n(l )

e

n=n(l )
o

λN
�n

, f 1
(l ) =∏n(l )

e −1

n=n(l )
o

p11
n , f 2

(l ) =∏n(l )
e −1

n=n(l )
o

p22
n with n(l )

o , n(l )
e denoting the

starting and ending points of CR
l (CR

α : n(α)
o = 0 and n(α)

e =
no, CR

β : n(β )
o = no + 1 and n(β )

e = N − 1). Moreover, as

shown in Appendix H, it will be true that f 1
(l )(� = 0) =∏n(l )

e −1

n=n(l )
o

p11
n (� = 0) = 1 and f 2

(l )(� = 0) =∏n(l )
e −1

n=n(l )
o

p22
n (� =

0) = 1, i.e., at least for small values of � the coefficients of
c(l )
P and c(l )

N in Eq. (32) will be nonzero.
Of essence is now to retrieve the expression for matrix F .

Consequently, based on Eqs. (30)–(32), it can be attained that

F =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�
(
cP pno

21f 1
(β )f 1

(α) + λN
�no

c(β )
P pno

22f 1
(β )r (α)

21

+ λP
�N−1

c(α)
P pno

11f 1
(α)r (β )

12

)+ F̂11

c(β )
P c(α)

N pno
22f 1

(β )f 2
(α) +�

(
λN

�no
c(β )
P pno

22f 1
(β )r (α)

22

+ λP
�N−1

c(α)
N pno

22f 2
(α)r (β )

11

)+ F̂12

c(α)
P c(β )

N pno
11f2

(β )f1
(α) +�

(
λN

�N−1
c(α)
P pno

11f 1
(α)r (β )

22

+ λP
�no

c(β )
N pno

11f2
(β )r (α)

11

)+ F̂21

�
(
cN pno

12f2
(β )f2

(α) + λP
�no

c(β )
N pno

11f2
(β )r (α)

12

+ λN
�N−1

c(α)
N pno

22f2
(α)r (β )

21

)+ F̂22

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (33)

where cP = c(β )
P c(α)

P =∏N−1
n=0 λP

�n

�→0� e�
∑N−1

n=0 λP
n , cN =

c(β )
N c(α)

N =∏N−1
n=0 λN

�n

�→0� e�
∑N−1

n=0 λN
n , and elements F̂ jk

( j, k = 1, 2) contain any second- or higher-order contribu-
tions with respect to � [see Eqs. (H14) in Appendix H]. It
is of interest to note that factors cP (cN ) and �pno

21f1
(β )f 1

(α)

(�pno
12f2

(β )f 2
(α) ) appearing in Eq. (33), can become directly

related to the discrete complex dynamical and Berry phase
factors attained by the P (N ) mode, according to the
more generalized definitions of Eqs. (22) [see discussion
immediately following Eqs. (H14) in Appendix H].

Owing to our mode convention, relation Re(λP
n )> Re(λN

n )
must be predominantly true along loop CR. If we now con-
sider � to be a fixed and small value, then parameter N
(total number of discrete points along path CR) should be
exceedingly large to achieve an adiabatically small rate of en-
circlement 1/T [= 1/(N�)]. Following such a rationale, it is
shown in Appendix H that the cP -related terms will dominate
in Eq. (33) (|cP | � |c(α)

P | � |c(α)
N |, |cP | � |c(β )

P | � |c(β )
N |)

under non-Hermitian conditions [Re(λP
n )Re(λN

n ) �= 0 in gen-
eral along trajectory CR]. Given also the analytical forms of
F̂ jk (see Appendix H), this implies that all elements of F can
be safely neglected except F11 and thus it will be true in the
adiabatic limit N, T →∞ that

F ∝
[

cP 0
0 0

]
. (34)

The analysis becomes now analogous to that of Sec. III C 1,
since the corresponding expressions for matrix F [see Eq. (27)
in Sec. III C 1 and Eq. (34) in Sec. III C 2] become equiv-
alent under adiabatic conditions (|cP | � |cN |). It should be
highlighted that here it was necessary to take into account the
higher-order terms appearing in Eq. (33) in order to accurately
account for the anomalous behavior of products (V L

n+1)†V R
n

occurring at n = no, as depicted in Eq. (31). Had we not
considered such terms (and accordingly element F11), ma-
trix F would have obtained a significantly different form to
Eq. (34) and consequently our theoretical predictions would
have failed.
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In this vein and similarly to Sec. III C 1, it is expected
that slowly cycled states will converge to the instantaneous
dominant eigenstate (or P mode) even at the presence of
discontinuities in the evolution of the P,N mode spectra.
This is clearly illustrated by the population dynamics plots in
Figs. 7(f), 7(g), 7(n), and 7(o), where the nondominant (N )
mode completely subsides at the end of the cyclic process
(see also accompanying description in the caption of Fig. 7).
The resulting state conversion will have either a symmetric
[compare Figs. 7(b) and 7(j) in second column of Fig. 7] or
an asymmetric character [compare Figs. 7(c) and 7(k) in third
column of Fig. 7], depending on whether the P mode branch
will end at the same point (symmetric conversion) or not
(asymmetric conversion) within the eigenspectrum domain
after a full parameter cycle. All of the aforementioned results
are independently verified by the theoretical and numerical
analysis performed in Sec. II C, where the dynamics of the
state vector components along with their ratio were examined
within discrete PT-symmetric-like settings (see second and
third rows of Fig. 2, along with the descriptions in the captions
of Figs. 2 and 7).

Interestingly enough, asymmetric (symmetric) mode
switching can now take place even when encircling nonde-
generate (exceptional) points. Such an unexpected behavior
indicates how underlying spectrum discontinuities (see sec-
ond and third columns of Fig. 7, along with the respective
Riemann surfaces in rows three and four of Fig. 8) might
affect the system dynamics and in the same time elucidates
the significant role of the starting point of evolution along
loop CR on the output quantum state [analogous results are
also demonstrated in Figs. 9(e)–9(h) and 9(m)–9(p) in the case
of elliptical parametric paths]. In this respect, conventional
adiabatic theory cannot be applied in the present case, since
it typically requires the absence of any discontinuity points in
the spectra evolution. The complete breakdown of quantum
adiabatic theory (even after its appropriate extension to the
non-Hermitian case in Sec. III B) becomes directly reflected in
Figs. 6(f), 6(g), 6(n), and 6(o) and their insets (see second and
third columns of Fig. 6), where the non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian configuration does not convert to the originally dominant

eigenmode [assigned with (
∼+) in our mode notation] even if

such eigenmode gets initially excited.
Ultimately, the P,N mode representation is the preferred

method to describe the dynamics of open quantum systems,
as it enables us to predict the dynamics for generalized non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian forms under cyclic and slowly varying
conditions. Such a conclusion will still hold, independently
of whether multiple encirclements along a closed parametric
path CR are considered or if the dynamical spectra associated
with the instantaneous dominant (λP

n ) and nondominant (λN
n )

modes exhibit several abrupt transitions within the complex
domain. However, this behavior cannot be generalized to the
case where the Hamiltonian arrangement operates at eigen-
spectrum degeneracy points. Then, a Jordan decomposition
must be employed instead of the more familiar eigendecom-
position method shown in Eq. (25) (matrix D�n will no longer
be diagonal but a 2×2 Jordan block), and consequently the
subsequent analysis will be considerably altered. In practice
though, exact operation at such singularity points is almost
impossible, due to their inherent sensitivity [93–95].

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, the dynamics of discrete and time-dependent
two-level non-Hermitian Hamiltonians (in their most gen-
eral form) were rigorously investigated under both cyclic
and adiabatic conditions. A universal state conversion be-
havior, categorized as either symmetric or asymmetric, was
numerically observed and theoretically proved for general-
ized trajectories CR in parameter space R. In this regard,
special emphasis was given to the topology of the encircling
trajectories (along with their mappings onto the complex
eigenspectrum space), after also introducing an alternative
mode formalism based on the instantaneous (non)dominant
eigenstates of the non-Hermitian structure. The specific ex-
ample of a PT -symmetric-like arrangement moving along
elliptical and rhombic (CR

Rh) parametric paths was numerically
studied. The underlying dynamical equations were found be
equivalent to those of a discrete harmonic oscillator with a
(complex and time-dependent) damping profile dictated by the
form of CR. In this manner, explicit analytical solutions were
retrieved in terms of the discrete Airy and parabolic cylinder
functions in the case of the CR

Rh trajectories. State conversion
was also theoretically demonstrated for small square loops
(a special form of rhombic paths), by exploiting the rich
phenomenon of Stokes asymptotics that the class of Airy
functions exhibits.

Of course, the analysis presented here is far from complete,
as there are still several open problems that need to be sep-
arately addressed. For instance, a natural question arises as
to whether the conditions of cyclic parameter variation or of
high degree of adiabaticity can be relaxed and to what extent,
in order to still attain the observed mode switching behav-
ior. On the same grounds, it becomes of essence to examine
how the analysis and methodologies presented in this paper
generalize to cases where nonlinear effects are considered or
even when eigenspectrum degeneracy points are crossed as
the Hamiltonian system evolves in parameter space. Of great
interest is to also explore the adiabatic behavior of multilevel
non-Hermitian quantum configurations within a 2D or even
higher-dimensional R space. Such arrangements will exhibit
higher-order exceptional points, which are expected to influ-
ence the respective mode switching performance. To this aim,
experimental platforms in the form of active/passive fiber loop
networks (discrete time evolution) and smoothly deformed
optical waveguides (continuous time evolution) are being ac-
tively pursued within the optics community [27,28,48,49,67].
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APPENDIX A: CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE TIME
DOMAIN DESCRIPTIONS OF THE QUANTUM

HAMILTONIAN MODEL

The standard continuous time Schrödinger equation takes
the (normalized) form

i
∂|u(t )〉

∂t
= H (t )|u(t )〉, (A1)
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where t is the normalized time parameter (the actual time co-
ordinate is represented by h̄t), H (t ) is the quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian and |u(t )〉 = [a(t ) b(t )]T is the system’s state
vector. The discrete formulation of Eq. (A1) becomes simply

|un+1〉 = (I − i�Hn)|un〉, (A2)

where n ∈ N, � is of course the discrete time step (δtn =
tn+1 − tn = �), |un〉 = [an bn]T , qn = q(tn = n�) with q(t )
being an arbitrary time-dependent quantity, and I is the iden-
tity matrix. The above expression becomes equivalent to
Eq. (1) of Sec. II A (|un+1〉 = �n|un〉) if we set �n = I +
�Mn = I − i�Hn [matrices �n (evolution/propagator ma-
trix), Mn, Hn were all defined Sec. II A]. It should be
highlighted that Eq. (A2) was obtained from Eq. (A1) after
replacing the partial derivative ∂ with the forward difference
operator δ defined as δqn = qn+1 − qn.

As a next step in the analysis, the difference equations that
an, bn satisfy shall be retrieved. Equation (A2) can be rewritten
as

an+1 = ξ 11
n an + ξ 12

n bn, (A3a)

bn+1 = ξ 21
n an + ξ 22

n bn. (A3b)

By setting n → n+ 1 in Eq. (A3a) and after employing the
expressions for an+1 and bn+1 from the above formulas, it is
obtained that

an+2 =
(
ξ 11

n+1ξ
11
n + ξ 12

n+1ξ
21
n

)
an +

(
ξ 11

n+1ξ
12
n + ξ 12

n+1ξ
22
n

)
bn.

(A4)
We can now solve Eq. (A3a) with respect to bn and af-

ter substituting in Eq. (A4), a second-order linear difference
equation is attained for an,

an+2 −
ξ 12

n ξ 11
n+1 + ξ 12

n+1ξ
22
n

ξ 12
n

an+1

+
(
ξ 11

n ξ 22
n − ξ 12

n ξ 21
n

)
ξ 12

n+1

ξ 12
n

an = 0, (A5)

which accepts two linearly independent solutions an,1 and an,2

with a nonzero Casoratian C(an,1, an,2) of the form [77,78]

C(an,1, an,2) = det

([
an,1 an,2

an+1,1 an+1,2

])
. (A6)

Subsequently, we can derive the dynamics underpinning
the evolution of the ratio of the state vector components
(rn = bn/an). After substituting ra

n = an+1/an, we can rewrite
Eqs. (A3a) and (A3b) in the following form:

ra
n = ξ 11

n + ξ 12
n rn, (A7a)

ra
n · rn+1 = ξ 21

n + ξ 22
n rn, (A7b)

which in turn lead to the following recursive nonlinear equa-
tion of the general Riccati type:

rn+1 = ξ 21
n + ξ 22

n rn

ξ 11
n + ξ 12

n rn
. (A8)

Without loss of generality, we have assumed in Eqs. (A7)
and (A8) that an �= 0. If an = 0, then we could have sim-
ply considered the evolution of 1/rn = an/bn, without this
altering the main conclusions of our analysis (an = bn = 0 be-
comes a trivial case, since then aj ≡ b j ≡ 0 for j � n ∧ j ∈

N). At this point, we shall also state the following relation,
which will prove especially useful for determining the asymp-
totic dynamics of ratio rn (see Appendix E and Sec. V within
SM [76]),

ξ 11
n + ξ 12

n rn = 1+�
δan/δtn

an
. (A9)

The above formula has been attained after reformulat-
ing Eq. (A7a) according to the first-order difference relation
an+1 = an +�δan/δtn. We shall now apply analogous but
higher-order Newton series expansions (see Appendix D)
to Eqs. (A5) and (A8). In this regard, based on ex-
pressions ξ

j j
n = 1+�m j j

n , ξ
jk

n = �m jk
n ( j, k = 1, 2 ∧ j �=

k) and the discrete expansions qn+1 = qn +�δqn/δtn, qn+2 =
qn + 2�δqn/δtn +�2δ2qn/δt2

n (δtn = �, δt2
n = �2, while qn

stands for an arbitrary discrete time sequence), it can be found
that

δ2an

δt2
n

−
[

tr(Mn)+ δm12
n

δtn

/
m12

n

]
δan

δtn
+
[

det(Mn)

+ m11
n

δm12
n

δtn

/
m12

n −
δm11

n

δtn

]
an+O(�) = 0, (A10a)

δrn

δtn
+ m12

n r2
n +
(
m11

n −m22
n

)
rn−m21

n +O(�) = 0. (A10b)

In the above expression, tr(Mn) and det(Mn) denote the
trace and determinant of the time-dependent matrix Mn,
respectively, while O(�) stands for the big-O notation sig-
nifying in that manner terms of the order of � or higher
(�2, �3, . . .). In the continuous time limit �→ 0 [O(�) →
0, δ → d, tn → t, qn → q(t ) with q representing an arbi-
trary time-dependent quantity], it can be directly attained that

d2a(t )

dt2
−
{

tr[M(t )]+ dm12(t )

dt

/
m12(t )

}
da(t )

dt
+
{

det[M(t )]

+m11(t )
dm12(t )

dt

/
m12(t )− dm11(t )

dt

}
a(t ) = 0, (A11a)

dr(t )

dt
+ m12(t )r2(t )+ [m11(t )− m22(t )]r(t )− m21(t ) = 0,

(A11b)

which indeed are the differential equations that a(t ) and r(t )
satisfy as can be immediately shown from Eq. (A1) given that
M(t ) = −iH (t ). The dynamics of bn and b(t ) can be easily
retrieved from Eqs. (A10a) and (A11a) after replacing an →
bn, a(t ) → b(t ), and also exchanging superscripts 1 and 2 in
the elements of matrices Mn and M(t ) [such a permutation will
of course not affect the trace and determinant of matrices Mn

and M(t )]. Along these lines, it will be true for the Casoratian
in Eq. (A6) that (an+1,1 = an,1 +�δan,1/δtn, an+1,2 = an,2 +
�δan,2/δtn)

C(an,1, an,2) = �

(
an,1

δan,2

δtn
− an,2

δan,1

δtn

)
, (A12)

where the expression inside the parenthesis attains now the
familiar Wronskian form (in the � → 0 limit) found in con-
tinuous dynamical systems.

Of interest is now to investigate the form of Eqs. (A11) for
the traceless and symmetric non-Hermitian model introduced
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in Sec. II B. Already the respective discrete evolution equa-
tions for an, bn, rn have been provided in Sec. II B. Here, we
shall also provide their continuous time counterparts after sub-
stituting m11(t ) = −m22(t ) = f (t ) = g(t )− iσ (t ), m12(t ) =
m21(t ) = iκ [g(t ) and σ (t ) are the time-dependent continuous
time gain/loss and detuning coefficients, accordingly, while κ

is the constant coupling factor] in Eqs. (A11). Consequently,
we obtain that

d2a(t )

dt2
+
{
κ2 − f 2(t )− df (t )

dt

}
a(t ) = 0, (A13a)

dr(t )

dt
+ iκr2(t )+ 2 f (t )r(t )− iκ = 0, (A13b)

where Eq. (A13b) can be recognized as a typical nonlinear
Ricatti differential equation. The dynamics that describes the
evolution of b(t ) can be found after simply replacing a(t ) →
b(t ) and f (t ) →− f (t ) in Eq. (A13a).

At this point, we shall turn our attention to Sec. II D
and more specifically on how the second-order difference
equation that the transformed component ãn satisfies [see
Eq. (15b)] can be attained. In this respect, the following prop-
erties of the forward difference operator δ shall be employed
(wn, qn, represent two arbitrary discrete time sequences)

δ(wnqn) = δ(qnwn) = wn+1δqn + qnδwn, (A14a)

δ2qn = δ(δqn) = qn+2 + qn − 2qn+1. (A14b)

After applying operator δ to Eq. (14) of Sec. II D and based
on the above identities, it becomes true that

δ2ãn = �12
n+1δb̃n + δ�12

n b̃n

= �12
n+1�

21
n ãn + δ�12

n

�12
n

δ̃an. (A15)

Given expressions �12
n = ξ 12

n (
∏n

j=0 ξ 11
j )
−1∏n−1

j=0 ξ 22
j and

�21
n = ξ 21

n (
∏n

j=0 ξ 22
j )
−1∏n−1

j=0 ξ 11
j (see Sec. II D), we can ob-

tain the following relation:

δ2ãn +
ξ 12

n ξ 11
n+1 − ξ 12

n+1ξ
22
n

ξ 12
n ξ 11

n+1

δ̃an −
ξ 12

n+1ξ
21
n

ξ 11
n ξ 11

n+1

ãn = 0, (A16)

which, according to Eq. (A14b) and after setting pδ̃a
n,1 =

(ξ 12
n ξ 11

n+1−ξ 12
n+1ξ

22
n )/(ξ 12

n ξ 11
n+1) and pδ̃a

n,0=−ξ 12
n+1ξ

21
n /(ξ 11

n ξ 11
n+1),

can also read as

ãn+2 +
(− 2+ pδ̃a

n,1

)̃
an+1 +

(
1− pδ̃a

n,1 + pδ̃a
n,0

)̃
an = 0. (A17)

Equations (A16) and (A17) essentially confirm Eqs. (15)
of the main text.

Subsequently, we will emphasize on the discrete trans-
formation employed in Sec. II D [see Eq. (13)] and on how
it translates in continuous time dynamical systems. Such
a parameter reformulation aims at recasting a Hamiltonian
into a hollow matrix form, which in turn sheds light on
certain dynamical traits of the original quantum mechanical
arrangement. A similar rationale can be applied in continuous
configurations after applying a transformation of the form

a(t ) = e
∫ t

0 m11(t ′ )dt ′ ã(t ), b(t ) = e
∫ t

0 m22(t ′ )dt ′ b̃(t ), (A18)

in Eq. (A1) [the choice of the lower limit in the above in-
tegral, implies that a(0) = ã(0) and b(0) = b̃(0), but we can

choose any lower limit that facilitates our analysis]. In that
manner, the system dynamics will be equivalently described
by i∂ |̃u(t )〉/∂t = H̃ (t )|̃u(t )〉, where |̃u(t )〉 = [̃a(t ) b̃(t )]

T
and

the transformed matrix M̃(t ) = −iH̃ (t ) will be given by

M̃ =
[

0 m12(t )e
∫ t

0 [m22(t ′ )−m11(t ′ )]dt ′

m21(t )e
∫ t

0 [m11(t ′ )−m22(t ′ )]dt ′ 0

]
.

(A19)

We are particularly interested on the evolution properties of
ã(t ), which can be straightforwardly retrieved via Eq. (A11a)
after substituting a(t ) → ã(t ) and M(t ) → M̃(t ),

d 2̃a(t )

dt2
−
{

m22(t )− m11(t )+ dm12(t )

dt

/
m12(t )

}
d ã(t )

dt

− m12(t )m21(t )̃a(t ) = 0. (A20)

For the special case of a traceless and symmetric non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian [m11(t )=−m22(t ) = f (t ), m12(t ) =
m21(t ) = iκ], Eq. (A20) becomes

d 2̃a(t )

dt2
+ 2 f (t )

d ã(t )

dt
+ κ2ã(t ) = 0, (A21)

which is exactly equivalent to Eq. (17) appearing in the main
text. The correspondence of Eqs. (15) and (16) (see Sec. II D)
to Eqs. (A20) and (A21) in the limit �→ 0, accordingly, be-
comes directly evident after employing again the appropriate
discrete Newton series expansions along with the property

1/[1−�F (�)]
�→0� 1+�F (�)+�2F 2(�), where F (�)

denotes an analytic function at � = 0. Of significance is to
also show the limiting behavior of the discrete transformation
depicted in Eq. (13) of Sec. II D,

qn =
n−1∏
j=0

ξ kk
j q̃n =

n−1∏
j=0

(
1+� · mkk

j

)
q̃n

�→0�
n−1∏
j=0

e�·mkk
j q̃n = e�·∑n−1

j=0 mkk
j q̃n

�→0� e
∫ t=n�

0 mkk (t ′ )dt ′ q̃n, (A22)

where qn (or q̃n) represents either of the state vector compo-
nents an and bn (or ãn and b̃n) and k = 1 (when q = a) or
k = 2 (when q = b). In the derivation of the above expression,
the Riemann sum was used to convert the summation of mkk

j to
the respective integral. As expected, Eq. (A22) is in complete
accordance with its continuous time counterpart represented
by Eq. (A18).

In order to complete our analysis here, we shall
also provide the definition of δ−1, i.e., the inverse
operator to δ. In this regard, after setting δ−1qn = wn

(qn is an arbitrary discrete sequence) and given that
δ−1(δqn) = δ(δ−1qn) = qn, we have simply

∑n−1
j=0 q j =∑n−1

j=0 δ(δ−1q j ) =
∑n−1

j=0 δw j = wn − w0 = δ−1qn − w0 or

equivalently δ−1qn = w0 +
∑n−1

j=0 q j (w0 is simply
determined by the initial/boundary problem conditions
and it is similar to the constant of integration when evaluating
indefinite integrals in standard integral calculus). In other
words, δ−1 describes the finite summation operation, as
opposed to δ, which corresponds to operation of differencing.
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To summarize, a direct equivalence exists between operators
δ (difference operator) and δ−1 (summation operator) in the
discrete domain with operators d (differentiation operator)
and

∫
(integration operator approximated via Riemann sums

in the limit of infinitesimal intervals �) in the continuous
domain, respectively.

APPENDIX B: EIGENSPECTRA AND SYMMETRY
PROPERTIES OF DISCRETE HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS

1. Parity inversion, time reversal, reciprocity, and energy
conservation conditions

An important aspect in Hermitian quantum mechanics is
the conservation of the scalar product 〈un||un〉 as time tn = n�

progresses (n ∈ N), where |un〉 denotes the quantum state
vector and � the discrete time step. This is naturally ex-
pected, as 〈un||un〉 represents the total probability of finding
the quantum particle/system in any of the possible eigen-
states after a potential measurement, which in turn should
be equal to unity. A necessary condition for this to happen
is that 〈un+1||un+1〉 = 〈un|�†

n�n|un〉 = 〈un||un〉 ⇔ �†
n�n = I

[|un+1〉 = �n|un〉 as indicated by Eqs. (1), (A3), and (A2) of
Sec. II A and Appendix A, with �n = I +�Mn = I − i�Hn],
which also implies that 〈u′n+1||un+1〉 = 〈u′n||un〉 for any pair
of quantum state vectors |un〉, |u′n〉 (of course 〈u′n+ j ||un+ j〉 =
〈u′n||un〉 with j ∈ N will also hold, since �†

n�n = I should
apply for all values of n). According to Wigner’s theo-
rem [96], this implies that the propagator matrix �n must
be either unitary or antiunitary. Nevertheless, since �n(�) =
I − i�Hn (see Sec. II A and Appendix A) and thus �n(� =
0) = I , it comes that �n must be unitary so as it can
be continuously connected to the identity transformation,
which itself is unitary. This now implies the Hermiticity
of the Hamiltonian Hn as indicated by the chain of rela-
tions �†

n�n = (I + i�H†
n )(I − i�Hn) � I + i�(H†

n − Hn) =
I ⇔ H†

n = Hn, where small time steps � were assumed.
Therefore, in non-Hermitian settings (H†

n �= Hn) the inner
product 〈u′n||un〉 will not be conserved, which in turn has
led to the development of pseudo-Hermitian theories [97,98]
relying on alternative definitions of the scalar product between
two quantum states. Here of course, we utilize the standard
definition of the inner product, according to which 〈u′n||un〉 =
a′∗n an + b′∗n bn with |un〉 = [an bn]T and |u′n〉 = [a′n b′n]T .

Of interest is now to investigate the behavior of the inner
product 〈Qn〉 = 〈un|Qn|un〉, where Qn represents an arbitrary
matrix/operator (if Qn = I for all values of n, then we just
get the inner product 〈un||un〉). In standard calculations, Qn

typically describes a potential observable and thus must corre-
spond to a Hermitian operator so as the respective eigenvalues
(or outcomes of measurements) are guaranteed to always be
real. For instance, if we substitute Qn with the Hamiltonian
Hn, then 〈Hn〉 stands for the average energy at each time
instant tn. Consequently, it will apply that

〈Qn+1〉 = 〈un+1|Qn+1|un+1〉 = 〈un|�†
nQn+1�n|un〉, (B1)

or in other words quantity 〈Qn+1〉 is conserved (with time) iff
∀n it is true that

�†
nQn+1�n = Qn ⇔

δQn

δtn
+ i(H†

n Qn − QnHn) = 0. (B2)

In the above formula, δ stands for the forward difference
operator (see Appendix A), while we have also used rela-
tionships �n = 1− i�Hn, Qn+1 = Qn +�δQn/δtn, δtn = �

and have omitted any second- (or higher-)order contributions
with respect to �. For Hermitian systems (H†

n = Hn), Eq. (B2)
becomes

δQn

δtn
+ i[Hn, Qn] = 0, (B3)

with [Hn, Qn] = HnQn − QnHn denoting the commutator of
operators Hn, Qn. It becomes evident now that energy conser-
vation applies for Hermitian configurations iff δHn/δtn = 0
([Hn, Hn] = 0) or equivalently iff Hn is constant (this corre-
sponds to the case of a closed/isolated system). On the other
hand, regarding non-Hermitian environments the energy con-
servation condition [see Eq. (B2)] can never be satisfied in the
time-independent case (δHn/δtn = 0 and H†

n Hn − HnHn �= 0
since H†

n �= Hn) and cannot be guaranteed in time-dependent
settings. It should be noted that for nonconserved quantities,
their variation with time can be found as

δ〈Qn〉
δtn

= 〈un|�†
nQn+1�n|un〉 − 〈un|Qn|un〉

δtn

= 〈un|δQn

δtn
+ i(H†

n Qn − QnHn)|un〉, (B4)

where operator Qn is related to the quantity of interest and
� assumes sufficiently small values. Equation (B4) is nothing
but a generalization of Ehrenfest’s theorem in the discrete time
domain for an arbitrary quantum operator Qn.

Another important aspect within any physical theory is that
of symmetries describing the underlying physical/dynamical
laws. In this regard, a potential symmetry Wn in quantum
mechanics should map a solution |un〉 of the Schrödinger
equation to another solution Wn|un〉 of the same equation.
This should be also the case when we consider the respective
discrete dynamics as provided in Eq. (1) of Sec. II A [or
equivalently in Eq. (A2) of Appendix A]. Consequently, it
should be true that

(Wn+1|un+1〉) = �n(Wn|un〉) ⇔
Wn+1�n|un〉 = �nWn|un〉 ⇔
�−1

n Wn+1�n =Wn ⇔
δWn

δtn
+ i[Hn, Wn] = 0, (B5)

where we have used that �n = I − i�Hn, �
−1
n = I + i�Hn,

Wn+1 =Wn +�δWn/δtn assuming small values for �. In con-
ventional Hermitian quantum mechanics, the application of
a map Wn should preserve the absolute value of the scalar
product between any pair of states before and after apply-
ing the transformation. (As aforementioned, this is because
the inner product contains basic information about the prob-
abilities of measurements.) According to Wigner’s theorem
this implies that Wn might be either a linear unitary operator
or an antilinear antiunitary operator, satisfying the property
W †

n Wn = I . We can subsequently consider a smoothly defined
unitary transformation Wn(ε), with ε taking on a continuous
range of real values centered at zero and ε = 0 denoting
that no change is applied on the system, i.e., Wn(ε = 0) = I
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(this in turn disallows Wn from being antiunitary, as it must
be continuously connected to the unitary identity matrix I).
An infinitesimal version of such a mapping (described by
small values of ε) can be written as Wn(ε) = I − iεQn after
omitting any ε2 or higher-order terms. This in turn implies
that W †

n Wn = I ⇔ Q†
n = Qn (see respective calculation at the

beginning of the present Appendix involving matrices �n =
I − i�Hn and Hn). In this regard, Qn is referred to as the
generator of the transformation Wn and if Wn satisfies Eq. (B5)
(i.e., describes a symmetry of the Hamiltonian system), then
it can be easily shown that Qn will also satisfy the same
equation owing to the linear relationship between Wn and Qn.
For Hermitian conditions (�†

n = �−1
n , H†

n = Hn), this implies
that Qn represents a conserved quantity according to Eq. (B3).
This reflects the main conclusion of Noether’s theorem, which
here is applied to extended to the time-dependent case and
states that: if an observable Qn is the generator of a sym-
metry transformation Wn [Eq. (B5)] then it corresponds to a
conserved quantity [Eq. (B3)], and conversely if a conserved
(and observable) quantity Qn corresponds to a symmetry map
Wn. For instance, if a Hermitian Hamiltonian is characterized
by a space/time translation symmetry or rotational invariance
[for time-independent maps δWn/δtn = 0 ⇔Wn =W , simply
this implies that W should commute with the Hamiltonian Hn

according to Eq. (B5)], then the corresponding generators-
observables, i.e., linear momentum, energy/Hamiltonian, and
angular momentum should be conserved and vice versa. This
direct link between symmetry transformations and conserved
quantities is broken in non-Hermitian arrangements, since
now Eqs. (B2) and (B5) are not directly associated to each
other (�†

n �= �−1
n , H†

n �= Hn).
Of all symmetries, we shall emphasize here in the case

of time translation invariance, which is directly related to
the propagator/evolution operator �n since according to
Eqs. (1) and (A3) of Sec. II A it applies that |un+l〉 =
�n+l−1 · · ·�n|un〉 =

∏n+l−1
ν=n �ν |un〉with n, l, ν ∈ N and l �

1 [an ordered matrix product is used here as defined in
Eq. (E3) of Sec. II C]. The relation �n = I − i�Hn (see
Sec. II A or Appendix A) where � typically assumes small
values, implies that the generator of time translations is
the Hamiltonian itself. It can be inferred now based on
Eq. (B5) that symmetry under translation by a single time
unit � (Wn → �n) implies that δ�n/δtn = 0 ([Hn, �n] = 0)
or equivalently that the evolution and Hamiltonian matrices
are constant with time (�n = �, Hn = H). Under such time-
independent conditions, it can be further deduced that the
system dynamics will be invariant under translations of an ar-
bitrary number of time units [if for instance we assume a shift
by n′ ∈ N units, then Wn → �n′ = (I − i�H )n′ and Eq. (B5)
will be satisfied since δ�n′/δtn = 0 and H, �n′ commute to
each other; n, n′ are two independent discrete quantities]. We
could have reached to analogous conclusions had we consid-
ered the physical interpretation of time translation symmetry,
which can be summarized as follows: If we allow the Hamil-
tonian arrangement to evolve for a particular interval of time,
then the same final state must be obtained irrespective of when
such evolution initiated assuming the same initial state. Math-
ematically, this can be expressed for a single time step via
equations |un1+1〉 = �n1 |un1〉 and |un2+1〉 = �n2 |un2〉 (n1, n2 ∈
N, n1 �= n2,), where we need to find the conditions under

which if |un2〉 = |un1〉 = |uo〉 then |un2+1〉 = |un1+1〉 indepen-
dently of the values of n1, n2 or the initial state |uo〉. This can
take place if and only if �n2 = �n1 and since this must be true
for all values of n1, n2, it becomes evident that �n (and Hn)
must be constant and independent from n (�n = �, Hn = H).
Time invariance clearly applies now if we consider evolution
for multiple time steps given that |un+l〉 = �l |un〉, with �l

depending only on the difference between the initial (n�) and
final time instants [(n+ l )�]. It is noteworthy to mention that
the time independence of the evolution (� = [ξ jk], j, k =
1, 2) and Hamiltonian (H = [h jk], j, k = 1, 2) matrix ele-
ments was also expected from the calculus of divided/finite
differences, where a set of linear difference equations is time
invariant iff all the respective coefficients are constant [in
our case, these coefficients are described by elements ξ jk or
equivalently by h jk or m jk = −ih jk as seen in Eqs. (1), (A3),
and (A2); matrix M = −iH with elements m jk has been
defined in both Sec. II A and Appendix A]. It should be
also highlighted here that while time-independent Hermitian
arrangements arrangements respect both time translation sym-
metry and energy conservation, the same does not apply for
time-independent non-Hermitian structures, which still are
time invariant but energy will not be a constant of motion any
more [compare and contrast Eqs. (B3), (B5) for the former
case and Eqs. (B2), (B5) for the latter case, after setting
Qn → H and Wn → � = I − i�H]. This in turn indicates the
validity of Noether’s theorem when considering Hermitian
Hamiltonian dynamics, but also shows how it falls apart under
non-Hermitian evolution conditions.

In the majority of the discussion so far, we have in-
vestigated the behavior of transformations, which apply
continuous changes on the quantum mechanical arrangement
and under which conditions they constitute symmetries of
the quantum Hamiltonian arrangement. Of essence is to also
study symmetries, which are discrete in nature, along with
their implications on the Hamiltonian matrix. In this regard,
we focus on the parity (P ) and time-reversal (T ) opera-
tors [96,99,100], since also our interest lies on retrieving the
generalized expression of PT-symmetric Hamiltonians. As a
first step, we need to define such operators so as they satisfy
the properties of the parity and time-reversal transformations.
More specifically, T should represent an (antilinear) antiu-
nitary operator (T †T = T T † = I, T zT −1 = z∗, where z is
an arbitrary complex number and z∗ its complex conjugate)
and consequently it can be represented as T = UKτ where
U is a (linear) unitary matrix, K is the operation of com-
plex conjugation (represented by the superscript ∗), and τ

indicates the operation n → N − n [τ : tn = n�→ tN−n =
(N − n)�, with n, N being both integers - if N = 0 then we
have the conventional definition of reflection around the origin
t0 = 0]. A defining property of the time-reversal operator is
that when applied twice it is expected to restore the original
state of the system, i.e., T 2 = ηI (in Hermitian systems where
the inner product 〈un||un〉 is conserved and set equal to unity, it
comes that physically equivalent states differ only by a phase
factor, i.e., η = eiφ). The reality of η can be shown as follows:

T 2 = ηI ⇔ T T 2T −1 = T ηIT −1 ⇔
T 2 = η∗I ⇔ η = η∗. (B6)
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Moreover, the following chain of relations will also apply
[T 2 = (UK )2τ 2 = (UK )2, τ 2 = I and τ commutes with both
U, K since they are time independent]

T 2 = UKUK = U (KUK−1) = UU ∗ = ηI ⇔
UU ∗ = ηUU † ⇔ U ∗ = ηU † ⇔ U = ηUT , (B7)

where we used relations K−1 = K (K2 = I since K2z =
Kz∗ = z) and KU = U ∗K (⇔ KUK−1 = U ∗) with U being
a unitary matrix (U †U = UU † = I). Based on Eq. (B7), it
comes that U = ηUT ⇔ UT = ηU , which in turn implies
that η2 = 1 or η = ±1. In other words, T 2 = ±I with T 2 =
+I (this applies for bosonic/integer spin arrangements) and
T 2 = −I (this applies for fermionic/half-integer spin config-
urations). Here, we use T 2 = I and more specifically T = Kτ

(K2 = τ 2 = I and K, τ commute), i.e., the time-reversal op-
erator shall correspond to the simultaneous action of complex
conjugation and reflection of the time coordinates. This is
typically the convention used in analogous quantum mechani-
cal [101,102] and classical optical setups [27,28]. (Continuous
photonic systems satisfying the paraxiality condition/slowly
varying amplitude approximation can be equivalently de-
scribed by a spinless Schrödinger equation [103], and for
such spinless-like configurations the expression T = Kτ is
a kinematically admissible form for the time-reversal opera-
tor [99]. Discrete optical arrangements, analogous to the ones
described in [67] and Sec. IV within SM [76], can satisfy a
discrete analog of the spinless Schrödinger equation and thus
again T = Kτ is an appropriate choice.) Subsequently (after
also defining the form of the parity operator), we shall show
that conditions T 2 = I and [P , T ] = 0 (operators P , T
should commute since they must act independently to each
other) are so strong that even if we employ the generalized for-
mula T = UKτ , expression T = Kτ (i.e., U = I) will again
be obtained without loss of any generality. Finally, assigning
T = Kτ can be independently justified, if we take into ac-
count that in the present paper we are particularly interested
in the polarization dynamics of optical beams propagating
within discrete photonic fiber networks (see also Sec. IV
within SM [76]). In this case, the evolution is still described
by the recursive relation |un+1〉 = �n|un〉, but the state vector
|un〉 corresponds to the electric field polarization at a partic-
ular frequency of operation. For a polychromatic beam, the
electric field vector can be represented as a superposition of
its different Fourier components as follows:

E(ρ, t ) =
∫ +∞

−∞
E(ρ, ω)eiωt dω

2π

=
∫ +∞

−∞

E(ρ, ω)eiωt + E(ρ, −ω)e−iωt

2

dω

2π
, (B8)

where ω signifies the angular frequency, ρ denotes the ra-
dial vector vector in the two-dimensional cross section of
the optical fiber (quantities in bold refer here to vectors),
and we have also employed identity

∫ +∞
−∞ E(ρ, ω)eiωt dω =∫ +∞

−∞ E(ρ, −ω)e−iωt dω. Applying the time-reversal transfor-
mation on field E(ρ, t ) does not change its sign [E(ρ, t ) →
E(ρ, −t ); this can be easily seen from the fact that the force
experienced by a particle with charge q can be expressed as

F = qE and of course forces transform evenly with T ]. It is
evident that if E(ρ, t ) is Fourier transformed as E(ρ, ω), then
E(ρ, −t ) is Fourier transformed as E(ρ, −ω). Nonetheless,
we have to keep in mind that the electric field corresponds to
a real and measurable quantity, which in turn implies based
on Eq. (B8) that E(ρ, −ω) = E∗(ρ, ω). Consequently, it can
be deduced for real fields that if E(ρ, t ) → E(ρ, −t ) then
E(ρ, ω) → E(ρ, −ω) = E∗(ρ, ω), which illustrates that the
Fourier components must be complex conjugated owing to
the action of operator T [103–107] (it is the Fourier com-
ponents that appear in the polarization state vector). Of
interest is to mention that magnetic fields B are odd with
respect to T [B(ρ, t ) →−B(ρ, −t ); this can be directly
seen from the expression of the Lorentz force F = qv × B
and clearly velocities v transform in an odd fashion with
T ] and given that they also represent real quantities, it be-
comes clear that if B(ρ, t ) →−B(ρ, −t ) then B(ρ, ω) →
−B(ρ, −ω) = −B∗(ρ, ω). The validity of the aforemen-
tioned transformations under the action of operator T [t →
−t, E(ρ, t ) → E(ρ, −t ), H (ρ, t ) →−H (ρ, −t )] is also
guaranteed, since they lead to the time-reversal invariance of
Maxwell’s field equations [106,108].

In order now to determine if a Hamiltonian configuration
is time-reversal invariant (i.e., symmetric under the action of
operator T ), we need to answer the question as to whether
the associated state vector can retrace its path in time (apart
from a multiplication factor/geometrical phase, which in any
case cannot be measured). Along these lines and in order
to facilitate our study of the time-reversal properties of the
Hamiltonian Hn, we shall introduce an auxiliary Hamiltonian
field Hn, which can be defined in either of the following ways
(depending each time on our choice):

(1) We set Hn = Hn for all possible values of n.
(2) We set Hn = Hn for n � �N /2− 1� (�.� denotes the

ceiling function), and Hn = HN−n−1 otherwise (in the present
definition, any external fields/sources are set to be symmetri-
cally distributed around time tN /2 in the auxiliary field, i.e.,
HN−n−1 = Hn).

In what follows, whenever the time-reversal operator is
involved in studying particular symmetries, we shall always
resort to this auxiliary Hamiltonian description and sub-
sequently retrieve the respective conditions on the actual
Hamiltonian Hn. Since in the present analysis we are par-
ticularly interested in the dynamics of discrete and cyclic
time-dependent Hamiltonians for a single period of encir-
clement T = tN = N� within the associated parameter space
R, we can simply set N = 2N . Moreover, we choose that
Hn = Hn for n � N − 1 and Hn = H2N−n−1 for n � N [here,
we employ definition (ii) for the auxiliary field Hn, as any
actual external effects are assumed to cease when the encir-
clement in parameter space is complete (i.e., at time instant
tN )]. Such an effective temporal extension of the external
fields to times beyond tN (via Hn) is depicted by the dotted
orange and black lines in Fig. 10, and will in essence allow us
to investigate the time-reversal features of Hn around instant
tN /2 = tN (the solid orange lines in Fig. 10 reflect the actual
external influences described by the original Hamiltonian Hn).
In the same figure, the evolution matrix �n is denoted as
�n+1, n in order to clearly indicate that when applied to the
state vector |un〉 it translates it by a single unit of time to
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FIG. 10. Discrete time evolution of the quantum state vector
|un〉 = [an bn]T , whose value at each time step [tn+1 = (n+ 1)�]
is determined by the previous time step [tn = n�] via the relation
|un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉. The auxiliary Hamiltonian Hn is defined as
Hn = Hn, �n+1, n = �n+1, n = I − i�Hn = I − i�Hn for n � N −
1 (in this regard, |un〉 ≡ |un〉 for n � N , where state vector |un〉 obeys
the evolution equation |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 associated with the orig-
inal Hamiltonian representation Hn) and Hn = H2N−n−1, �n+1, n =
�2N−n, 2N−n−1 = I − i�Hn = I − i�H2N−n−1 for n � N , while oper-
ator τ reflects the discrete time coordinates according to tn = n�→
t2N−n = (2N − n)� (see purple dash-dotted lines in the figure above
- such a definition of τ will allow us to examine the time-reversal
properties of Hn or equivalently of Hn around time instant tN ). Solid
orange lines denote the actual evolution of the state vector during a
full cycle within the Hamiltonian’s parameter space R (|un〉 ≡ |un〉
for tn � tN or n � N), while dotted orange lines denote an effective
temporal extension of the external field/source effects to times be-
yond tN via the auxiliary field Hn.

|un+1〉 (|un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 with �n+1, n = I − i�Hn as dis-
cussed in Sec. II A and Appendix A—the barred quantity |un〉
describes the state vector associated with system Hn, while
|un〉 represents of course the state vector associated with the
original system Hn: Hn = Hn for n � �N /2− 1� = N − 1
and thus |un〉 ≡ |un〉 for n � N).

To better comprehend the action of the time-reversal op-
erator, we shall apply it in the ordinary discrete evolution
equation |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 describing the auxiliary Hamil-
tonian dynamics. In this manner, it can be obtained that
(T = Kτ )[

a∗2N−n−1

b
∗
2N−n−1

]
= �

∗
2N−n−1, 2N−n

[
a∗2N−n

b
∗
2N−n

]
⇔

[
a2N−n

b2N−n

]
= �2N−n, 2N−n−1

[
a2N−n−1

b2N−n−1

]
, (B9)

where we have defined |un〉 = [an bn]T and �n, n+1 = �
−1
n+1, n

(= I + i�Hn for sufficiently small values of the discrete time

step �) so as |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 ⇔ |un〉 = �
−1
n+1, n|un+1〉 =

�n, n+1|un+1〉 [Eq. (B9) is an illustration of the equivalence
|un+1〉 = �n|un〉 ⇔ T |un+1〉 = (T �nT −1)T |un〉, where the
latter relation is nothing but a time reversed version of
the former]. Equation (B9) of course always applies as
clearly revealed after setting n → 2N − n− 1 into the recur-
sive formula |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 (see also Fig. 10, where
a schematic illustration of the state vector evolution is
provided). Time-reversal symmetry/invariance (TRS) now im-
plies that |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 ⇔ T |un+1〉 = �n+1, nT |un〉, or

equivalently (T = Kτ )[
a∗2N−n−1

b
∗
2N−n−1

]
= �n+1, n

[
a∗2N−n

b
∗
2N−n

]
⇔

[
a2N−n

b2N−n

]
= �

∗
n, n+1

[
a2N−n−1

b2N−n−1

]
. (B10)

Given Eqs. (B9) and (B10), it can be directly deduced that
�
∗
n, n+1 = �2N−n, 2N−n−1 ⇔ I − i�H

∗
n = I − i�H2N−n−1 ⇔

H
∗
n = H2N−n−1 ⇔ H∗

n = Hn. (We have used here relation
Hn = H2N−n−1 for n � N , as also described in the caption
of Fig. 10.) Hence, TRS demands the Hamiltonian Hn to
be real for all possible values of n. This conclusion is of
course in agreement with Eq. (B5), which suggests that for
operator T to describe a symmetry of the system it must
commute with the Hamiltonian Hn [for discrete symmetries,
the term δWn/δtn is absent in Eq. (B5)], i.e., [T , Hn] = 0 ⇔
T HnT −1 = Hn ⇔ H

∗
2N−n � H

∗
2N−n−1 = Hn ⇔ H∗

n = Hn

(here, we have used the fact that H2N−n � H2N−n−1

assuming small time steps). Moreover, it will hold

that T �n+1, nT −1 = �
∗
2N−n−1, 2N−n = (�

−1
2N−n, 2N−n−1)∗ =

I − i�H2N−n−1 = I − i�Hn = �n+1, n. [This can also
be seen from the fact that T |un+1〉 = �n+1, nT |un〉 ⇔
|un+1〉 = T −1

�n+1, nT |un〉 = T �n+1, nT −1|un〉 (T 2 = I ⇔
T −1 = T ), and since |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 it can be deduced
that T �n+1, nT −1 = �n+1, n.] Consequently, time-reversal
symmetry implies that not only the Hamiltonian but also the
evolution operator must be invariant under the action of T .
Of interest is also to highlight here that, had we not originally
set Hn = H2N−n−1 and instead had applied Hn = Hn = 0 for
n � N (all actual external effects—encapsulated in Hn—cease
at time tN , i.e., after a complete parametric encirclement in
space R), then TRS would require that H

∗
n = H2N−n−1 = 0

for all values of n, which must be rejected. In other words,
when the actual Hamiltonian arrangement (Hn) performs
a single encirclement in parameter space and operator
τ reflects the system around time instant tN (N = 2N),
it only makes sense to study TRS after assuming the
presence of fictitious external perturbations through the
auxiliary Hamiltonian acting at times beyond the period of
encirclement T = tN and satisfying relation Hn = H2N−n−1

(tn � tN or n � N). In general, TRS (described equivalently
by formulas T HnT −1 = Hn and T �n+1, nT −1 = �n+1, n) is
summarized into either condition H∗

n = HN−n � HN−n−1

[external influences are left intact and thus Hn = Hn

for all values of n; see previously for definition (i) of
field Hn] or condition H∗

n = Hn [external influences—
including both actual (Hn = Hn for n � �N /2− 1�) and
fictitious (Hn = HN−n−1 for n > �N /2− 1�)—are set
to be symmetrically distributed around time tN /2, i.e.,
HN−n−1 = Hn, as discussed previously in definition (ii) of
field Hn], given that operator τ reflects the discrete time
coordinates according to tn = n�→ tN−n = (N − n)�. For
instance, if N was set equal to N (i.e., reflection took place
around time tN /2 = tN/2 = N�/2) then the aforementioned
conditions would read for the auxiliary Hamiltonian field as
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H
∗
n = HN−n � HN−n−1, while for the original Hamiltonian

system Hn would imply that either H∗
n = HN−n � HN−n−1

[definition (i) for Hn] or H∗
n = Hn [definition (ii) for Hn].

Here (and in what follows), we use definition (ii) for the
auxiliary Hamiltonian as it consistently leads to the same
TRS condition for Hn irrespective of our choice of N , i.e.,
it demands the reality of the Hamiltonian matrix (H∗

n = Hn)
so as the quantum state can retrace its path in time. (In the
following analysis we shall employ N = 2N , only for the
purpose of illustrating the mathematical relations that Hn

should satisfy for any symmetries involving operator T .)
A concept very closely related to TRS is that of reciprocity

(in Sec. IV within SM [76] we will show that time-reversal
invariant linear lossless systems must also be reciprocal),
which can be loosely encapsulated into the expression
“If I can see you, you can see me”. The strict definition of
reciprocal systems demands the respective Green’s function to
be symmetric (i.e., does not change) if the coordinates of the
source and detector/observer are interchanged [107,109–112].
As illustrated in [107,109,112], such a statement is depicted
in relation H

qw

n = 〈q|Hn|w〉 = 〈T w|Hn|T q〉 = H
wq
n

(underlined subscripts are associated with the representation
of Hn in terms of the time reversed states) with Hn standing
for the auxiliary Hamiltonian and |w〉, |q〉 denoting two
state vectors of the respective Hilbert space of states. (For a
more detailed discussion related to the interpretation of the
aforementioned condition in terms of the scattering features
and state transition probabilities pertaining to a generalized
quantum setting, the reader can refer to [107,109–112].)
It should be noted that the key point essentially associating
reciprocity with the time-reversal operator is the scalar
product swapping identity 〈q|T |w〉 = 〈w||q〉 that T satisfies
owing to its antiunitary nature. In this vein, it should
hold that 〈q|Hn|w〉 = 〈T Hnw||T q〉 = 〈T Hnw||T q〉 =
〈(T HnT †)T w||T q〉 = 〈T w|T HnT †|T q〉, which in
turn implies for reciprocal quantum arrangements that

T HnT † = Hn or equivalently H
T
2N−n � H

T
2N−n−1 = Hn

(small values of � are typically assumed) given that
T = Kτ and τ : n → 2N − n [of course operator T HnT † is
linear since T HnT †z = T HnT z = T Hnz∗T = T z∗HnT =
zT HnT (Hnz = zHn since Hn is linear, and T = T †

since T 2 = T T † = T †T = I) with z being an arbitrary
scalar complex variable, and thus 〈(T HnT †)T w||T q〉 =
〈T w|(T HnT †)†|T q〉 = 〈T w|T HnT †|T q〉]. This implies
that HT

n = Hn according to definition (ii) for Hn [had we
employed definition (i), we would have obtained an alternative
version of the reciprocity relation: HT

n = H2N−n−1], i.e., Hn

should be symmetric, which in turn is expected had we studied
the underlying discrete Schrödinger-like evolution equa-
tions from the viewpoint of standard linear systems/network
theory [113]. (It should be highlighted that in the more
general scenario when T = UKτ with U �= I , analogous
reciprocity conditions have been retrieved in [107,109,112].)
It becomes clear now that if Z f = �n+l, n+l−1 · · ·�n+1, n and
Zb = �n+1, n · · ·�n+l, n+l−1 (n, l ∈ N and l � 1) represent
the forward and backward transfer matrices over l discrete
time steps, then reciprocity (HT

n = Hn ⇔ �T
n+1, n = �n+1, n

given that �n+1, n = I − i�Hn) demands that ZT
f = Zb. (In

standard photonics textbooks, this is coined as the de Hoop

reciprocity relation and is used to describe discrete optical
settings, where the emphasis is on studying the evolution
of the polarization state of light [103,104,114]; in Sec. IV
within SM [76], we apply such concepts with the aid of Jones
algebra in the specific case of discrete fiber loop platforms.)

Having defined operator T and the conditions for which
a quantum configuration is time-reversal invariant and re-
ciprocal, we shall proceed in retrieving the 2×2 matrix
representation of the linear and unitary parity transformation
P (P †P = P P † = I), given that our focus in the present
paper lies on two-level quantum Hamiltonian structures. We
expect that operators P and T should act independently
from each other, i.e., they should commute, [P , T ] = 0. This
in turn implies that P must be a real matrix, since P =
T P T −1 = KP K−1 = P ∗. As a discrete reflection transfor-
mation, the parity operator should satisfy the involuntary
property P 2 = I (in general P 2 = ηI , but we can simply
substitute P →√

ηP and equivalently attain that P 2 = I).
Along these lines, the respective eigenvalues satisfy the re-
lation λ2

P = 1 ⇔ λP = ±1. If both eigenvalues were +1 or
−1, this the trivial case of the parity inversion being an
identity transformation, which should be abandoned. Hence,
it can only be that the matrix representation of parity in-
version has one eigenvalue equal to +1 and another equal
to −1, which in turn implies that det(P ) = −1, tr(P ) = 0.
Moreover, given that P 2 = P †P = P P † = I , it can be di-
rectly deduced that P = P † = (P ∗)T = P T , i.e., the parity
operator should eventually correspond to a real involuntary
symmetric matrix, P = P ∗ = P −1 = P T .

Based on the aforementioned properties, we can find a
general expression for P by writing it as a linear superpo-
sition of the identity (I) and the Pauli matrices (σ1, σ2, σ3)
as P = α0I +∑3

j=1 α jσ j with α j being real numbers for
j = 0, 1, 2, 3 (matrices I and σ j form an orthogonal basis for
the Hilbert space of all 2×2 Hermitian matrices for α j ∈ R).
Given that P is symmetric, it comes that α2 = 0 (σT

2 = −σ2).
Moreover, it can easily be found that tr(P ) = 2α0 and since
P must be traceless, it can be deduced that α0 = 0. The
expression for P 2 will now be given by

P 2 = α2
1σ

2
1 + α2

3σ
2
3 + α1α3{σ1, σ3} =

(
α2

1 + α2
3

)
I, (B11)

where {σ j, σk} = σ jσk + σkσ j is the anticommutator between
operators σ j, σk and we have used that σ 2

j = I and {σ j, σk} =
0 for j �= k. Since P 2 = I , it can be inferred from Eq. (B11)
that α2

1 + α2
3 = 1 [this is equivalent to the condition det(P ) =

−1], which accepts as solutions α1 = sinθ, α3 = cosθ with
θ ∈ (−π, π ]. (The general form of P has been also retrieved
in [115] by exploiting the fact that all 2×2 matrix implementa-
tions of the parity operator must be connected via a similarity
transformation, as they all share the same eigenvalues,
1 and –1.)

In the present analysis, we select P = σ1 (i.e., we set
θ = π/2 in the expressions for α1, α3), which is the same
as the convention used in [101,102] (quantum mechanical
setups) and [27,28] (photonic setups). In order to clarify such
a choice, we will subsequently emphasize on the effect of
the parity operator on the dynamical equations describing
both continuous and discrete implementations of two-mode
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photonic platforms. In the former case, we can consider a
system of two coupled single-mode waveguides. Paraxial
approximation conditions (this implies that the wave equa-
tion can be approximated by the Schrödinger equation, with
time t being replaced by the propagation direction z and the
quantum mechanical potential corresponding to the refractive
index profile) along with coupled mode theory treatments
(see [103]) allow us to describe the underlying dynamics
in terms of an effective 2×2 Hamiltonian H (z) = [h jk (z)]
( j, k = 1, 2) as i∂|u(z)〉/∂z = H (z)|u(z)〉, with z signifying
the direction of propagation and the components of the state
vector |u(z)〉 = [a(z) b(z)]T denoting the complex field am-
plitudes of the unperturbed eigenmodes associated with each
waveguide site [the overall field will be expressed as a su-
perposition of such modes weighted by a(z) and b(z)]. The
diagonal entries of H (z) are determined by the material prop-
erties and dimensions of each of the guiding elements [in
essence, they correspond to the effective indices n1, 2

eff of the
unperturbed modes—the detuning �(n1

eff − n2
eff ) and differ-

ential gain/loss �(n1
eff − n2

eff ) between such modes can be
progressively changed along direction z by altering the pump-
ing conditions and the waveguide width, correspondingly],
while the off-diagonal entries depend mainly on the distance
between the waveguides (and describe the coupling strength
between the unperturbed eigenmodes in the coupled optical
system). In such settings, parity inversion implies a reflec-
tion of the spatial coordinates around the origin in the plane
transverse to the direction of propagation (i.e., the xy plane
here), or equivalently an interchange between the waveguide
subsystems and thus a subsequent flip of of the overall field
distribution. This is clearly illustrated by the following rela-
tions (P = P −1 = σ1),

P |u(z)〉 =
[

0 1

1 0

][
a(z)

b(z)

]
=
[

b(z)

a(z)

]
, (B12a)

P H (z)P −1 =
[

0 1

1 0

][
h11(z) h12(z)

h21(z) h22(z)

][
0 1

1 0

]

=
[

h22(z) h21(z)

h12(z) h11(z)

]
, (B12b)

where field amplitudes a(z), b(z) become flipped and an ex-
change of both diagonal [h11(z) ↔ h22(z)] and off-diagonal
[h12(z) ↔ h21(z)] elements of matrix H (z) is noticed under
the action of the P operator. Consequently, our choice for the
matrix representation of P as the first Pauli matrix becomes
justified and as we will subsequently see, it leads to the stan-
dard form of PT-symmetric Hamiltonian matrices employed
in the field of non-Hermitian optics [27,28].

Alternatively to the dual-waveguide system, we can also
consider a single-waveguide channel supporting only its
fundamental transverse electric (TE) and magnetic (TM)
modes [38]. Paraxial conditions and coupled mode the-
ory analysis reveals again that the evolution dynamics will
be dictated by the 2×2 system of equations i∂|u(z)〉/∂z =
H (z)|u(z)〉, but now the state vector |u(z)〉 will actually rep-
resent the polarization state (TE and TM modes are linearly
polarized in orthogonal directions). The coupling between the

TE and TM modes can be provided by slanting the waveg-
uide sidewalls, while a variable differential gain/loss and
detuning/birefringence can be attained along the propagation
direction by changing the pumping conditions and waveg-
uide width, respectively. In such an experimental scenario,
we can still define the parity operator as P = σ1 and in turn
Eqs. (B12) will imply an exchange of the Ex(z) = a(z) and
Ey(z) = b(z) field components, while the overall structure will
be reflected with respect to the 45◦ angular direction in the xy
plane (propagation direction is along the z axis).

So far, we have discussed about continuous two-level
optical arrangements to illuminate the effect of parity inver-
sion, but our emphasis in the present paper is on discrete
photonic systems. More specifically, by employing a fiber
loop network it becomes possible to emulate the discrete dy-
namics iδ|un〉/δtn = Hn|un〉 ⇔ |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 = �n|un〉
(�n+1, n = �n = I − i�Hn, with n ∈ N and δtn = � describ-
ing the incremental time step) as illustrated in [67] (for an
almost PT-symmetric configuration) and in Sec. IV within
SM [76] (for a generalized binary Hamiltonian Hn). In this
regard, state vector |un〉 = [an bn]T will once again represent
the polarization state, while the (discrete) time variable tn
becomes reinstated in the place of the (continuous) space
coordinate z as in typical Schrödinger equation descriptions.
Equations (B12) will still apply here, after replacing the spa-
tial variable z with the discrete temporal coordinate tn = n�.
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian Hn

will be interchanged [h11
n ↔ h22

n , h12
n ↔ h21

n ] after the action
of operator P = σ1, which experimentally implies that the
associated optical devices should be modulated in such a
manner so as the effect on the x and y polarizations (Ex

n =
an, Ey

n = bn) becomes flipped. (This is of course equivalent
to a reflection of the overall arrangement with respect to the
45◦ angular direction in the transverse xy plane—propagation
direction now is along the optical fiber axis.) Here, all optical
parameters including coupling strength, gain/loss, and detun-
ing between polarization modes Ex

n and Ey
n , can be precisely

synthesized by employing appropriate (electrically driven) po-
larization controllers, along with electro-optic amplitude and
phase modulators. This leads to a sufficiently greater degree of
flexibility as compared to the aforementioned waveguide con-
figurations (the discrete Hamiltonian system can in essence
follow arbitrary cyclic or noncyclic trajectories within the
parameter space), while also alleviating the need for any com-
plex fabrication processes.

Having described viable optical implementations of two-
dimensional complex Hamiltonian matrices along with the
physical interpretation and matrix representation of the parity
operator, we proceed by providing the necessary conditions
for PT symmetry to occur. In order to better comprehend
the action of the combined parity-time (PT) operator, we
apply it to the state vector evolution equation [we reinstate
here the barred quantities and the auxiliary Hamiltonian
Hn to account for the operation of T = Kτ , as analyzed
previously in the present Appendix, K : complex conjugation
operator, τ : tn = n� → tN−n = (N − n)� or n → N − n].
In this regard, we have that PT |un+1〉 = [PT �n+1, n(PT )−1]
PT |un〉 ⇔ P T |un+1〉 = [P (T �n+1, nT −1)P −1]P T |un〉 ⇔
P T |un+1〉 = [P �

∗
2N−n−1, 2N−nP −1]P T |un〉, which for
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two-mode systems reads as (�n+1, n = I − i�Hn and �n, n+1 = �
−1
n+1, n = I + i�Hn for small values of �)[

b
∗
2N−n−1

a∗2N−n−1

]
=
⎡⎣1− i�

(
h

22
2N−n−1

)∗ −i�
(
h

21
2N−n−1

)∗
−i�

(
h

12
2N−n−1

)∗
1− i�

(
h

11
2N−n−1

)∗
⎤⎦[b

∗
2N−n

a∗2N−n

]

⇔
[

b2N−n

a2N−n

]
=
⎡⎣1− i�h

22
2N−n−1 −i�h

21
2N−n−1

−i�h
12
2N−n−1 1− i�h

11
2N−n−1

⎤⎦[b2N−n−1

a2N−n−1

] (B13)

after also employing Eqs. (B12) for the parity oper-
ator. The above expression is simply an illustration
of relation |u2N−n〉 = �2N−n, 2N−n−1|u2N−n−1〉 = (1−
i�H2N−n−1)|u2N−n−1〉 (for a schematic depiction of the
operation of Hn see also Fig. 10), with the components of the
state vector and the (off-)diagonal elements of the evolution
matrix being interchanged as expected owing to the action
of P . Parity-time symmetry implies now that |un+1〉 =
�n+1, n|un〉 ⇔ PT |un+1〉 = �n+1, nPT |un〉, or equiva-
lently that PT �n+1, n(PT )−1 = (PT )−1�n+1, nPT =
PT �n+1, nPT = �n+1, n ⇔ PT �n+1, n = �n+1, nPT ⇔
[PT , �n+1, n] = 0 (here, we have used identities P 2 =
T 2 = I). Along these lines, it can be also obtained that
�n+1, n = PT �n+1, n(PT )−1 = P (T �n+1, nT −1)P −1 =
P �

∗
2N−n−1, 2N−nP −1 = P (I − i�H

∗
2N−n−1)P −1 ⇔ Hn =

P H
∗
2N−n−1P −1, which for sufficiently small time steps leads

to Hn = PT Hn(PT )−1 ⇔ [PT , Hn] = 0. [This clearly
confirms Eq. (B5) after substituting Wn → PT and keeping
in mind that term δWn/δtn is omitted, when referring to a
specific discrete symmetry.] Based on the previous chain of
relations, it will apply that H

∗
n = P H2N−n−1P −1 (P ∗ = P ),

from where the PT-symmetry conditions pertaining to the
auxiliary (Hn) and original Hamiltonian (Hn) representations

can be directly attained: (h
11
n )
∗= h

22
2N−n−1, (h

12
n )
∗= h

21
2N−n−1

and (h11
n )
∗= h22

n , (h12
n )
∗= h21

n [Hn = Hn for n � N − 1 and
Hn = H2N−n−1 for n � N , according to definition (ii) of
the auxiliary field as provided previously in the present
Appendix]. For arbitrary values of N in the definition
of operator τ (τ : n → N − n), the aforementioned

conditions will read as (h
11
n )
∗= h

22
N−n−1, (h

12
n )
∗= h

21
N−n−1

and (h11
n )
∗= h22

n , (h12
n )
∗= h21

n . [Had we alternatively
employed definition (i) for Hn (i.e., Hn = Hn for all
values of n), then PT-symmetry relations would remain
unchanged for Hn and for Hn would of course read as
(h11

n )
∗= h22

N−n−1
, (h12

n )
∗= h21

N−n−1
and consequently depend

on the choice of N .] Along these lines, the traceless
non-Hermitian model introduced in Sec. II B (h11

n = −h22
n =

i fn = ign + σn and h12
n = h21

n = −κ; gn, σn, κ are real-valued
parameters and represent the optical gain/loss, detuning, and
coupling strength) can become PT symmetric as long
as (h11

n )
∗= h22

n ⇔ �(h11
n ) = 0 ⇔ σn = 0 [i.e., absence

of any detuning between the optical modes—relation
(h12

n )
∗= h21

n = −κ is clearly satisfied and thus imposes no
further constraints], which in turn leads to the conventional
form of 2×2 parity-time-symmetric Hamiltonian matrices
used in non-Hermitian photonics [27,28]. It should be
highlighted at this point that if a quantum arrangement

respects the combined PT symmetry, this does by no means
imply that the respective Hamiltonian will be P symmetric [in
this case, if |un+1〉 = �n+1, n|un〉 then it must also apply that
P |un+1〉 = �n+1, nP |un〉, i.e., P must commute with both
�n+1, n, Hn - see also Eq. (B5) - and thus Hn = P HnP −1 or
equivalently h11

n = h22
n , h12

n = h21
n according to Eqs. (B12)]

or T symmetric [H
∗
n = HN−n−1 and H∗

n = Hn according to
definition (ii) of Hn]. On the other hand, if the system is PT
symmetric and either P symmetric or T symmetric, then it
must be invariant under the individual action of both operators
P and T .

Having investigated the essence of both parity and time-
reversal discrete symmetries, along with their implications
in quantum settings and experimentally viable photonic plat-
forms, we can now examine as to whether operator T can
attain a more generalized form according to its definition
T = UKτ with U �= I representing a unitary transforma-
tion. To simplify our analysis, we shall bring our attention
to time-independent Hamiltonians H (Hn = H , with H be-
ing constant as n varies) and as such operator τ—causing
the reflection of the time coordinates here as n → 2N −
n (or more generally as n → N − n)—can be omitted in
the representation of T . Given now the properties of the
time-reversal operator, matrix U should satisfy both con-
ditions UU ∗ = U ∗U = I (T 2 = UKUK = UU ∗ = I since
KUK−1 = U ∗ and K−1 = K , as has been previously shown)
and [P , U ] = 0 ([P , T ] = 0 ⇔ P UK = UKP ⇔ P U =
UKP K = UP ∗ = UP ⇔ [P , U ] = 0 after exploiting both
facts that K2 = I and P is a real matrix). After setting
some straightforward algebra, it can be shown that U can
be expressed as follows with a freedom of a phase factor
(P = σ1),

U =
[

i(−1)ν cosθ ′ sinθ ′

sinθ ′ i(−1)ν cosθ ′

]
, (B14)

with ν being an integer and θ ′ ∈ (−π, π ]. We can select ν

to be even and thus the diagonal elements of U will be equal
to i cosθ (matrices U corresponding to ν being even and ν

being odd are complex conjugates of each other; hence it
is sufficient to study only one of the two cases). Moreover,
we assume that sinθ ′ �= 0 (i.e., θ ′ �= ±π/2 so as U remains
different from the identity transformation or from multiples
of it by a phase factor) and cosθ ′ �= 0 (i.e., θ ′ �= 0, π so as
U �= P = σ1; if U = σ1 then PT = σ 2

1 K = K , i.e., the PT
operator entails only the action of complex conjugation and
thus this scenario should be rejected). In order to obtain a
better insight on the physical meaning of the unitary operator
U as depicted in Eq. (B14), we can retrieve the form that the
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Hamiltonian H should have in order to be symmetric under
the action of U . This of course entails that U and H should
commute ([U, H] = 0), which in turn leads to the following
two independent equations (H = [h jk], j, k = 1, 2):

sin θ ′(h22 − h11)− i cos θ ′(h21 − h12) = 0, (B15a)

sin θ ′(h21 − h12)− i cos θ ′(h22 − h11) = 0. (B15b)

The aforementioned formulas demand that h11 = h22

and h12 = h21, because otherwise we would have attained
that i cosθ ′/ sinθ ′ = −i sinθ ′/ cosθ ′ ⇔ cos2θ ′ + sin2θ ′ = 0,
which cannot hold. Of interest is to note that exactly the same
conditions are imposed on the Hamiltonian matrix elements,
when the associated quantum arrangement is P symmetric or
even P U symmetric. It is expected therefore for operators
P , U , and P U , to have an analogous underlying physi-
cal significance (but clearly not the same, since U, P U are
complex while P is real). Capitalizing now on such obser-
vation, we can further speculate that operators T = UK and
PT = P UK will have a similar effect when acted upon the
Hamiltonian. Indeed, matrix P U acquires the following form
[we set ν to be even in Eq. (B14)]

P U =
[

sin θ ′ i cos θ ′
i cos θ ′ sin θ ′

]
, (B16)

which can be attained from Eq. (B14) after setting θ ′ →
π/2+ θ ′ and multiplying by the phase factor eiπ/2. In other
words, the parity-time operator belongs in the general family
of time-reversal operators, as defined in Eq. (B14). This in
turn should be rejected, since the action of the PT operator
should be distinctly different (from a mathematical and a
physical standpoint) as compared to the action of T (condi-
tions for PT symmetry should also differ from conditions for
T symmetry, unless the system is both P and T symmetric).
Consequently, we have to retract our original hypothesis that
U �= I and instead set U = I , which identifies T with the
complex conjugation operation used in the current analysis (of
course in the time-dependent case, the action of τ must also
be included in the definition of T ). It should also be noted that
T = K is the minimal (i.e., simplest possible) representation
of the time-reversal operator that satisfies both constraints
T 2 = I, [P , T ] = 0, and as such it is much more preferable
that any more complex definitions of T .

In summary, in the present Appendix we have thoroughly
analyzed the notions of transformations (both continuous and
discrete) and associated symmetries pertaining to generalized
and two-level Hamiltonian arrangements, under the prism
of standard quantum mechanical theory. In the SM [76],
an alternative view of such concepts is presented in terms
of Jones calculus [103,104,114], where the state vector |un〉
represents the polarization state of light (Jones vector) and
the evolution operator �n will correspond to the transfer
(or Jones) matrix describing a single or an array of linear
optical elements [we will apply this to the specific case of
a discrete fiber loop network, where we will show how it
is possible to experimentally attain a generalized two-level
Hamiltonian system as shown in Eq. (1) of Sec. II A]. In
this vein, mathematical conditions for parity/time/parity-time
reversal symmetry, reciprocity, and energy conservation will
be found to be the same either if we view the underlying

dynamics from a quantum mechanics (operator theory, Ap-
pendix B 1) or from a classical optics/electromagnetics (Jones
algebra, Sec. IV within SM [76]) perspective, since in both
cases the associated state vector will be described by the same
discrete dynamical equation, see Eqs. (1), (A3), and (A2) of
Sec. II A and Appendix A].

2. Clockwise and counterclockwise parametric evolution:
A special symmetry for trajectories symmetric

with respect to the gn axis

Here, we are interested in the case of traceless and sym-
metric non-Hermitian Hamiltonians discussed in Sec. II B
and characterized by the real-valued parameters gn, σn, κ ,
which denote the gain/loss, detuning, and coupling strength
factors, respectively. In this regard, we can consider two
distinct closed trajectories CR and CR in parameter space
R = (gn, σn), which are mirror symmetric with respect to
the horizontal or gn axis, as illustrated in Fig. 11(a). Both
curves consist of the same number of discrete points (N)
and are encircled with the same rate 1/T = 1/(N�). Then it
will be true that g�

n = g�
n and σ �

n = −σ �
n or in other words

f
�
n = ( f �

n )
∗
, where symbols � and � denote CCW and CW

encirclements, accordingly ( fn = gn − iσn, f n = gn − iσ n, in
our analysis here, unbarred and barred quantities will corre-
spond to paths CR and CR, respectively). The following chain
of relations will now apply:[

an+1

bn+1

]
=
[

1+� f �
n i�κ

i�κ 1−� f �
n

][
an

bn

]
⇔

[
a∗n+1

b∗n+1

]
=
[

1+�
(

f �
n

)∗ −i�κ

−i�κ 1−�
(

f �
n

)∗
][

a∗n
b∗n

]
⇔

[
a∗n+1

−b∗n+1

]
=
⎡⎣1+� f

�
n i�κ

i�κ 1−� f
�
n

⎤⎦[ a∗n
−b∗n

]
, (B17)

where the first and last lines correspond to the CW and CCW
state vector dynamics along loops CR and CR, respectively,
according to Eq. (7) of Sec. II B. It becomes clear here that
if after a full cycle, the Hamiltonian system adiabatically
converts to state vector[aN bN ]T in the former case, then in
the latter case conversion to state vector [a∗N − b∗N ]T will
be observed after a complete encirclement. This directly im-
plies for the respective state vector component ratios that
r �

N = −b∗N/a∗N = −(r �
N )

∗
. The aforementioned relationships

of course apply assuming that the starting points of evolution
for curves CR, CR are symmetric with respect to the gn axis.
On the other hand, the starting conditions for the state vector
(i.e., values of a0, b0) will not alter our conclusions here,
since they do not affect the adiabatic behavior of the examined
quantum arrangements (see Secs. II C and III C). If parametric
trajectory CR is itself mirror symmetric to the horizontal
axis (i.e., CR ≡ CR), then an analogous symmetry relation
to Eq. (B17) will apply for CW and CCW encirclements [see
Fig. 11(b)]. If we additionally assume that the starting/ending
point of evolution lies on the gn axis (σN = σ0 = 0) and that
slowly varying conditions apply so as the quantum state is
fully described by a single instantaneous eigenvector after a
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FIG. 11. Adiabatic parametric evolution (N →∞) along mirror
symmetric and closed curves (with respect to the gn axis) CR and CR

associated with the symmetric and traceless non-Hermitian model
of Sec. II B, when CR �= CR (a) and when CR ≡ CR [(b)–(d)].
Starting/ending points of evolution are designated with a filled black
circle, while the green asterisk denotes the location of the excep-
tional point (gn, σn) = (κ, 0). Factors rN , r′N , rN represent the ratio
of the state vector components after a full cycle along paths CR

(starting point QN ≡ Q0), CR (starting point Q′
N ≡ Q′

0), and CR

(starting point QN ≡ Q0) either for CW ( � ) or CCW ( � ) evolu-
tions [the direction of encirclement is each time annotated with dark
red (CW) and blue (CCW) dashed lines]. The symmetry relations
r �

N = −(r �
N )∗ [(a)] and r′�N = −(r �

N )∗ (b) based on Eq. (B17) are
depicted, which also lead to symmetric [(c) r �

N = r �
N ] or asymmetric

[(d) r �
N �= r �

N ] state conversion when the starting/ending point lies on
the gn axis to the right or to the left of the exceptional point, corre-
spondingly. In all cases, curves are discretely defined but they appear
as continuous for better representation purposes since N →∞.

full cycle (see Secs. II C and III C), then such a quantum state
conversion is symmetric iff r �

N becomes purely imaginary
[r �

N = r �
N ⇔ (r �

N )
∗ + r �

N = 0, see Fig. 11(c)] and asymmet-
ric in any other case [r �

N �= r �
N , see Fig. 11(d)].

Since the adiabatic dynamics of the non-Hermitian con-
figurations under study are essentially dictated by their
instantaneous eigenstates assuming cyclic parametric condi-
tions (for analytic proofs, see Secs. II C and III C along with
Sec. V within SM [76] and Appendix H), of essence is to

retrieve the respective eigenvalues and eigenvectors in order to
determine also the expected form of rN as N →∞. This will
allow us to deduce certain useful conclusions based also on the
relations that rN satisfies for the case of the traceless and sym-
metric non-Hermitian Hamiltonian model of Sec. II B. In this
regard, we start with the generalized two-mode non-Hermitian
model given in Eq. (1) of Sec. II A. We will emphasize on the
eigenvalues of matrix Mn, whose form is given as

Mn =
[

m11
n m12

n

m21
n m22

n

]
, (B18)

and consequently the corresponding characteristic eigenvalue
equation will read as

λ2
n −

(
m11

n + m22
n

)+ m11
n m22

n − m12
n m21

n = 0. (B19)

The solutions will be given as

λ±n =
m11

n + m22
n ±

√
Dn

2
, (B20)

with quantity Dn taking the form

Dn =
(
m11

n + m22
n

)2 − 4
(
m11

n m22
n − m12

n m21
n

)
= (m22

n − m11
n

)2 + 4m12
n m21

n

= 4m12
n m21

n

[
1−

(
− i

m22
n − m11

n

2
√

m12
n m21

n

)2]
= 4m12

n m21
n cos2θn, (B21)

and complex angle θn being defined by equations sinθn =
−i(m22

n − m11
n )/(2

√
m12

n m21
n ) and cosθn =

√
1− sin2θn [in or-

der to attain a single solution, we assume that −π < �(θn) �
π ]. For the calculation of the square roots, the principal
roots are assumed as defined in Sec. II within SM [76]. Of
course the eigenvalues of the propagator/evolution matrix �n

and Hamiltonian Hn can be found from relations λ±�n
= 1−

i�λ±Hn
= 1+�λ±n given that �n = I − i�Hn = I +�Mn

(see Sec. II A). Based now on equation (λ±n I −Mn)|v±n 〉 =
[0 0]T , the (right) eigenvectors |v±n 〉 = [v±n,x v±n,y]

T
will sat-

isfy the following formula:

v±n,y

v±n,x

= m22
n − m11

n ±
√

Dn

2m12
n

=
√

m21
n

m12
n

(± cosθn + i sinθn)

= ±
√

m21
n

m12
n

e±iθn . (B22)

It should be noted that an eigenvalue degeneracy will
take place if Dn = 0 or equivalently if cosθn = 0 accord-
ing to Eq. (B21). Assuming that this situation occurs for
some n = nEP , then it must be true that either θnEP = π/2

[i.e., −i(m22
nEP
− m11

nEP
)/(2

√
m12

nEP
m21

nEP
) = 1] or θnEP = −π/2

[i.e., −i(m22
nEP
− m11

nEP
)/(2

√
m12

nEP
m21

nEP
) = −1]. Moreover, ac-

cording to Eqs. (B20) and (B22) it must apply that λ±nEP
=

(m11
nEP
+ m22

nEP
)/2 and v±nEP,y/v

±
nEP,x = (m22

nEP
− m11

nEP
)/(2m12

nEP
).

In the special case of the traceless non-Hermitian con-
figuration introduced in Sec. II B (m11

n = −m22
n = fn = gn −

iσn, m12
n = m21

n = iκ , with gn, σn, κ being all real valued
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as initially mentioned in the present Appendix), it be-
comes evident that λ±n = ±iκ cosθn = ±i

√
κ2 − f 2

n and and
v±n,y/v

±
n,x = ±e±iθn = ±√1− f 2

n /κ2 + i fn/κ (eigenspectrum
degeneracies take place at fn = ±κ , but they will not be
considered here since we have assumed in our main text
analysis that no such singularity points are crossed during the
evolution of the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian; see also corre-
sponding comments in the beginning of Sec. III C). Returning
now to the adiabatic behavior of ratio rN for evolution along
cyclic trajectories CR, CR, we need to discern the following
three cases (for simplicity we assume that the gain parameter
belongs in the interval [0 +∞)):

(1) Detuning parameter σN obtains a nonzero value after
a complete cycle in parameter space (σN = σ0 �= 0). This sce-
nario corresponds to Fig. 11(a) if CR �= CR, and to Fig. 11(b)
if CR ≡ CR. Without loss of generality, we shall analyze the
former case. Then, it will be true that

−
(

v±N,y

v±N,x

)∗
=
⎛⎝∓
√

1− f 2
N

κ2

⎞⎠∗ − i
f ∗N
κ

= ∓
√

1− ( f ∗N )2

κ2
− i

f ∗N
κ
= v∓N,y

v∓N,x

, (B23)

where quantities with and without a bar refer to mirror-
symmetric paths (with respect to the horizontal gn axis)
CR, CR, respectively, and we also used the identity

√
z∗ =√

z∗, which applies for all complex numbers z except from
the negative real numbers (e.g., (

√−1)∗ = −i �= √(−1)∗ =√−1 = i, this stems from the definition of the principal roots
as explained in Sec. II within SM [76]). A clear consistency
now exists between Eqs. (B17) and (B23), since relation r �

N =
−(r �

N )
∗

[or equivalently r �
N = −(r �

N )
∗
] is directly reflected

in the ratio of the instantaneous eigenvector components at
the end of the cyclic evolution along CR and CR. In this
vein, it is expected that if the quantum state vector con-
verts to eigenvector |v±N 〉 after slowly cycling path CR, then
for an opposite direction of encirclement along CR it will
asymptotically convert to |v∓N 〉. Moreover, for both cases the
resulting eigenstates will correspond to eigenvalues λN with
real parts being both positive or negative and this can be seen

from the fact that �(λ±N )�(λ∓N ) =
√

κ2 − f 2
N (
√

κ2 − f 2
N )∗ =√

κ2 − f 2
N

√
κ2 − ( f ∗N )

2 = |
√

κ2 − f 2
N |

2
(|.| denotes the mag-

nitude/absolute value of the associated complex argument).
As illustrated in analogous case scenarios depicted in Fig. 2
(second and fourth rows), Fig. 6 (second and fourth columns),
Fig. 7 (second and fourth columns), and Fig. 9 (last two
rows) of the main text, state conversion takes place to the
instantaneous dominant eigenmode, which in turn is related to
the eigenvalue λN with the positive real part. This will be true
irrespective of the starting point (g0, σ0) along trajectories
CR, CR.

(2) Detuning and gain parameters satisfy conditions σN =
σ0 = 0 and gN = g0 > κ . Such a scenario is reflected in
Fig. 11(c) (CR ≡ CR) with the starting/ending point of para-
metric evolution lying on the right of the spectrum degeneracy
located at (gn, σn) = (κ, 0). Now it will be true that fN =

gN > κ and consequently λ±N = ∓
√

f 2
N − κ2 will be real. Fur-

thermore, the following will apply

−
(

v±N,y

v±N,x

)∗
= −

⎛⎝±i

√
f 2
N

κ2
− 1+ i

fN

κ

⎞⎠∗

= ±i

√
f 2
N

κ2
− 1+ i

fN

κ
= v±N,y

v±N,x

. (B24)

This confirms again Eq. (B17) and now it is expected to
attain conversion to the same eigenstate |v+N 〉 (λ+N < 0) or |v−N 〉
(λ−N > 0) for both directions of encirclement. Such a symmet-
ric mode switching behavior is also revealed in Figs. 9(e)–9(h)
within the main text. In all respective simulation scenarios,
the adiabatic dynamics of the traceless non-Hermitian config-
uration is well described by eigenvector |v−N 〉 assuming cyclic
conditions.

(3) Detuning and gain parameters satisfy conditions
σN = σ0 = 0 and gN = g0 < κ . This scenario is depicted in
Fig. 11(d) (CR ≡ CR) with the starting/ending point of para-
metric evolution lying on the left of the exceptional point
degeneracy gn = κ . Here, eigenvalues λ±N = ±i

√
κ2 − f 2

N will
be imaginary since fN = gN < κ . Consequently, it will be true
that

−
(

v±N,y

v±N,x

)∗
= −

⎛⎝±
√

1− f 2
N

κ2
+ i

f ∗N
κ

⎞⎠∗

= ∓
√

1− f 2
N

κ2
+ i

fN

κ
= v∓N,y

v∓N,x

, (B25)

which is consistent with Eq. (B17) and indicates an asymmet-
ric mode switching behavior (i.e., if the quantum Hamiltonian
structure converts to eigenmode |v±n 〉 for CW evolution, then it
will convert to mode |v∓n 〉 for CCW evolution). This is clearly
verified by the respective numerical results of Figs. 2 (first
and third rows), 6 (first and third columns), 7 (first and third
columns), and 9 (first row).

All of the examined scenarios reveal for the special case of
the non-Hermitian model analyzed in Sec. II B, that the behav-
ior of the respective eigenvalues and eigenvectors is consistent
with the symmetry relation r �

N = −(r �
N )

∗
as described by

Eq. (B17) [any alternative possibilities can be essentially as-
cribed to one of the cases (i)–(iii), since what is of essence in
the adiabatic limit is the location of the starting/ending point
along the cyclic parametric curve]. This is of course assuming
that slowly varying states within non-Hermitian arrangements
asymptotically convert to the instantaneous eigenmodes at
the end of a full cycle in parameter space; this is separately
proven in Sec. V within SM [76] (by studying the asymp-
totic behavior of a particular class of analytical solutions
describing the dynamics of the traceless and symmetric non-
Hermitian model of Sec. II B) and Sec. III C (for generalized
Hamiltonian models and parametric trajectories - see also Ap-
pendix H). It should be highlighted that Eq. (B17) applies also
in the nonadiabatic limit and consequently it allows us to draw
useful conclusions as to the evolution dynamics underpinning
Eqs. (7) and (10) of Sec. II B.
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APPENDIX C: DEFINITION OF THE G TRANSFORM
AND ITS ASSOCIATED PROPERTIES

In this paper, a generalized version of the Möbius trans-
formation, where the associated coefficients are assumed to
be time dependent, has been introduced [see Eq. (6)] and
subsequently employed to study the evolution of the ratio rn

of the state vector components (see Sec. II C). The term G
transform has been coined for that purpose and the respective
defining formula given by

GQn (z) = q21
n + q22

n z

q11
n + q12

n z
, (C1)

where q jk
n ( j, k = 1, 2) are the elements of the time-

dependent matrix Qn (q jk
n and z belong in the complex domain,

while index n signifies the dependence on time). Based on the
above definition, it is easy to see when applying the operation
of function composition that(
GWn ◦ GQn

)
(z) = GWn

(
GQn (z)

)
= w21

n q11
n + w22

n q21
n +

(
w21

n q12
n + w22

n q22
n

)
z

w11
n q11

n + w12
n q21

n +
(
w11

n q12
n + w12

n q22
n

)
z
,

(C2)

which directly implies that GWn ◦ GQn = GWnQn . This prop-
erty can be straightforwardly extended to © j=1, 2, 3,... GQ(l )

n
=

· · · ◦ GQ(3)
n
◦ GQ(2)

n
◦ GQ(1)

n
= G···Q(3)

n Q(2)
n Q(1)

n
= G∏

j=1, 2, 3,... Q( j)
n

[ma-

trices Q( j)
n are arbitrary time-dependent matrices where j

is a positive integer, while we also assume ordered ma-
trix multiplications and function compositions as described
in Eqs. (E3) and (E7) of the main text], while if we
set Wn = Q−1

n (assuming that matrix Qn is invertible) then
it comes that GQ−1

n Qn
= GQnQ−1

n
= GI ⇔ GQn ◦ GQ−1

n
= GI ⇔

G−1
Qn
= GQ−1

n
[Q−1

n Qn = QnQ−1
n = I , where I is the 2×2 iden-

tity matrix, GI is simply the identity function/map GI (z) = z,
and G−1

Qn
represents the inversion function to GQn ]. It should

be emphasized, of course, that generally GWn ◦ GQn = GWnQn �=
GQn ◦ GWn = GQnWn and this can be also seen from the noncom-
mutativity of matrix multiplication.

A special family of points exists for the G transform, which
satisfy equation GQn (z) = z and thus can be retrieved as

z1,2
Qn
=

q22
n − q11

n ±
√(

q22
n − q11

n

)2 + 4q21
n q12

n

2q12
n

. (C3)

As opposed to the standard Möbius transformation, such
points are no longer fixed/constant but instead become time
dependent. Along these lines, the following relation can be
attained

GQn (z)− z2
Qn

GQn (z)− z1
Qn

= λ1
Qn

λ2
Qn

z − z2
Qn

z − z1
Qn

, (C4)

where λ1,2
Qn
= q12

n z1,2
Qn
+ q11

n = [q22
n + q11

n ±√
(q22

n − q11
n )2 + 4q21

n q12
n ]/2 are the instantaneous eigen-

values of matrix Qn. In general, λ1
Qn

/λ2
Qn

is a complex
number with magnitude different to unity and as such the
transformation described by Eq. (C1) can be characterized
as loxodromic. (If λ1

Qn
/λ2

Qn
has magnitude equal to one

then the transformation is classified as elliptic/circular,
while if the respective phase is zero or an integer multiple
of 2π then it belongs in the class of hyperbolic/parabolic
transforms.) We can now perform the substitutions

Qn → �n, z → rn, z1,2
Qn
→ r

∼±
�n

, λ1,2
Qn
→ λ

∼±
�n

in Eq. (C4)

[see also analysis in Secs. II C and III B, where notation (
∼±)

was used to signify a smooth evolution of the involved
quantities] and subsequently attain after an iterative
application of G�n [rn+1 = G�n (rn), n ∈ N ∧ 0 � n � N]

in the limit of small discrete time steps � (r
∼±
�n+1

� r
∼±
�n

and

λ
∼±
�n
= 1+�λ

∼±
n � e�λ

∼±
n , where λ

∼±
n are the instantaneous

eigenvalues of matrix Mn as defined in Sec. II A) that

N−1∏
n=0

rn+1 − r
∼−
�n

rn+1 − r
∼+
�n

=
N−1∏
n=0

λ
∼+
�n

λ
∼−
�n

rn − r
∼−
�n

rn − r
∼+
�n

⇒

rN − r
∼−
�N

rN − r
∼+
�N

�
N−1∏
n=0

λ
∼+
�n

λ
∼−
�n

r0 − r
∼−
�0

r0 − r
∼+
�0

⇒

∣∣∣∣∣∣ rN − r
∼−
�N

rN − r
∼+
�N

∣∣∣∣∣∣ �
N−1∏
n=0

e�Re(λ
∼+
n −λ

∼−
n )

∣∣∣∣∣∣ r0 − r
∼−
�0

r0 − r
∼+
�0

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (C5)

where r0 = b0/a0 is the initial value of the ratio of the state
vector components and |.| stands for the complex absolute

value function. If we assume now that relation Re(λ
∼+
n ) >

Re(λ
∼−
n ) becomes predominantly true [except maybe at a

limited number of points where Re(λ
∼+
n ) = Re(λ

∼−
n )], then

Eq. (C5) suggests that rN → r
∼+
�N

as N →∞ [if r0 = r
∼−
�0

this behavior still persists but we need to resort to the more
detailed analysis of Secs. III B and III C 1] or equivalently that

r
∼+
�N

is an attractive point and r
∼−
�N

is a repulsive point (this
property also justifies the characterization of the transforma-
tion as loxodromic). This confirms our theoretical (Sec. III B)
and numerical (Fig. 6) conclusions in the main text, where

we saw that if mode (
∼+) remains dominant for any time

instant, then it will also dictate the resulting dynamics under
adiabatic/slowly varying conditions (N →∞). On the other

hand, in Hermitian systems it must be true that Re(λ
∼+
n ) =

Re(λ
∼−
n ) = 0 and points r

∼±
�N

are neither attractive nor repul-
sive but indifferent—the respective transformation can be now
classified as elliptic. Finally, we should note another inter-
esting property of the G transform (inherited by the ordinary
Möbius transformation), according to which cross-ratios re-
main invariant under such transformations[
GQn (z)− GQn (w)

][
GQn (z′)− GQn (w′)

][
GQn (z′)− GQn (w)

][
GQn (z)− GQn (w′)

] = (z − w)(z′ − w′)
(z′ − w)(z − w′)

,

(C6)

where z, z′, w, w′ are complex quantities.
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APPENDIX D: CALCULUS OF DIVIDED DIFFERENCES
AND THE DISCRETE NEWTON SERIES EXPANSION

Frequently in our analysis we have used the Newton se-
ries expansion for discrete sequences, which as we will see
here is nothing but the discrete equivalent of the familiar
Taylor expansion appearing in differential calculus. In order
to demonstrate this, we shall firstly introduce the Newton
polynomial, which is an interpolation polynomial for an ar-
bitrary set of data points (x0, y0), . . . , (xn, yn) with no two x j

being the same ( j, n ∈ N, 0 � j � n). Such a polynomial is
a linear combination of the Newton basis polynomials Pj (x) =∏ j−1

k=0(x − xk ) [P0(x) = 1] and takes the form

P(x) =
n∑

j=0

o jPj (x) =
n∑

j=0

o j

j−1∏
k=0

(x − xk ), (D1)

where the coefficients are defined as o j = [y0, . . . , y j] and
[y0, . . . , y j] is the notation for the forward divided differences,
i.e.,

[yν] = yν, (D2)

for 0 � ν � n and

[yν, . . . , yν+l ] = [yν+1, . . . , yν+l ]− [yν, . . . , yν+l−1]

xν+l − xν

, (D3)

for 0 � ν � n− l and 1 � l � n (ν, l ∈ N ). Based on the
above definition, it can be deduced that [yν+l , . . . , yν] =

[yν, . . . , yν+l ], i.e., the divided difference of a number
of terms will remain invariant if we reverse their order.
This can be easily shown via the method of induction,
which we shall frequently use in the present Appendix to
prove a number of propositions. More specifically, if
l = 1 we have that [yν+1, yν] = (yν − yν+1)/(xν − xν+1) =
(yν+1 − yν )/(xν+1 − xν ) = [yν, yν+1]. Assuming that
[yν+l−1, . . . , yν] = [yν, . . . , yν+l−1] is true, then it will hold
that [yν+l , . . . , yν] = ([yν+l−1, . . . , yν]− [yν+l , . . . , yν+1])/
(xν − xν+l ) = ([yν+1, . . . , yν+l ]− [yν, . . . , yν+l−1])/(xν+l −
xν ) = [yν, . . . , yν+l ] and this completes our proof.

In order now to show that Eq. (D1) is indeed an interpola-
tion polynomial for the given set of data points, we shall prove
via the method of induction that

[y0, . . . , yn]Pn(xn) = yn −W (xn) = P(xn)−W (xn), (D4)

where W (x) is the unique polynomial of degree n− 1 (n � 1)
passing through points (x0, y0), . . . , (xn−1, yn−1) and P(x) is
the unique polynomial of degree j passing through points
(x0, y0), . . . . , (xn, yn). For n = 1, polynomial W (x) is of
zero degree satisfying relation passing through point W (x0) =
y0, which directly implies that W (x) = y0. Consequently,
the left-hand side of Eq. (D4) becomes [y0, y1]P1(x1) =
[y0, y1](x1 − x0) = y1 −W (x1), which confirms the afore-
mentioned equation. Assuming now that Eq. (D4) holds true
for n→ n− 1� 1, then the following will apply:

[y0, . . . , yn]Pn(xn) = [y1, . . . , yn]− [y0, . . . , yn−1]

xn − x0

n−1∏
k=0

(xn − xk )

= [y1, . . . , yn]
n−1∏
k=1

(xn − xk )− [y0, . . . , yn−1]
n−1∏
k=1

(xn − xk ) = yn

− Q(xn)− [y0, . . . , yn−1]
n−1∏
k=1

(xn − xk ) = yn −
{

Q(xn)+ [y0, . . . , yn−1]
n−1∏
k=1

(xn − xk )

}
, (D5)

where Q(x) is the unique interpolation polynomial of de-
gree n− 2 going through points (x1, y1), . . . , (xn−1, yn−1).
[In the derivation of the above expression, we have ex-
ploited Eq. (D4), which according to our induction hy-
pothesis applies for n → n− 1.] After setting W (x) =
Q(x)+ [y0, . . . , yn−1]

∏n−1
k=1(x − xk ), it becomes easy to see

that W (xk ) = yk for 1 � k � n− 1 while it will be also
true that W (x0) = Q(x0)+ [y0, . . . , yn−1]

∏n−1
k=1(x0 − xk ) =

Q(x0)+ [yn−1, . . . , y0]
∏n−1

k=1(x0 − xk ) = y0. In that manner,
W (x) becomes the unique polynomial passing through points
(x0, y0), . . . , (xn−1, yn−1) and given Eq. (D5), Eq. (D4) be-
comes immediately confirmed. Of interest is to see now, after
rewriting Eq. (D4) as P(xn) =W (xn)+ [y0, . . . , yn]Pn(xn) =
W (xn)+ onPn(xn), that if polynomial W (x) goes through
points (x0, y0), . . . , (xn−1, yn−1) then polynomial P(x) =
W (x)+ onPn(x) will also go through all the aforementioned
points but will also cross point (xn, yn). This is a straightfor-
ward way to add points in an existing interpolating polynomial
curve and also clearly indicates the validity of the Newton

interpolation formula illustrated in Eq. (D1). It should be
also highlighted that the uniqueness of polynomial P(x) of
degree n defined in Eq. (D1) is guaranteed by the fact that
it should satisfy n+ 1 distinct equations [P(x j ) = y j for 0 �
j � n, which leads to n+ 1 equations with n+ 1 unknown
polynomial coefficients; a similar rationale also applies for
polynomials W (x) and Q(x) of degrees n− 1 and n− 2 de-
fined in Eqs. (D4) and (D5), respectively].

The discrete Newton series expansion can now be attained
from Eq. (D1), after assuming equidistant data points (xν+1 −
xν = � with ν ∈ [0, n− 1]) and considering the relation be-
tween the forward difference operator δ (δqν = qν+1 − qν for
an arbitrary discrete sequence qν) and the forward divided
differences

[y0, . . . , yn] = 1

n!

δny0

δxn
0

. (D6)

In the above expression n! = 1 · 2 · · · n represents of
course the factorial (0! = 1), δxn

0 = �n, and δn refers to the
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higher-order forward difference operator recursively defined
as

δ0yν = yν, δ1yν = yν+1 − yν, (D7a)

δl yν = δ(δl−1yν ), (D7b)

with 0 � ν � n− l, 2 � l � n, and ν, l ∈ N. Equation (D6)
can be shown again based on the method of induction as
follows: (i) for n = 0, we have that δ0y0/(0!δx0

0 ) = y0 = [y0]
and (ii) assuming that Eq. (D6) holds for n → n− 1 � 0, then
we sequentially have that

[y0, . . . , yn] = [y1, . . . , yn]− [y0, . . . , yn−1]

xn − x0

=

1

(n− 1)!

δn−1y1

δxn−1
1

− 1

(n− 1)!

δn−1y0

δxn−1
0

n�

= δn−1(y1 − y0)

n!�n
= 1

n!

δny0

δxn
0

, (D8)

where we have exploited the linearity of operator δ, along
with relations δxn−1

1 = δxn−1
0 = �n−1 and δn−1(y1 − y0) =

δn−1(δy0) = δny0. This completes the proof of Eq. (D6).
Along these lines, of interest is also to prove the following
relation pertaining to the higher-order difference operator:

δny0 =
n∑

j=0

(
n

j

)
(−1)n− jy j, (D9)

where
(n

j

) = n!
j!(n− j)! (n � j) is the binomial coefficient. Af-

ter following similar steps as for the proof of Eq. (D6), we
have that: (i) for n = 0, both the left- and right-hand sides of
Eq. (D9) become equal to y0, (ii) assuming that Eq. (D9) is
true for n → n− 1 � 0, it can be attained that

δny0 = δ(δn−1y0) =
n−1∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
(−1)n−1− jδy j =

n−1∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
(−1)n−1− j (y j+1 − y j ) =

n−1∑
j=1

[(
n− 1

j

)
+
(

n− 1

j − 1

)]
(−1)n− jy j

+ (−1)ny0 + yn =
n−1∑
j=1

(
n

j

)
(−1)n− jy j + (−1)ny0 + yn =

n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
(−1)n− jy j . (D10)

In the derivation of the above expression, we have ex-
ploited an important property of binomial coefficients:

(n
j

) =(n−1
j

)+ (n−1
j−1

)
. Statements (i) and (ii) along with Eq. (D10)

complete the proof by induction of Eq. (D9). Based now on
Eqs. (D1) and (D6), we can retrieve the finite Newton series as

P(x) =
n∑

j=0

1

j!

δ jy0

δx j
0

j−1∏
k=0

(x − x0 − k�), (D11)

where if we set x = xn = n� [P(xn) = yn] we obtain that

yn =
n∑

j=0

(
n

j

)
� j δ

jy0

δx j
0

. (D12)

The above expression together with Eq. (D9) state the full
relationship between y j and the respective higher-order dif-
ferences. Indicatively, we substitute n = 1, 2, 3 in Eq. (D12)
to obtain the respective Newton series expansions: y1 = y0 +
�δy0/δx0, y2 = y0 + 2�δy0/δx0 +�2δ2y0/δx2

0, y3 = y0 +
3�δy0/δx0 + 3�2δ2y0/δx2

0 +�3δ3y0/δx3
0. The summation il-

lustrated in Eq. (D12) can be also extended to contain an
infinite amount of terms, if P(x) is replaced by a generalized
analytic function F (x). In that manner, the infinite Newton
series can be attained

F (x) = lim
n→∞

n∑
j=0

1

j!

δ jF (x0)

δx j
0

j−1∏
k=0

(x − x0 − k�)

=
∞∑
j=0

1

j!

δ jF (x0)

δx j
0

j−1∏
k=0

(x − x0 − k�) (D13)

and applies for a wide range (but not the entirety) of
analytic functions F (x). (See [116,117] for a detailed dis-

cussion on functions, which do not accept expansions of
the aforementioned form.) If we allow now δx0 = �→ 0
and k� → 0 [if k approaches infinity, then we can simply
set � = 1/nl (l > 1) in the limit shown in Eq. (D13) and
thus acquire limn→∞ n� = limn→∞ n1−l = 0 or equivalently
limn→∞ k� = 0 since n � k], then Eq. (D13) takes the famil-
iar form of a Taylor series expansion [F (x) is assumed to be
infinitely differentiable at x0],

F (x) =
∞∑
j=0

1

j!

d jF (x0)

dx j
(x − x0) j, (D14)

where the difference operator δ has been replaced by the
differential operator d . Such a substitution (δ → d) can take
place given that (δx0 = �)

lim
�→0

δF (x0)

δx0
= lim

�→0

F (x0 +�)− F (x)

�
= dF (x0)

dx
, (D15)

which can be easily extended to higher-order differences and
derivatives. The equivalence of Eqs. (D13) and (D14) for in-
finitesimally small discrete steps � indicates that the Newton
expansion is nothing but the discrete analog of the continuous
Taylor series. A Taylor series expansion reveals the behavior
of a function, based on its y value and its derivatives at a
particular x value. On the other hand, a Newton series expan-
sion demonstrates the traits of a function in terms of divided
differences (instead of the instantaneous rates of change).

Of interest is to note that Eq. (D14) could have been re-
trieved directly from Eq. (D1) by taking into advantage the
mean value theorem for (forward) divided differences

[F (x0), . . . , F (xn)] = 1

n!

dnF (ρ)

dxn
, (D16)
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where min(x0, . . . , xn) < ρ < max(x0, . . . , xn) [functions
min(.) and max(.) denote of course the minimum and
maximum of their arguments, respectively]. In the limit of
an infinite number of nodes (n →∞), which all coincide
(x j → x0, ∀ j ∈ [0, n]), the Newton interpolation formula
of Eq. (D1) will take the form of a Taylor series after
exploiting identity limx j→x0, ∀ j∈[0, n][F (x0), . . . , F (xn)] =
limx j→x0, ∀ j∈[0, n] 1/n! dnF (ρ)/dx j = 1/n! dnF (x0)/dx j and
replacing polynomial P(x) with the generalized analytic
function F (x). Proving Eq. (D16) becomes straightforward
after setting G(x) = F (x)− P(x), where P(x) is the
Newton interpolation polynomial for F (x) at points
(x0, y0), . . . , (xn, yn) [see Eq. (D1)]. Since function G(x)
has n+ 1 roots and assuming F (x) [and thus G(x)] is
n-times differentiable, we can apply Rolle’s theorem
sequentially to dG(x)/dx, d2G(x)/dx2, and so on till
dn−1G(x)/dxn−1. Consequently, we find that dnG(x)/dxn

has a root at ρ ∈ ( min(x0, . . . , xn), max(x0, . . . , xn)),
i.e., dnF (ρ)/dxn − dnP(ρ)/dxn = 0 ⇔ [y0, . . . , yn] =
1/n! dnF (ρ)/dxn (the largest-order term of P(x) is
[y0, . . . , yn]xn) and this completes the proof of Eq. (D16).
Finally, it should be highlighted that the mean value theorem
for divided differences—as expressed through Eq. (D16)—is
actually an extension of the ordinary mean value theorem of
differential calculus to higher-order derivatives, with the latter
stemming from the former if we set n = 1 in Eq. (D16).

APPENDIX E: RETRIEVING THE ANALYTICAL
DYNAMICS OF THE TRACELESS AND SYMMETRIC
NON-HERMITIAN HAMILTONIAN MODEL ALONG

THE ENTIRE PATH CR
Rh

In Sec. II C, we provided closed-form expressions for the
dynamics associated with the PT-symmetric-like model of
Sec. II B as it evolves along a particular segment 
Rj ( j =
1, 2, 3, 4) of the parametric path CR

Rh (a detailed derivation
of such expressions was presented in Sec. II within SM [76]).
More specifically, the state vector evolution was found to be
dictated in the limit of small time steps by discrete Weber or
Airy functions, depending on the magnitude of the modulating
parameters εg, εσ . If we turn our attention to the state vector
component an [see Eqs. (11) and (12) of Sec. II C], then we
can write an = ca

1an,1 + ca
2an,2 with an,1, an,2 denoting the

discrete Weber/Airy functions of the first and second kind,
respectively; of course, variables ca

1,2, an,1, an,2 will depend
on the segment 
Rj that we refer to, but for now we shall
omit the additional index ( j) to simplify our notation. By
substituting the aforementioned expression for an to Eq. (7)
(see Sec. II B), the matrix relation [an bn]T = Ẑn [ca

1 ca
2]T can

be attained with Ẑn defined as

Ẑn =
⎡⎣ an,1 an,2

1

iκ

δan,1

δtn
− fnan,1

iκ

1

iκ

δan,2

δtn
− fnan,2

iκ

⎤⎦. (E1)

Constants ca
1, ca

2 can be directly determined from the initial
conditions ano , bno (n � no); the integer parameter no essen-
tially signifies here the starting point of 
Rj . As a result, state
vectors |un〉 and |uno〉 will be connected via the following

equality

|un〉 = ẐnẐ−1
no
|uno〉 = Zn,no|uno〉. (E2)

The well-definedness of the above equation is guaranteed,
since matrix Ẑno is invertible [for n � no it will apply that
det(Ẑn) = C(an,1, an,2)/(iκ ) �= 0, where det(.) denotes the de-
terminant of a matrix and C(., .) the Casoratian of two discrete
sequences]. It should be also noted that Zn,no is in general not
a time invariant quantity (Zn,no �= Zn−no ), which is an immedi-
ate consequence of the time dependence of the Hamiltonian
matrix (for more details, see also Appendix B 1). The full
evolution dynamics of state vector |un〉 (as the Hamiltonian
system cycles around the complete rhombic path CR

Rh in pa-
rameter space) can be now directly attained, after inserting
superscripts ( j) in Eq. (E2) in order to identify each subpath

Rj . Subsequently, it will be true that

|uN 〉 = Z (4)
ne,no

Z (3)
ne,no

Z (2)
ne,no

Z (1)
ne,no
|u0〉

=
4∏

j=1

Z ( j)
ne,no
|u0〉 = ZRh|u0〉, (E3)

where no = ( j − 1)N/4 and ne = jN/4 designate the starting
and ending points of each linear segment 
Rj , correspond-
ingly, and N represents the total number of discrete points
along CR

Rh. In Eq. (E3), an ordered matrix product was used

in order to signify that segments 
Rj are traversed in the order

R1 → 
R2 → 
R3 → 
R4 . This is true independently of the
direction of encirclement, owing to the convention used in the
definition of such subpaths (see for instance Fig. 1 and Fig. S1
within SM [76]). Equation (E3) provides a closed-form ex-
pression for the state vector after a cycling period T (=N�),
given that the analytical forms of an,1 and an,2 are already
known (here, they represent either Weber or Airy functions).

As a next step in our analysis, we will study the dynamics
that govern the ratio factor rn (= bn/an), as the Hamiltonian
system evolves around the closed loop CR

Rh. In this regard,
we shall exploit Eq. (A9) of Appendix A, which can be
rewritten as follows given the form of the evolution ma-
trix elements [ξ 11

n = 1+� fn, ξ 22
n = 1−� fn, ξ 12

n = ξ 21
n =

i�κ; see definition of �n at the beginning of Sec. II A and
Eq. (7) of Sec. II B] and the expression an = ca

1an,1 + ca
2an,2

(ca = ca
2/ca

1 ),

rn = GẐn
(ca) = ζ̂ 21

n + ζ̂ 22
n ca

ζ̂ 11
n + ζ̂ 12

n ca
. (E4)

In the above equation, it is assumed that n � no (no: start-
ing point along segment 
Rj ), ca

1 �= 0 (otherwise the inverse
ratio ca

1/ca
2 could have been considered; ca

1, ca
2 being zero

simultaneously leads to the trivial case of an ≡ 0 for n � no),
while ζ̂

jk
n ( j, k = 1, 2) represent the elements of matrix Ẑn.

The constant parameter ca can be determined based on the
initial condition rno as follows:

ca = G−1
Ẑno

(rno ) = GẐ−1
no

(rno ) = −ζ̂ 21
no
+ ζ̂ 11

no
rno

ζ̂ 22
no
− ζ̂ 12

no
rno

, (E5)

where the inverse of matrix Ẑno is well defined since
det(Ẑno ) �= 0 and G−1

Ẑno
= GẐ−1

no
as shown in Appendix C. Based
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now on Eqs. (E4) and (E5), the relation between rn and rno can
be obtained as

rn =
(
GẐn
◦ GẐ−1

no

)
(rno ) = GZn,no

(rno )

= ζ̂ 21
n ζ̂ 22

no
− ζ̂ 22

n ζ̂ 21
no
+ (ζ̂ 22

n ζ̂ 11
no
− ζ̂ 21

n ζ̂ 12
no

)
rno

ζ̂ 11
n ζ̂ 22

no
− ζ̂ 12

n ζ̂ 21
no
+ (ζ̂ 12

n ζ̂ 11
no
− ζ̂ 11

n ζ̂ 12
no

)
rno

, (E6)

after also taking into account an important property related
to the iterative operation of G transforms (see Appendix C):
GẐn
◦ GẐ−1

no
= GẐnẐ−1

no
= GZn,no

[symbol ◦ denotes the operation

of function composition, while Zn,no = ẐnẐ−1
no

according to
Eq. (E2)]. So far, we have analyzed how parameter rn evolves
along a specific linear segment 
Rj . For the complete rhombic
path CR

Rh , it will be true that

rN =
(
GZ (4)

ne ,no
◦ GZ (3)

ne ,no
◦ GZ (2)

ne ,no
◦ GZ (1)

ne ,no

)
(r0)

=
(

4
©
j=1

GZ ( j)
ne ,no

)
(r0) = GZRh (r0), (E7)

where notation ©4
j=1 signifies an ordered function composi-

tion and is completely analogous to the ordered matrix product
ZRh =

∏4
j=1 Z ( j)

ne,no used in Eq. (E3). (It should be noted that
both operations of matrix multiplication and function com-
position are not commutative and this necessitates the use
of ordered matrix products and ordered function composi-
tions.) Equations (E1)–(E7) are overall applicable for the
general family of rhombic trajectories CR

Rh, irrespective of
their dimensions (εg, εσ ) or location of their centers (gC, σC ).
Moreover, Eqs. (E4)–(E7) [which are equivalent to Eqs. (E1)–
(E3)] grant us direct access to the dynamics of rn without the
need of attaining the evolution equations for either of the state
vector components an, bn. In this vein, we can also exploit
the properties of nonlinear Ricatti difference equations and
G transforms in order to attain a more effective and elegant
description for the dynamical behavior that rn exhibits.

Of interest now is to examine the adiabatic dynamics
(T, N →∞) for the traceless and symmetric Hamiltonian
system under study, as it evolves along the parametric path
CR

Rh. Here, we shall provide a heuristic derivation of the mode
switching effect described in Sec. II C, under the assumption
of small dimensions for loop CR

Rh (the reader should refer to
Sec. V within SM [76] for a fully rigorous proof). In this
case, it will apply that an = ca

1Ai(χn)+ ca
2Bi(χn) and thus

factor rn will satisfy the following relation along each linear
subsegment 
Rj [see Eq. (A9)],

rn = −i
1

κan

δan

δtn
+ i

fn

κ

= −i
1

κ

δχn

δtn

ca
1 δAi(χn)/δχn + ca

2 δBi(χn)/δχn

ca
1 Ai(χn)+ ca

2 Bi(χn)
+ i

fn

κ
.

(E8)

In the asymptotic limit T →∞, it will be true that

lim
T→∞

η f ,1 = lim
T→∞

4(±εg ± iεσ )/T = 0, (E9a)

lim
T→∞

|χn| � lim
T→∞

∣∣ f 2
n − κ2 + η f ,1

∣∣/|2η f ,1η f ,0|2/3 = ∞,

(E9b)

given that parameters εg,σ , fn, κ, η f ,0 attain finite val-
ues and fn �= κ assuming that no exceptional points are
crossed (for the expressions of η f ,1, η f ,0 see Sec. I within
SM [76]). Now, we can employ the Airy asymptotic expan-
sions valid for large magnitudes of the respective arguments
(see [118–120] and Sec. II within SM [76]). After consid-
ering only the prevalent terms (i.e., terms related to either
e2χ

3/2
n /3 or e−2χ

3/2
n /3, depending on the sign of the real part of

χ3/2
n ), it can be shown that both relations Ai(χn)/Bi(χn) �

[δAi(χn)/δχn]/[δBi(χn)/δχn] and [δBi(χn)/δχn]/Bi(χn) �
±χ1/2

n will apply as |χn| → ∞. Equation (E8) will now read
as

lim
T→∞

rn = lim
T→∞

{
−i

1

κ

δχn

δtn

δBi(χn)/δχn

Bi(χn)
+ i

fn

κ

}

= lim
T→∞

{
∓i

(2η f ,1η f ,0)1/3 χ1/2
n

κ
+ i

fn

κ

}

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
∓
√

1− f 2
n

κ2
+ i

fn

κ
= ∓e∓iθn ,

±
√

1− f 2
n

κ2
+ i

fn

κ
= ±e±iθn ,

(E10)

where angle θn has been defined in Sec. II B and we
have taken into account that χn = (2η f ,1η f ,0tn + η2

f ,0 −
κ2 + η f ,1)/(2η f ,1η f ,0)2/3 � ( f 2

n − κ2 + η f ,1)/(2η f ,1η f ,0)2/3

(the approximate relation stems from the fact that small
magnitudes εg, εσ are assumed; see also discussion at the
beginning of Sec. V within SM [76]). The two separate
branches appearing in the last line of Eq. (E10) are attributed
to the evaluation of factors (2η f ,1η f ,0)1/3 and χ1/2

n (see also
definition for principal roots of complex numbers in Sec. II
within SM [76]). According to Sec. II B, it will be true
that v±n,y/v

±
n,x = ±e±iθn , which in turn implies that in the

asymptotic limit state vector |un〉 will inevitably convert to
either of the instantaneous eigenvectors |v±n 〉.

Of course, the above derivation of adiabatic mode switch-
ing considers only the dominant terms in the asymptotic ex-
pansions of Airy functions. Yet by doing so, we can obtain that
C[Ai(χn), Bi(χn)] = 0, which is not true based on the prop-

erties of Airy functions (C[Ai(χn), Bi(χn)]
δχn→0== δχn/π

�→0=
�(2η f ,1η f ,0)1/3/π �= 0, as shown in Sec. II within SM [76]).
Moreover, if parameter χ3/2

n becomes a purely imaginary
number, no terms will dominate within the associated Airy
series expansions. Hence, it becomes of essence to consider
both factors e2χ

3/2
n /3 and e−2χ

3/2
n /3, so that we can also accu-

rately account for the effect of the Stokes phenomenon on
the dynamics of both state vector |un〉 and ratio rn. Along
these lines, special care should be taken in the actual values
attained by constants ca

1 and ca
2 along the different linear seg-

ments 
Rj [see Eq. (E5)], as they might lead to singularities in
Eqs. (E4), (E6), and (E7). All such issues are being accounted
for in Sec. V within SM [76], where a comprehensive proof
of state conversion is presented for traceless and symmetric
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian settings traversing square para-
metric trajectories. By taking into account the cyclic evolution
conditions, symmetric and asymmetric mode switching was
demonstrated depending on the region of operation within
the space of parameters and the initial values of gain and
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detuning. In Appendix B 2 it is also shown how such a switch-
ing effect is consistent with a dynamical property unique
to the PT-symmetric-like configuration of Sec. II B, which
correlates CW and CCW cyclically evolving states along pairs
of (or individual) trajectories symmetric to the gn axis in R
space.

APPENDIX F: DISCRETE BERRY PHASE,
BIORTHONORMALITY CONDITIONS, AND THE
CONTINUOUS TIME LIMIT OF THE DISCRETE

MODE POPULATION EQUATIONS

In Sec. III, the adiabatic behavior of generalized non-
Hermitian and discrete arrangements was rigorously ana-
lyzed by decomposing the respective state vector according
to a biorthonormnal basis. The biorthogonality condition

〈v
∧±,L
n ||v

∧∓,R
n 〉 = 0 is guaranteed for a non-Hermitian quan-

tum system [90], yet the additional condition 〈v
∧±,L
n ||v

∧±,R
n 〉 =

1 needs special attention [here we use notation (
∧±); see

Sec. III A to represent any possible mode designation used in
the present paper; see Fig. 4 of main text for different mode
notation definitions]. Assuming that the left and right eigen-

vectors are evaluated as 〈v
∧±,L
n | and |v

∧±,R
n 〉, then we employ

the following transformation:

〈
v

∧±,L
n

∣∣ = 〈
v

∧±,L
n

∣∣√〈
v

∧±,L
n

∣∣∣∣v ∧±,R
n
〉 , ∣∣v ∧±,R

n

〉 = ∣∣v ∧±,R
n

〉√〈
v

∧±,L
n

∣∣∣∣v ∧±,R
n
〉 (F1)

which clearly now satisfies relation 〈v
∧±,L
n ||v

∧±,R
n 〉 = 1. Un-

der conditions of Hermiticity [H†
n = Hn and (λ

∧±
Hn

)∗ = λ
∧±
Hn

or

equivalently M†
n = −Mn and (λ

∧±
n )∗ = −λ

∧±
n given that Mn =

−iHn, where λ
∧±
Hn

and λ
∧±
n are the eigenvalues of matrices

Hn and Mn, respectively], it will be true that 〈v
∧±,L
n |Hn =

λ
∧±
Hn
〈v

∧±,L
n | H†

n=Hn⇐⇒ Hn|v
∧±,L
n 〉 = λ

∧±
Hn
|v

∧±,L
n 〉, which directly implies

that |v
∧±,L
n 〉 = |v

∧±,R
n 〉 = |v

∧±
n 〉 or equivalently that the left

(〈v
∧±,L
n |) and right (|v

∧±,R
n 〉) eigenvectors are conjugate trans-

poses of each other (of course Mn and Hn share the same left
and right eigenvectors since they are linearly related). In this
case, the normalization condition shown in Eq. (F1) will take

the familiar form |v
∧±
n 〉 = |v

∧±
n 〉/
√
〈v

∧±
n ||v

∧±
n 〉 with eigenvec-

tors |v
∧±
n 〉 forming now an orthonormal basis (〈v

∧±
n ||v

∧±
n 〉 = 1 ,

〈v
∧±
n ||v

∧∓
n 〉 = 0).

It should be highlighted that the normalization as dictated
by Eq. (F1) cannot be applied at degeneracy (or exceptional)

points, since it will hold that 〈vL
nEP
||vR

nEP
〉 = 0 with 〈v

∧±,L
nEP
| =

〈vL
nEP
|, |v

∧±,R
nEP
〉 = |vR

nEP
〉, and n = nEP is where the degener-

acy occurs. Indeed after solving the left eigenvalue problem

〈v
∧±,L
n |Mn = λ

∧±
n 〈v

∧±,L
n |, it can be found that (v

∧±,L
n,y /v

∧±,L
n,x )∗ =

2m12
n /(m11

n − m22
n ±

√
Dn) [owing to our mode notation con-

vention, here (
∧±) can be arbitrarily assigned to signs ± as

opposed to (±) used in Sec. II A and Appendix B 2 where (+)

corresponds to sign + and (−) corresponds to sign −] where

〈v
∧±,L
n | = [v

∧±,L
n,x v

∧±,L
n,y ]∗ and the expression for Dn is given by

Eq. (B21). [The eigenvalues remain the same as with the
respective right eigenvalue problem treated in Appendix B 2,
i.e., they can be obtained as solutions to the quadratic equa-

tion det(λ
∧±
n I −Mn) = 0.] After setting Dn = 0 (condition for

eigenvalue and eigenvector degeneracy), it becomes true that
(vL

nEP,y/v
L
nEP,x )∗ = 2m12

n /(m11
n − m22

n ), while in Appendix B 2
it was found that vR

nEP,y/v
R
nEP,x = (m22

n − m11
n )/(2m12

n ). Conse-
quently, we attain that 〈vL

nEP
||vR

nEP
〉 = 0, i.e., at the exceptional

point degeneracy there exists a unique left and a unique right
eigenvector, which are orthogonal to each other. Such a situ-
ation never arose in the analysis performed in the main text,
since our original assumption was that no spectrum degen-
eracies are crossed during the time evolution of the quantum
Hamiltonian arrangement [see also comments at the begin-
ning of Sec. III C pertaining to the eigendecomposition of the
system’s evolution matrix �n depicted in Eq. (25) of the same
section]; practically of course, operation at such singularity
points points is almost impossible due to their inherent sensi-
tivity [93–95].

As a next step in our analysis, we can retrieve the mode
population dynamics in its continuous time manifestation and
subsequently compare it with its discrete counterpart depicted
in Eq. (21) of Sec. III A. In that regard, the state vector |u(t )〉
is decomposed as follows:

|u(t )〉 = c
∼+(t )e

∫ t
0 λ

∼+(t ′ )dt ′ |v
∼+,R(t )〉

+ c
∼−(t )e

∫ t
0 λ

∼−(t ′ )dt ′ |v
∼−,R(t )〉, (F2)

where λ
∼±(t ) and |v

∼±,R(t )〉 represent the instantaneous eigen-
values and right eigenvectors of matrix M(t ) [= −iH (t ) as

defined in Sec. II A], and also mode notation (
∼±) is employed

to signify continuous time evolution of the involved vari-
ables (in Sec. III B, the same notation was used for discrete
variables to highlight the absence of any discontinuities in
the evolution of the Hamiltonian eigenspectra). Of course for
a time-independent Hamiltonian [H (t ) = Ho, M(t ) = Mo],

Eq. (F2) takes a very familiar form as e
∫ t

0 λ
∼±(t ′ )dt ′ = eλ

∼±
o t =

e−iλ
∼±
Hot (λ

∼±
o = −iλ

∼±
Ho

, where λ
∼±
o and λ

∼±
Ho

are the eigenval-

ues of Mo and Ho, respectively; in typical terminology λ
∼±
Ho

stand for the eigenenergies of the quantum Hamiltonian
system). Equation (F2) can be directly substituted in the
Schrödinger equation illustrated in Eq. (A1) [which is equiv-
alent to ∂|u(t )〉/∂t = M(t )|u(t )〉] and keeping in mind that

M(t )|v
∼±,R(t )〉 = λ

∼±(t )|v
∼±,R(t )〉, the following formula can be

obtained:

dc
∼+(t )

dt
e
∫ t

0 λ
∼+(t ′ )dt ′

∣∣∣∣v ∼+,R(t )〉 + dc
∼−(t )

dt
e
∫ t

0 λ
∼−(t ′ )dt ′

∣∣∣∣v ∼−,R(t )〉

= −c
∼+(t )e

∫ t
0 λ

∼+(t ′ )dt ′
∣∣∣∣dv

∼+,R(t )

dt

〉

− c
∼−(t )e

∫ t
0 λ

∼−(t ′ )dt ′
∣∣∣∣dv

∼−,R(t )

dt

〉
. (F3)
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After multiplying the above expression with

e−
∫ t

0 λ
∼±(t ′ )dt ′ 〈v

∼±,L(t )| and taking into account the

biorthonormality conditions 〈v
∼±,L(t )||v

∼±,R(t )〉 = 1 and

〈v
∼∓,L(t )||v

∼±,R(t )〉 = 0 (〈v
∼±,L(t )| represent the left

eigenvectors of the continuous Hamiltonian system), it
can be attained that

i
dc

∼±(t )

dt
= −c

∼±(t )〈v
∼±,L(t )|

∣∣∣∣i dv
∼±,R(t )

dt

〉

− c
∼∓(t )e

∫ t
0 (λ

∼∓(t ′ )−λ
∼±(t ′ ))dt ′ 〈v

∼±,L(t )|
∣∣∣∣i dv

∼∓,R(t )

dt

〉
.

(F4)

The above formula is nothing but the continuous time
counterpart of Eq. (21) given that at the limit �→ 0 it will

be true that
∏n

j=0(1+�λ
∼∓
j )(1+�λ

∼±
j )−1 � e�

∑n
j=0(λ

∼∓
j −λ

∼±
j ) �

e
∫ t

0 (λ
∼∓(t ′ )−λ

∼±(t ′ ))dt ′ , where we also used the standard definition
of Riemann sums. In other words, Eq. (21) of the main
text generalizes Eq. (F4) to the discrete domain and in that
manner allows for the presence of any abrupt discontinuities
in the evolution of the system’s eigenenergies/eigenvalues.
The right-hand side of Eq. (F4) can be viewed as the
overall contribution of an adiabatic and a nonadiabatic
term [analogous terms were also recognized in Eq. (20) of
Sec. III A, where the discrete evolution of the population
dynamics was analyzed]. The generalized form of the
continuous time complex Berry phase for non-Hermitian
arrangements (see also [51–55]) becomes immediately

recognizable as γ
∼± = ∫ T

0 〈v
∼±,L(t )||i dv

∼±,R(t )/dt〉dt =∮
CR〈v

∼±,L(R)||i∇Rv
∼±,R(R)〉dR, where T = N� (N ∈ N)

is the period of evolution around the cyclic/closed path CR

in parameter space R. [The biorthonormality conditions

〈v
∼±,L(t )||v

∼±,R(t )〉 = 1, 〈v
∼±,L(t )||v

∼∓,R(t )〉 = 0 are assumed.]
This also reveals the geometric nature of Berry’s phase, since
it depends on the characteristics of the parametric trajectory
CR, rather than the rate of encirclement. On the other hand,

the continuous dynamical phase factor eiτ
∼±

[= e
∫ T

0 λ
∼±(t )dt for

a single encirclement around CR] will evidently depend on
how fast or slow the Hamiltonian varies with time. Under
Hermitian conditions [|v

∼±,L(t )〉 = |v
∼±,R(t )〉 = |v

∼±(t )〉], the
continuous Berry phase becomes purely real as the following
chain of relations reveals (orthonormal conditions are

assumed): 〈v
∼±(t )||v

∼±(t )〉 = 1 ⇒ d〈v
∼±(t )||v

∼±(t )〉/dt = 0 ⇔
〈dv

∼±(t )/dt ||v
∼±(t )〉 + 〈v

∼±(t )||dv
∼±(t )/dt〉 = 0 ⇔ Im(γ

∼±) =∫ T
0 Im[〈v

∼±(t )||i dv
∼±(t )/dt〉]dt = 0. Moreover, quantity

γ
∼± will then attain its standard form applicable to

Hermitian settings [1–6] and the same will be true for
the mode population dynamics depicted in Eq. (F4). [The
dynamical phase over a period T retains the same expression

τ
∼± = −i

∫ T
0 λ

∼±(t )dt for all continuous physical systems.]
Returning now to our discrete formulation, it becomes

evident for discrete time Hermitian arrangements, whose
Hamiltonian eigenspectra do not manifest any discontinuities

[implying that mode notation (
∼±) is in order here] that the

respective discretely defined Berry phase γ
∼± =∑N−1

n=0 γ
∼±

n+1,n

[see Eq. (22a) of Sec. III A and replace (
∧±) with (

∼±)] will be
predominantly real for sufficiently small time steps. (This can
be inferred from the fact that in the limit � → 0 the discrete
and continuous time versions of γ

∼± become identical, as
will be illustrated at the end of the present paragraph, and
thus they will exhibit a similar behavior for small values of

�.) Along these lines, only the real part of γ
∼± in Eq. (22a)

is of relevant interest, and the discrete Berry phase can

then be equivalently expressed as Im(
∑N−1

n=0 ln 〈v
∼±
n+1||v

∼±
n 〉).

Analogous results would have been attained, if the discrete

contributions γ
∼±

n+1,n were redefined according to γ
∼±

n+1,n =
−i ln(〈v

∼±
n+1||v

∼±
n 〉/|〈v

∼±
n+1||v

∼±
n 〉|) [= Im(ln 〈v

∼±
n+1||v

∼±
n 〉)]. Of

course, in the general non-Hermitian case we expect a
complex Berry phase, which implies that both the magnitude

and phase of 〈v
∼±,L
n+1||v

∼±,R
n 〉 ought to be considered. In this

vein, the definition γ
∼±

n+1,n = −i ln 〈v
∼±,L
n+1||v

∼±,R
n 〉 becomes

more appropriate (this applies for all mode notations used

in this paper), with Re(γ
∼±

n+1,n) denoting a discrete real phase
accumulation (similar to conventional Hermitian systems)

and Im(γ
∼±

n+1,n) signifying a geometric multiplier both of
which are gained by slowly cycled quantum states when
the adiabatic approximation is valid [see Eqs. (23) and (24),
along with discussion in Sec. III B and Appendix G].
Moreover, it should be noted that in the continuous time

limit � → 0, it will hold that γ
∼±

n+1,n = −i ln 〈v
∼±,L
n+1||v

∼±,R
n 〉 =

−i ln[1−�〈v
∼±,L
n+1||δv

∼±,R
n /δtn〉] � �〈v

∼±,L
n+1||i δv

∼±,R
n /δtn〉. The

resulting Berry phase expression turns out to be γ
∼± �

�
∑N−1

n=0 〈v
∼±,L
n+1||i δv

∼±,R
n /δtn〉 �

∫ T
0 〈v

∼±,L(t )||i dv
∼±,R(t )/dt〉dt=∮

CR〈v
∼±,L(R)||i∇Rv

∼±,R(R)〉dR, which is in perfect
agreement with the respective formula developed in the
previous paragraph for continuous quantum mechanical
systems. (This proof also holds for the Hermitian case, with
the only difference being that the left and right eigenvectors
will then be conjugate transposes of each other at each time
step.)

APPENDIX G: ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION IN
DISCRETE QUANTUM HAMILTONIAN SETTINGS

In Sec. III B, particular emphasis was given on the state
vector dynamics, when only the adiabatic terms in Eqs. (20)
and (21) are considered. Here, we shall provide an extensive
mathematical study as to when such an approximation
(known as adiabatic approximation) becomes valid in
discrete quantum systems, which will in turn lead us to

Eq. (24) of Sec. III B [the notation (
∼±) will be adopted

in the present analysis in accordance to Sec. III B].
In this respect, the behavior of the nonadiabatic/cross-
modulation term [this refers to the coefficient of the

complex amplitude c
∼∓
n in Eq. (20), i.e.,

∏n
j=0(1+�λ

∼∓
j )
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(1+�λ
∼±
j )−1〈v

∼±,L
n+1||v

∼∓,R
n 〉 � e�

∑n
j=0(λ

∼∓
j −λ

∼±
j )〈v

∼±,L
n+1||v

∼∓,R
n 〉

λn=−iλHn=
e
−i�

∑n
j=0(λ

∼∓
H j
−λ

∼±
H j

)〈v
∼±,L
n+1||v

∼∓,R
n 〉] will be examined for both

Hermitian and non-Hermitian arrangements in the limit of
small time steps:

(1) λ j purely imaginary and λHj purely real (Hermitian
case). The cross-modulation term contains an exponential
contribution, which has a harmonic time dependency. The
faster this factor oscillates, the more the nonadiabatic contri-
bution will become suppressed. This condition can be math-

ematically expressed as |λ
∼∓
j − λ

∼±
j | � |〈v

∼±
j+1||v

∼∓
j 〉/�| for all

possible integer values of j (|v
∼±,R
j 〉 = |v

∼±,L
j 〉 = |v

∼±
j 〉). After

using the orthonormality relation 〈v
∼±
j+1||v

∼∓
j+1〉 = 0, the afore-

mentioned constraint can also read as (δt j = �): |λ
∼∓
j − λ

∼±
j | �

|〈v
∼±
j+1||δv

∼∓
j /δt j〉| ∝ 1/T ⇒ T � 1/|λ

∼∓
j − λ

∼±
j | with T = N�

being the period of cyclic evolution around CR. (The larger
T is, the slower |v j〉 will change with time or equivalently

|δv
∼∓
j /δt j〉 ∝ 1/T .) This implies that the system parameters

must vary very slowly in time with respect to the typical
quantum mechanical oscillating frequencies (slow driving
conditions), and consequently no transitions can be excited
between any energy levels.

(2) λ j and λHj defined over the complex plane (non-
Hermitian case). The cross-modulation term will now develop
an exponential factor with magnitude different from unity

[Re(λ
∼∓
j − λ

∼±
j ) �= 0]. In this case, the nonadiabatic contribu-

tion in Eq. (20) [or Eq. (21)] can be safely neglected, only if
the population dynamics of the dominant mode are considered

[mode (
∼±) becomes dominant iff Re(�λ

∼±
j ) � Re(�λ

∼∓
j )

�>0⇒
Re(λ

∼±
j ) � Re(λ

∼∓
j ) along trajectory CR, with the equality not

holding simultaneously for all operation points]. For instance,

if we assume that eigenmode (
∼+) plays the dominant role, then

the respective nonadiabatic coefficient is expected to rapidly

decay to zero for large evolution times as long as |λ
∼−
j −

λ
∼+
j | � |〈v

∼+,L
j+1||v

∼−,R
j 〉/�|. Indeed, the latter condition requires

that either Re[�(λ
∼+
j − λ

∼−
j )] � |〈v

∼+,L
j+1||v

∼−,R
j 〉| [in this case,

the exponential factor e�(λ
∼−
j −λ

∼+
j ) will clearly dominate over

〈v
∼+,L
j+1||v

∼−,R
j 〉] or |Im[�(λ

∼+
j − λ

∼−
j )]| � |〈v

∼+,L
j+1||v

∼−,R
j 〉| [this im-

plies the fast oscillation frequency of e�(λ
∼−
j −λ

∼+
j ) and thus the

applicability of the analysis in (a)], which in turn leads irrevo-

cably to e�
∑n

j=0(λ
∼−
j −λ

∼+
j )〈v

∼+,L
n+1||v

∼−,R
n 〉 → 0. A similar rationale

will also hold, if eigenstate (
∼−) becomes dominant along CR.

Therefore, we can conclude that for a generalized quantum
Hamiltonian system, the condition for adiabatic evolution can
always be expressed as

∣∣λ∼∓
n − λ

∼±
n

∣∣� ∣∣∣∣∣
〈
v

∼±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∼∓,R
n

〉
δtn

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣〈v ∼±,L

n+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣i δv
∼∓,R
n

δtn

〉∣∣∣∣∣, (G1)

and must be true for every point along the discrete trajectory

CR. (The biorthonormality relation 〈v
∼±,L
n+1||v

∼∓,R
n+1〉 = 0 has been

used in the above relation.) It should be noted that the limita-
tions of the adiabatic condition, as depicted in Eq. (G1) [or
Eq. (24) in the main text], have been discussed in Sec. III B in

the context of both eigenspectrum degeneracy points (λ
∼+
n =

λ
∼−
n ) and of modes, which do not retain their dominant role

under non-Hermitian evolution.
Finally, we shall prove an important formula relating the

time variation of the eigenvectors with the time variation of
the system matrix Mn (see Sec. II A for definition of Mn).
A similar relationship will also apply for the Hamiltonian
matrix Hn, since Mn = −iHn, which in turn implies that (i)

λ
∼∓
n = −iλ

∼∓
Hn

, and (ii) Mn and Hn share the same left and
right eigenvectors. Along these lines, the following chain of
relations will apply

Mn

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n

〉 = λ
∼∓
n

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n

〉⇒ δ
(
Mn

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n

〉) = δ
(
λ

∼∓
n

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n

〉)
�→0 ⇒Mn+1

∣∣δv ∼∓,R
n

〉+ δMn

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n+1

〉 = λ
∼∓
n+1

∣∣δv ∼∓,R
n

〉
+ δλ

∼∓
n

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n+1

〉
, (G2)

where we have exploited relation δ(wnqn) = wn+1δqn +
δwnqn+1 − δwnδqn

�→0== wn+1δqn + δwnqn+1 (wn qn represent
arbitrary discrete time variables) and at the limit � → 0 we
have omitted any second-order (�2) contributions. After mul-
tiplying (from the left) both the left- and right-hand sides

of Eq. (G2) with 〈v
∼±,L
n+1| and based on relations 〈v

∼±,L
n+1|Mn =

λ
∼±
n+1〈v

∼±,L
n+1| and 〈v

∼±,L
n+1||v

∼∓,R
n+1〉 = 0, it can be deduced that

(δtn = �),

λ
∼±
n+1

〈
v

∼±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣δv ∼∓,R
n

〉+ 〈v ∼±,L
n+1

∣∣δMn

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n+1

〉 = λ
∼∓
n+1

〈
v

∼±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣δv ∼∓,R
n

〉
�→0⇐⇒ 〈

v
∼±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣i δv
∼∓,R
n

δtn

〉
=
〈
v

∼±,L
n+1

∣∣i δMn
δtn

∣∣v ∼∓,R
n+1

〉
λ

∼∓
n − λ

∼±
n

. (G3)

Equations (G1) and (G3) complete now the proof of
Eq. (24) [the approximate sign appearing in Eq. (24) is at-
tributed to the fact that the discrete step � is small but not
infinitesimal in the main text analysis] and with that our
discussion on the adiabatic condition/approximation in the
present Appendix.

APPENDIX H: STATE VECTOR DYNAMICS EXPRESSED
IN TERMS OF THE P,N MODES

As a first step in our analysis, we shall show how
the mathematical framework provided in Sec. III A [see
Eqs. (18)–(21)] to describe the state vector dynamics [which

in Sec. III B was applied to the specific case of the (
∼±) mode

representation] is essentially equivalent to that of Sec. III C
[see Eqs. (25) and (26)], with the latter being simply a matrix
reformulation of the former. We shall use here the (generic)

notation (
∧±), which as described in Sec. III A of the main text

may represent any of the mode notations (±), (
∼±), and P,N
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used in the present paper (see Fig. 4 for their definition and
respective eigenspectra plots). In this regard, it will be true for
the quantum mechanical state vector that |un+1〉 = �n|un〉 =
V

∧±,R
n D

∧±
�n

(V
∧±,L

n )
†

|un〉 based on the definition of the evolution
matrix �n in Sec. II A [see Eq. (1)] and its eigendecom-

position according to �n = V
∧±,R

n D
∧±
�n

(V
∧±,L

n )
†

, where V
∧±,R

n =
[|v

∧+,R
n 〉 |v

∧−,R
n 〉] (i.e., matrix V

∧±,R
n contains in its columns the

right eigenvectors of �n), V
∧±,L

n = [|v
∧+,L
n 〉 |v

∧−,L
n 〉] [i.e., matrix

(V
∧±,L

n )
†

contains in its rows the left eigenvectors of �n], and

D
∧±
�n

is a diagonal matrix with elements the eigenvalues λ
∧±
�n

of �n. [In Eq. (25) of Sec. III C an analogous decomposition
is performed but in terms of the P,N modes, i.e., matrices
V R

n , D�n ,V L
n in Sec. III C refer specifically to the P,N mode

decomposition, while here matrices V
∧±,R

n , D
∧±
�n

,V
∧±,L

n refer to
the decomposition according to the generic mode formalism

(
∧±).] Consequently, the following relation will also apply(

V
∧±,L

n+1

)†|un+1〉 =
(
V

∧±,L
n+1

)†
V

∧±,R
n D

∧±
�n

(
V

∧±,L
n

)†|un〉

= L
∧±
n

(
V

∧±,L
n

)†|un〉, (H1)

where L
∧±
n = (V

∧±,L
n+1 )

†

V
∧±,R

n D
∧±
�n

takes the matrix form

L
∧±
n =

⎡⎣λ
∧+
�n

〈
v

∧+,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧+,R
n

〉
λ

∧−
�n

〈
v

∧+,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉
λ

∧+
�n

〈
v

∧−,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧+,R
n

〉
λ

∧−
�n

〈
v

∧−,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉
⎤⎦. (H2)

On the other hand, according to Eq. (18) of Sec. III A, state
vector |un〉 can be expressed as follows:

|un〉 = c
∧+
n

n−1∏
j=0

λ
∧+
� j

∣∣v ∧±,R
n

〉+ c
∧−
n

n−1∏
j=0

λ
∧−
� j

∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉
. (H3)

This implies for the product (V
∧±,L

n )
†

|un〉 that⎡⎢⎣c
∧+
n

∏n−1
j=0 λ

∧+
� j

〈
v

∧+,L
n

∣∣∣∣v ∧+,R
n

〉+ c
∧−
n

∏n−1
j=0 λ

∧−
� j

〈
v

∧+,L
n

∣∣∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉
c

∧+
n

∏n−1
j=0 λ

∧+
� j

〈
v

∧−,L
n

∣∣∣∣v ∧+,R
n

〉+ c
∧−
n

∏n−1
j=0 λ

∧−
� j

〈
v

∧−,L
n

∣∣∣∣v ∧−,R
n

〉
⎤⎥⎦,

which after assuming biorthonormality conditions [〈v
∧±,L
n |

|v
∧±,R
n 〉=1, 〈v

∧±,L
n ||v

∧∓,R
n 〉=0 or equivalently (V

∧±,L
n )†V

∧±,R
n =

(V
∧±,R

n )†V
∧±,L

n = I; see also Appendix F] takes the form

(
V

∧±,L
n

)†|un〉 =

⎡⎢⎣c
∧+
n

∏n−1
j=0 λ

∧+
� j

c
∧−
n

∏n−1
j=0 λ

∧−
� j

⎤⎥⎦. (H4)

Based now on Eqs. (H1), (H2), and (H4), it becomes ap-

parent that (�n = I +�Mn and thus λ
∧±
�n
= 1+�λ

∧±
n , where

λ
∧±
n are the eigenvalues of the quantum system’s matrix Mn as

defined in Sec. II A)

c
∧±
n+1 = c

∧±
n

〈
v

∧±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧±,R
n

〉+ c
∧∓
n

n∏
j=0

1+�λ
∧∓
j

1+�λ
∧±
j

〈
v

∧±,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣v ∧∓,R
n

〉
, (H5)

which confirms Eq. (20) [or equivalently Eq. (21)] of
Sec. III A and indicates that the mathematical descriptions
provided in Secs. III A and III C regarding the state vector
dynamics are in essence equivalent [the only difference
is that the former section refers to the generic mode

notation (
∧±), while in the latter the specific case of the

P,N eigenmodes is examined]. In the latter section, the
matrix formalism [i.e., Eqs. (25) and (26)] is preferred
since it leads to a more direct and neat proof of the state
conversion taking place in sufficiently slowly varying, cyclic,
and discrete non-Hermitian environments. Of course we
assume that no eigenspectrum degeneracies are crossed,
otherwise the eigendecomposition of the evolution matrix as

�n = V
∧±,R

n D
∧±
�n

(V
∧±,L

n )† with D
∧±
�n

being diagonal would not
apply, and as a result our analysis would need to be modified
accordingly [in this case �n should be decomposed in terms
of its Jordan canonical form and the respective Jordan chain of
generalized (and linearly independent) eigenvectors]. Along
these lines, the expansion for the state vector as demonstrated
in Eq. (H3) [or Eq. (18) in the main text] would also not be
feasible, since at the exceptional degeneracy points (which
characterize non-Hermitian structures) the eigenvectors will
coalesce (see Appendices B 2 and F) and thus will not span
the complex Hilbert space formed by the state vectors of the
quantum Hamiltonian system.

At this point, we will provide supplementary proofs regard-
ing the analytical derivation of state conversion demonstrated
in Sec. III C 2, where the case of P,N modes exhibit-
ing discontinuous eigenspectra evolution was studied. The
introduction of the instantaneous dominant (P) and nondom-
inant (N ) modes (which is justified only for non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian arrangements as explained in the beginning of
Sec. III C), was necessary in order to obtain a simplified form
for matrix F [see Eq. (34)] originally defined in Eq. (26) [see
also equivalent expression for F in Eq. (30) used in the deriva-
tion of Sec. III C 2, when an eigenspectrum discontinuity point
exists]. In this vein, we will initially emphasize on the form
of the products (V L

n+1)
†
V R

n as illustrated in Eq. (31), by also
taking advantage of the formalism introduced so far. More
specifically, it will be true that(

V L
n+1

)†
V R

n =
[〈

vP,L
n+1

∣∣〈
vN ,L

n+1

∣∣
][∣∣vP,R

n

〉 ∣∣vN ,R
n

〉]
=
[〈

vP,L
n+1

∣∣∣∣vP,R
n

〉 〈
vP,L

n+1

∣∣∣∣vN ,R
n

〉〈
vN ,L

n+1

∣∣∣∣vP,R
n

〉 〈
vN ,L

n+1

∣∣∣∣vN ,R
n

〉], (H6)

where here of course (and for the remaining analysis of
Appendix H) we use exclusively the P,N mode nota-
tion. If we assume now that only a single eigenvalue
“jump” happens at n = no (i.e., from n = no to n = no +
1) within the P,N complex eigenspectrum domain, then
for n ∈ [0, no)∪ [no, N )—N ∈ N corresponds to a complete
cyclic evolution in parameter space as also schematically
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shown in Fig. 5(a) of the main text—it is easy to see

that 〈vP,L
n+1 ||vP,R

n 〉�→0−→〈vP,L
n ||vP,R

n 〉 = 1 and 〈vP,L
n+1 ||vN ,R

n 〉�→0−→
〈vP,L

n ||vN ,R
n 〉 = 0 given the biorthonormality conditions asso-

ciated with the P,N modes (〈vP,L
n |vP,R

n 〉 = 〈vN ,L
n |vN ,R

n 〉 =
1, 〈vP,L

n |vN ,R
n 〉 = 〈vN ,L

n |vP,R
n 〉 = 0 as also illustrated in

the beginning of Sec. III C). In other words, for such
a range of values for n we can perform the assign-
ments 〈vP,L

n+1 ||vP,R
n 〉 = p11

n (�) and 〈vP,L
n+1 ||vN ,R

n 〉 = �p12
n (�),

with functions p11
n (�), p12

n (�) being both analytical in
the neighborhood of � = 0 and p11

n (� = 0) = 1. In a
completely analogous manner, assignments 〈vN ,L

n+1 ||vP,R
n 〉 =

�p21
n (�) and 〈vN ,L

n+1 ||vN ,R
n 〉 = p22

n (�) can be performed, with
p21

n (�), p22
n (�) being both analytical in the neighborhood of

� = 0 and p22
n (� = 0) = 1.

The situation becomes now different for n = no, i.e., the

following will be true: 〈vP,L
no+1||vP,R

no
〉�→0−→〈vN ,L

no
||vP,R

no
〉 = 0,

〈vP,L
no+1||vN ,R

no
〉 �→0−→ 〈vN ,L

no
||vN ,R

no
〉 = 1, 〈vN ,L

no+1||vP,R
no
〉 �→0−→

〈vP,L
no
||vP,R

no
〉 = 1, 〈vN ,L

no+1||vN ,R
no
〉�→0−→〈vP,L

no
||vN ,R

no
〉 = 0. (To

better comprehend how the presence of discontinuities
in the P,N eigenspectra evolution affects the behavior
of the respective eigenvectors, refer to Fig. 4 and
Sec. III C 2 within the main text.) Hence now it will
apply that 〈vP,L

no+1||vP,R
no
〉 = �p21

no
(�), 〈vP,L

no+1||vN ,R
no
〉 =

p22
no

(�), 〈vN ,L
no+1||vP,R

no
〉 = p11

no
(�), 〈vN ,L

no+1||vN ,R
no
〉 = �p12

no
(�),

where functions pjk
no

(�) with j, k = 1, 2 are all analytical
in the vicinity of � = 0 and p11

no
(� = 0) = p22

no
(� = 0) = 1.

This differentiation in the behavior of the matrix products
(V L

n+1)
†
V R

n for n ∈ [0, no)∪ [no, N ) and n = no can be
summarized as follows:

(
V L

n+1

)†
V R

n =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
p11

n �p12
n

�p21
n p22

n

]
, n �= no,[

�p21
no

p22
no

p11
no

�p12
no

]
, n = no.

(H7)

As a next step in our analysis, we shall show how the
expression for matrix F (l ) presented in Eq. (32) of Sec. III C 2
is retrieved and also provide some additional details as to the
different coefficients appearing in such formula. Superscript
(l ) can be either (α) or (β ) depending on whether it refers
to the parametric trajectory just before (i.e., path CR

α )
or just after (i.e., path CR

β ) the spectrum discontinuity.
Paths CR

α and CR
β are each free of any underlying

eigenvalue “jumps”, according also to our assumption
of the presence of only a single P,N eigenspectrum
discontinuity as the discrete Hamiltonian arrangement
cyclically evolves along the closed (and discretely defined)
path CR = CR

β ∪ CR
α (direction of encirclement CR

α → CR
β ).

In order to facilitate our proof of Eq. (32) by the method of
induction, we shall use here a slightly different notation than
Sec. III C 2, i.e., F (l ) → Fne,no, c(l )

P,N → cne,no
P,N , f j

(l ) →
f j

ne,no, r (l )
jk → r ne,no

jk (c(l )
ν → cne,no

ν , h(l )
ν, jk → hne,no

ν, jk ) with
j, k = 1, 2 and no, ne denoting the starting and ending
points (ne � no ∧ no, ne ∈ N) of the discrete path to which
F (l ) corresponds to; in our case, such path is either CR

α

(no = 0, ne = no) or CR
β (no = no + 1, ne = N − 1). Since

evolution along either CR
α or CR

β is characterized by the
absence of any spectrum discontinuities, the following
definitions will be employed in the upcoming deriva-
tion: 〈vP,L

n+1 ||vP,R
n 〉 = p11

n (�), 〈vP,L
n+1 ||vN ,R

n 〉 = �p12
n (�),

〈vN ,L
n+1 ||vP,R

n 〉 = �p21
n (�), 〈vN ,L

n+1 ||vP,R
n 〉 = p22

n (�) where
n ∈ [no, ne). Equation (32) will now assume the subsequent
form

Fne,no

=
[

cne,no
P f 1

ne,no +�λP
�ne

r ne,no
11 �λP

�ne
r ne,no
12

�λN
�ne

r ne,no
21 cne,no

N f 2
ne,no +�λN

�ne
r ne,no
22

]
,

(H8)

where all quantities refer of course to the P,N modes. The
various discrete variables appearing in the aforementioned
equation are defined as cne,no

P =∏ne
n=no

λP
�n

, cne,no
N =∏ne

n=no
λN

�n
, f 1

ne,no =∏ne−1
n=no

p11
n , f 2

ne,no =∏ne−1
n=no

p22
n , r ne,no

jk =∑2ne−no

ν=1 cne,no
ν hne,no

ν, jk ( j, k = 1, 2) with cne,no
ν = csne,no

ν
=∏ne−1

n=no
λ

sν
n

�n
and sne,no

ν ∈ {(sν
ne−1, . . . , sν

no
)|sν

n = P or N , n ∈
N ∧ n ∈ [no, ne), ν ∈ Z+ ∧ ν ∈ [1, 2ne−no]}. If ne = no, then
we set r no,no

jk ≡ 0 and f j
no,no ≡ 1 for all possible values of j, k.

It is of interest at this point to highlight the close relevance
between coefficients cne,no

P , cne,no
N and the discrete dynamical

phase factors pertaining to the (non)dominant eigenmodes
of the non-Hermitian quantum Hamiltonian, according to
the more generalized definition of Eq. (22b) in Sec. III A

[of course, the generic mode designation (
∧±) needs to be

substituted with the P,N mode notation in Eq. (22b)]. On
the other hand, terms f 1

ne,no, f 2
ne,no can be directly associated

with the discrete Berry phase factors pertaining to the P,N
eigenmodes, according to the generalized definition of
Eq. (22a).

In our analysis, the convention s1
n = P, s2

n = N
for 0 � n < N − 1 shall be employed (i.e., cne,no

1 =∏ne−1
n=no

λP
�n

, cne,no
2 =∏ne−1

n=no
λN

�n
), which allows us to

set hne,no
1,11 = hne,no

2,22 = 0. This becomes apparent after
considering the diagonal entries of matrix Fne,no:

�λP
�ne

r ne,no
11 = �λP

�ne

∑
ν cne,no

ν hne,no
ν,11

ν=1−→ �λP
�ne

cne,no
1 hne,no

1,11 =
�
∏ne

n=no
λP

�n
hne,no

1,11 = cne,no
P �hne,no

1,11 and similarly

�λN
�ne

r ne,no
22 = �λN

�ne

∑
ν cne,no

ν hne,no
ν,22

ν=2−→ �λN
�ne

cne,no
2 hne,no

2,22 =
�
∏ne

n=no
λN

�n
hne,no

2,22 = cne,no
N �hne,no

2,22 . Yet, analogous terms of the
form cne,no

P f 1
ne,no [f 1

ne,no = f 1
ne,no (�)] and cne,no

N f 2
ne,no [f 2

ne,no =
f 2

ne,no (�)] have already been accounted for in Eq. (H8), which
implies that both coefficients hne,no

1,11 , hne,no
2,22 can be safely set to

zero. In what follows, it will be also shown via the method
of induction that hne,no

1,12 = hne,no
1,22 = hne,no

2,11 = hne,no
2,21 = 0. (This

equivalently implies that the products cne,no
1 =∏ne−1

n=no
λP

�n

and cne,no
2 =∏ne−1

n=no
λN

�n
do not appear in the expressions of

r ne,no
12 , r ne,no

22 and r ne,no
11 , r ne,no

21 , respectively.)
The original definition of submatrix Fne,no stems from

Eq. (30) of Sec. III C 2, which translates here as Fne,no =
D�ne

∏ne−1
n=no

(V L
n+1)

†
V R

n D�n = D�ne

∏ne−1
n=no

Ln [Ln can be found

from Eq. (H2) after replacing (
∧+) → P and (

∧−) → N ].
Hence the overall matrix F along the entire paramet-
ric loop CR = CR

β ∪ CR
α (CR

α → CR
β ) will be given by
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F = FN−1,no+1[(V L
no+1)

†
V R

no
]Fno,0, where Fno,0 = F (α) and

FN−1,no+1 = F (β ) according to the notation of Sec. III C 2 [see
also Eq. (30)]. Based on the definition of Fne,no , the recursive
formula Fne,no = D�ne

(V L
ne

)
†
V R

ne−1Fne−1,no will also apply and
shall prove essential in the following derivation.

We start our proof by induction for ne = no + 1 [case
ne = no corresponds to the trivial form Fno,no = D�no

, which
is indeed verified by Eq. (H8) given that cno,no

P,N = λP,N
�no

and

r no,no
jk = 0, fno,no

j = 1 for j, k = 1, 2]. It will be true then that
Fne,no = D�no+1Lno , which in turn leads to the expression

Fno+1,no =
[

λP
�no+1

λP
�no

p11
no

�λP
�no+1

λN
�no

p12
no

�λN
�no+1

λP
�no

p21
no

λN
�no+1

λN
�no

p22
no

]
. (H9)

After comparing the aforementioned equation with
Eq. (H8), it becomes apparent that cno+1,no

P =
λP

�no+1
λP

�no
, cno+1,no

N = λN
�no+1

λN
�no

, f 1
no+1,no = p11

no
, f 2

no+1,no =
p22

no
, while r no+1,no

11 = r no+1,no
12 = r no+1,no

22 = 0 and r no+1,no
12 =

λN
�no

p12
no

, r no+1,no
21 = λP

�no
p21

no
. In this case, parameter ν = 1, 2

and based on the aforementioned values of r no+1,no
jk , it comes

that hno+1,no
1,11 = hno+1,no

1,12 = hno+1,no
1,22 = hno+1,no

2,11 = hno+1,no
2,21 =

hno+1,no
2,22 = 0 and also hno+1,no

1,21 = p21
no

, hno+1,no
2,12 = p12

no
(of course

cno+1,no
1 = λP

�no
, cno+1,no

2 = λN
�no

). In order to obtain an even
better understanding of the form of the different discrete
functions appearing in Eq. (H8), we also provide the form of
matrix Fno+2,no = D�n0+2Lno+1Lno and this turns out to be

Fno+2,no =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λP

�no+2
λP

�no+1
λP

�no

(
p11

no+1 p11
no

)
+�λP

�no+2

[
λN

�no+1
λP

�no

(
�p12

no+1 p21
no

)] �λP
�no+2

[
λP

�no+1
λN

�no

(
p11

no+1 p12
no

)
+ λN

�no+1
λN

�no

(
p12

no+1 p22
no

)]
�λN

�no+2

[
λP

�no+1
λP

�no

(
p21

no+1 p11
no

)
+ λN

�no+1
λP

�no

(
p11

no+1 p21
no

)] λN
�no+2

λN
�no+1

λN
�no

(
p22

no+1 p22
no

)
+�λN

�no+2

[
λP

�no+1
λN

�no

(
�p21

no+1 p12
no

)]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (H10)

The following quantities can now be identified: cno+2,no
P = λP

�no+2
λP

�no+1
λP

�no
, cno+2,no

N = λN
�no+2

λN
�no+1

λN
�no

, f 1
no+2,no = p11

no+1 p11
no

,

f 2
no+2,no = p22

no+1 p22
no

. Regarding factors r no+2,no
jk , it will be true according to Eq. (H10) that r no+2,no

11 = λN
�no+1

λP
�no

(�p12
no+1 p21

no
), r no+2,no

12 = λP
�no+1

λN
�no

(p11
no+1 p12

no
)+ λN

�no+1
λN

�no
(p12

no+1 p22
no

), r no+2,no
21 = λP

�no+1
λP

�no
(p21

no+1 p11
no

)+ λN
�no+1

λP
�no

(p11
no+1 p21

no
),

r no+2,no
22 = λP

�no+1
λN

�no
(�p21

no+1 p12
no

). In other words, discrete variables r no+2,no
jk are nothing but weighted sums [the

weights— i.e., functions hno+2,no
ν, jk —are related to products of inner products between the left and right eigenvectors

at successive discrete time instants tn and tn+1 (pjk
n ), where n = no, no + 1 here] of eigenvalue products (cno+2,no

ν =
λP

�no+1
λP

�no
, λP

�no+1
λN

�no
, λN

�no+1
λP

�no
, λN

�no+1
λN

�no
, i.e., ν ∈ [1, 4]). Moreover, it is verified again that hno+2,no

1,11 = hno+2,no
1,12 =

hno+2,no
1,22 = hno+2,no

2,11 = hno+2,no
2,21 = hno+2,no

2,22 = 0.
So far we have shown the validity of Eq. (H8) for ne = no, no + 1, no + 2. In order to complete our proof by induction,

we shall assume now that the aforementioned equation holds for ne → ne − 1 � no. Along these lines, it will be also assumed
that cne−1,no

P,N =∏ne−1
n=no

λP,N
�n

, f 1
ne−1,no =∏ne−2

n=no
p11

n , f 2
ne−1,no =∏ne−2

n=no
p22

n , rne−1,no
jk =∑2ne−1−no

ν ′=1 cne−1,no
ν ′ hne−1,no

ν ′, jk , with hne−1,no
1,11 =

hne−1,no
1,12 = hne−1,no

1,22 = hne,no
2,11 = hne−1,no

2,21 = hne−1,no
2,22 = 0 and cne−1,no

ν ′ representing eigenvalue products (ν ′ ∈ [1, 2ne−1−no]). Given

then the recursive relation Fne,no = D�ne
(V L

ne
)
†
V R

ne−1Fne−1,no [see Eqs. (H6) and (H8), after setting ne → ne − 1],

Fne,no =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λP

�ne
cne−1,no
P p11

ne−1f 1
ne−1,no +�λP

�ne

(
λP

�ne−1
p11

ne−1r ne−1,no
11

+�λN
�ne−1

p12
ne−1r ne−1,no

21

) �λP
�ne

(
λP

�ne−1
p11

ne−1r ne−1,no
12 +�cne−1,no

N p12
ne−1f 2

ne−1,no

+�λN
�ne−1

p12
ne−1r ne−1,no

22

)
�λN

�ne

(
λN

�ne−1
p22

ne−1r ne−1,no
21 +�cne−1,no

P p21
ne−1f 1

ne−1,no

+�λP
�ne−1

p21
ne−1r ne−1,no

11

) λN
�ne

cne−1,no
N p22

ne−1f 2
ne−1,no +�λN

�ne

(
λN

�ne−1
p22

ne−1r ne−1,no
22

+�λP
�ne−1

p21
ne−1r ne−1,no

12

)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

(H11)
which indeed takes the form of Eq. (H8) after performing substitutions

cne,no
P = λP

�ne
cne−1,no
P =

ne∏
n=no

λP
�n

, (H12a)

cne,no
N = λN

�ne
cne−1,no
N =

ne∏
n=no

λN
�n

, (H12b)

f 1
ne,no = p11

ne−1f 1
ne−1,no =

ne−1∏
n=no

p11
n , (H12c)

f 2
ne,no = p22

ne−1f 2
ne−1,no =

ne−1∏
n=no

p22
n , (H12d)
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while for factors r ne,no
jk it will be true that

r ne,no
11 = λP

�ne−1
p11

ne−1r ne−1,no
11 +�λN

�ne−1
p12

ne−1r ne−1,no
21 , (H13a)

r ne,no
12 = λP

�ne−1
p11

ne−1r ne−1,no
12 +�cne−1,no

N p12
ne−1f 2

ne−1,no +�λN
�ne−1

p12
ne−1r ne−1,no

22 , (H13b)

r ne,no
21 = λN

�ne−1
p22

ne−1r ne−1,no
21 +�cne−1,no

P p21
ne−1f 1

ne−1,no +�λP
�ne−1

p21
ne−1r ne−1,no

11 , (H13c)

r ne,no
22 = λN

�ne−1
p22

ne−1r ne−1,no
22 +�λP

�ne−1
p21

ne−1r ne−1,no
12 . (H13d)

It becomes apparent now from the above formulas that cne,no
ν = λP

�ne−1
cne−1,no
ν ′ or cne,no

ν = λN
�ne−1

cne−1,no
ν ′ , which implies that

there will be in total 2ne−no possible eigenvalue products cne,no
ν (since there are 2ne−1−no products cne−1,no

ν ′ ) and thus ν ∈ [1, 2ne−no].
Accordingly, there will be 2ne−no different “weight” functions hne,no

ν, jk —one for each eigenvalue product cne,no
ν —within the general

form of rne,no
jk , which is given as rne,no

jk =∑2ne−no

ν=1 cne,no
ν hne,no

ν, jk . [This expression can be found based on Eqs. (H13a)–(H13d) given

also that rne−1,no
jk =∑2ne−1−no

ν ′=1 cne−1,no
ν ′ hne−1,no

ν ′, jk .] Moreover, based on Eq. (H13a) it will hold that hne,no
1,11 = p11

ne−1hne−1,no
1,11 and since

hne−1,no
1,11 = 0, it also comes that hne,no

1,11 = 0. Similarly, it will be true according to Eq. (H13a) that hne,no
2,11 = p12

ne−1hne−1,no
2,21 and hence

hne,no
2,11 = 0 (since hne−1,no

2,21 = 0). In a completely analogous manner, it can be shown that hne,no
1,12 = hne,no

1,22 = hne,no
2,21 = hne,no

2,22 = 0 by
exploiting Eqs. (H13b)–(H13d). This completes the proof by induction of Eq. (H8) and of the form of the discrete quantities
appearing in the same equation.

The evaluation of the total matrix F = FN−1,no+1[(V L
no+1)†V R

no
]Fno,0 [Fno,0 → F (α) and FN−1,no+1 → F (β ) according to the

notation of Sec. III C 2; see also Eq. (30) in the main text] becomes now straightforward after employing Eq. (H8) along with
the form of the matrix product (V L

no+1)†V R
no

[see Eqs. (H6) and (H7)]. This leads to Eq. (33) of the main text, where elements F̂ jk

are given as follows in the notation of Sec. III C 2:

F̂11 = �2
(
λP

�N−1
c(α)
P pno

21f 1
(α)r (β )

11 + λP
�no

c(β )
P pno

21f1
(β )r (α)

11 + λP
�N−1

λP
�no

pno
11r (β )

12 r (α)
11 + λP

�N−1
λN

�no
pno

22r (β )
11 r (α)

21

)
+ �3

(
λP

�N−1
λP

�no
pno

21r (β )
11 r (α)

11 + λP
�N−1

λN
�no

pno
12r (β )

12 r (α)
21

)
, (H14a)

F̂12 = �2
(
λP

�no
c(β )
P pno

21f 1
(β )r (α)

12 + λP
�N−1

c(α)
N pno

12f 2
(α)r (β )

12 + λP
�N−1

λP
�no

pno
11r (β )

12 r (α)
12 + λP

�N−1
λN

�no
pno

22r (β )
11 r (α)

22

)
+ �3

(
λP

�N−1
λP

� no
pno

21r (β )
11 r (α)

12 + λP
�N−1

λN
�no

pno
12r (β )

12 r (α)
22

)
, (H14b)

F̂21 = �2(λN
�N−1

c(α)
P pno

21f 1
(α)r (β )

21 + λN
�no

c(β )
N pno

12f2
(β )r (α)

21 + λP
�no

λN
�N−1

pno
11r (β )

22 r (α)
11 + λN

�N−1
λN

�no
pno

22r (β )
21 r (α)

21

)
+ �3

(
λP

�no
λN

�N−1
pno

21r (β )
21 r (α)

11 + λN
�N−1

λN
�no

pno
12r (β )

22 r (α)
21

)
, (H14c)

F̂22 = �2(λN
�N−1

c(α)
N pno

12f 2
(α)r (β )

22 + λN
�no

c(β )
N pno

12f2
(β )r (α)

22 + λP
�no

λN
�N−1

pno
11r (β )

22 r (α)
12 + λN

�N−1
λN

�no
pno

22r (β )
21 r (α)

22

)
+�3

(
λP

�no
λN

�N−1
pno

21r (β )
21 r (α)

12 + λN
�N−1

λN
�no

pno
12r (β )

22 r (α)
22

)
. (H14d)

Of particular interest are the diagonal entries
cP (�pno

21f 1
(β )f 1

(α) ) and cN (�pno
12f 2

(β )f 2
(α) ) appearing

in the matrix expression for F in Eq. (33). Clearly
cP,N = c(β )

P,N c(α)
P,N = cN−1,no+1

P,N cno,0
P,N =∏N−1

n=0 λP,N
�n

[see
also Eqs. (H12a) and (H12b)] represent the discrete
dynamical phase factors associated with the P,N modes,
which are acquired by the Hamiltonian arrangement
during its parametric evolution along closed loop CR

[see respective definition in Eq. (22b) of Sec. III A

after replacing the generic mode annotation (
∧±) with

the P,N mode representation, i.e., (
∧+) → P and

(
∧−) → N ]. On the other hand, it will be true that

�pno
21f 1

(β )f 1
(α) = �pno

21f 1
N−1,no+1f no,0

1 =∏N−1
n=0 〈vP

n+1||vP
n 〉 and

�pno
12f 2

(β )f 2
(α) = �pno

12fN−1,no+1
2 f2

no,0 =∏N−1
n=0 〈vN

n+1||vN
n 〉

according to Eqs. (H6), (H7), (H12c), and (H12d). In other
words, quantities �pno

21f 1
(β )f 1

(α)
, �pno

12f 2
(β )f 2

(α) become
clearly associated to the discrete Berry phase factors related
to the P,N modes and are acquired by the quantum

system after a complete evolution around the cyclic path
CR [see respective definition in Eq. (22a) of Sec. III A

after replacing (
∧+) → P and (

∧−) → N ]. It should be also
noted here that relations f (α)

1,2 (� = 0) = f no,0
1,2 (� = 0) = 1

and f (β )
1,2 (� = 0) = f N−1,no+1

1,2 (� = 0) = 1 will apply as
can be seen from Eqs. (H12c) and (H12d) given that
p11

n (� = 0) = p22
n (� = 0) = 1.

Finally, we need to show the dominance of the cP -related
terms in the expression of matrix F provided in Eq. (33) in the
adiabatic limit (N →∞ and T = N� →∞, where T is the
cycling period around parametric loop CR). We will demon-
strate this by indicatively comparing terms �cP pno

21f 1
(β )f 1

(α)

and c(α)
P c(β )

N pno
11f 2

(β )f 1
(α) appearing in the first column of F .

Along these lines, it will hold that∣∣∣∣∣ �cP pno
21f 1

(β )f 1
(α)

c(α)
P c(β )

N pno
11f 2

(β )f 1
(α)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣�c(β )

P
c(β )
N

pno
21f 1

(β )

pno
11f 2

(β )

∣∣∣∣∣ �
∣∣∣∣∣� pno

21f 1
(β )

pno
11f 2

(β )

∣∣∣∣∣
· e
∑N−1

n=no+1 Re
(
�λP

n −�λN
n

)
, (H15)
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where we utilized relations cP = c(β )
P c(α)

P and
c(β )
P,N = cN−1,no+1

P,N =∏N−1
no+1 λP,N

�n
=∏N−1

no+1 (1+�λP,N
n ) �

e
∑N−1

n=no+1 �λP,N
n [see also Eqs. (H12a) and (H12b)] and assumed

small values for the discrete time step � (λP,N
�n

, λP,N
n

represent of course the eigenvalues in the P,N basis
representation corresponding to matrices �n and Mn as
defined in Sec. II A, �n = I +�Mn). For the majority
of non-Hermitian settings [Re(�λP

n )Re(�λN
n ) �= 0] it is

predominantly true that Re(�λP
n ) > Re(�λN

n ), except
for very special cases where Re(�λP

n ) ≡ Re(�λN
n ) for

all possible values of n and which do not exhibit any
dominant or nondominant modes. (For more details on the
description of the P,N mode representation, refer to Fig. 4
and Sec. III C.) Here we are interested in the former case
and consequently it is expected that the summation term∑N−1

n=no+1 Re(λP
n − λN

n ) to be of the order of N and as such
the exponential factor appearing in Eq. (H15) will be of the
order eN |�|. Assuming now that � has a small but fixed value,
then similarly ratio |�pno

21f 1
(β )

/pno
11f 2

(β )| will attain a small

value [pno
11(� = 0) = f( β )

1,2 (� = 0) = 1 and pno
21(�) is also

finitely defined in the vicinity of � = 0]. Yet as parameter N
gets increased to achieve adiabatic evolution conditions, there
will be inevitably a point after which eN |�| will overcome the
effect of the aforementioned ratio and this will eventually lead

to the dominance of �cP pno
21f 1

(β )f 1
(α) over c(α)

P c(β )
N pno

11f 2
(β )f 1

(α)

in Eq. (H15). In a similar manner, it can be shown that
�cP pno

21f 1
(β )f 1

(α) will dominate over all terms appearing in
the expression for matrix F [Eq. (33)], which in turn implies
that F will obtain the form shown in Eq. (34) and thus
the quantum state vector will convert to the instantaneous
dominant (P) mode under sufficiently slow driving conditions
(see Sec. III C 2). It should be highlighted of course that here
(and in Sec. III C 2) we have assumed the presence of a
single discontinuity in the P,N mode eigenspectra (i.e., in
the evolution of eigenvalues λP,N

�n
or equivalently λP,N

n ).
Analogous results (i.e., form of F in the adiabatic limit
and state conversion to the instantaneous P mode) can
nevertheless be attained even if more discontinuities of
this nature arise, as long as the P,N mode formalism is
employed to study the dynamics of slowly cycled states.
[Equation (H8) will still apply, yet Eq. (H7) must be modified
and parametric trajectory CR should be divided in an
appropriate number of subpaths to reflect the number of
spectrum discontinuities; matrix F can then be found based
on the values of products (V L

n+1)†V R
n at such anomalous

points along with the expression for Fne,no in Eq. (H8).] If
no such abrupt spectrum behavior exists, then the theoretical
investigation performed in Sec. III C 1 would simply
apply.
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